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Abstract 

Concrete pryout failure mode, which occurs for relatively short and stocky cast-in headed 

studs or post installed anchors, has been investigated only to a limited extent in the past. The 

increasing use of such anchorages in engineering practice emphasizes the need to clarify the 

pryout failure mechanism and to formulate design rules that assure safe and economical 

structural design.  

Currently used design provisions to predict the pryout capacity are conservative and based on 

the so-called indirect-tension model, which applys the CC-Method for anchors loaded in 

tension to predict the pryout capacity of anchors loaded in shear and fail in pryout. The aim of 

this dissertation is to get more understanding into the load bearing behaviour and the pryout 

mechanism of shallowly embedded anchors and anchor groups, which are likely fail in 

concrete pryout. Furthermore, it aims at extending the CC-method to account for the pryout 

failure mode and improving current design recommendations. 

This dissertation covers experimental and numerical investigations. The experimental 

investigation aims at clarifying the bearing bahavior and influencing parameter of stocky cast-

in single welded headed studs, which fail in concrete pryout. On the other hand, the numerical 

investigation aims at parametric study and pryout failure simulation of single anchor and 

anchor group. The results of the experimental and numerical investigation are evaluated and 

discussed. Finally, based on the obtained results a pryout capacity prediction equation for 

anchors under pure shear load is presented. An extended CC-method for pryout failure mode, 

which accounts for single anchor and anchor group as well as for edge and corner influence, is 

proposed and compared with current design formula. 

 

  



Kurzfassung 

Bei querbelasteten und gedrungenen Verankerungen kann unter Scherbeanspruchung ein 

Betonausbruch auf der lastabgewandten Seite der Verankerung auftreten. Diese Art des 

Versagens, auch rückwärtiger Betonausbruch genannt, wurde bislang nur unzureichend 

untersucht. Mit vermehrter Anwendung solcher Verankerungen steigt die Notwendigkeit den 

Tragmechanismus zu ergründen und ein geeignetes Bemessungskonzept zu erstellen, um 

künftig eine sichere und wirtschaftliche Anwendung zu gewährleisten. 

Das gegenwärtige Bemessungskonzept für die Versagensart rückwärtiger Betonausbruch 

unterschätzt die Bruchlasten und beruht auf dem sogenannten indirekten-Zug Modell. Dieses 

Modell wendet das CC-Verfahren für zugbeanspruchte Verankerungen an, um die 

rückwärtige Betonausbruchlast zu bestimmen. Ziel dieser Dissertation ist es, sowohl das 

Tragverhalten als auch den Tragmechanismus bei der Versagensart rückwärtiger 

Betonausbruch bei Einzel- und Mehrfachbefestigungen zu beschreiben. Anschließend wird 

angestrebt, das CC-Verfahren für zugbeanspruchte Verankerung zu erweitern, um es für die 

Versagensart rückwärtiger Betonausbruch anzuwenden und dadurch das Bemessungskonzept 

zu verbessern. 

Diese Dissertation umfasst experimentelle und numerische Untersuchungen. Das Ziel der 

experimentellen Untersuchungen ist es, sowohl das Tragverhalten als auch den Einfluss der 

maßgebenden Parameter auf die Versagensart rückwärtiger Betonausbruch von gedrungenen 

Kopfbolzenverankerungen aufzuklären. Das Ziel der numerischen Untersuchungen ist es, die 

Versagensart des rückwärtigen Betonausbruchs für gedrungene Einzel- und 

Mehrfachbefestigungen zu beschreiben und eine Parameterstudie der Einflussfaktoren 

vorzunehmen. 

Ausgehend von den in dieser Arbeit gewonnenen Erkenntnissen wird eine 

Bemessungsgleichung zur Traglastbestimmung des rückwärtigen Betonausbruches 

vorgeschlagen. Dieser Vorschlag zur Bemessung soll für die Einzel- und 

Mehrfachbefestigung sowie für die verschiedenen geometrischen Einsatzfälle wie Rand- und 

Eckbereiche gelten. Abschließend wird dieser Vorschlag als erweitertes CC-Verfahren für die 

Versagensart rückwärtiger Betonausbruch näher beschrieben und mit gegenwärtigen 

Bemessungsbestimmungen verglichen. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background and context of research 

Fasteners transmit axial tension, shear or combined load (tension and shear) either directly or 

eccentrically into the concrete structure, which results in bending or torsional loading. Welded 

stud connections as well as cast-in bolts and post installed anchors attached to a steel plate 

embedded into concrete are widely used in structural and non-structural concrete elements. 

They are frequently used in precast and cast-in-place constructions, such as joist bearing and 

wall connections (Fig. 1.1a), fastening of technical equipment, such as electrical installations 

and sanitary facilities. Moreover, they are essential in composite structures as well as in repair 

and retrofit applications, such as brick- and panel cladding related to isolation retrofitting 

(Figs. 1.1b,c). 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

Figure 1.1: a) Joist bearing section [http://Precast.org] b) Brick cladding [http://jordahl.com] c) 

Cladding panel [http://bemo.com] 

The load-bearing behaviour of such fastening systems, especially studs welded to a steel base 

such as steel girder, has been intensively investigated in the past 50 years focusing on the 

composite structures with and without metal deck. Studying the behavior of such welded 

headed studs with the objective of presenting adequate design equations for computing shear 

capacity goes back to the late 1950’s using push-off tests as reported by Viest (1956). In the 

push-off test setup a steel beam with welded headed stud anchors on its flange connects 

reinforced concrete slab and assure beam-slab shear load transfer. This kind of test is typically 

used to simulate composite structures, for instance in bridge constructions. Early studies, 

mostly performed in normal weight concrete, have investigated various influencing 

parameters on the shear capacity of stud connection such as stud diameter, concrete type and 

its mechanical properties, steel plate size and thickness and anchor spacing of an anchor group 

(Driscoll and Slutter, 1961; Baldwin et al., 1965; Goble, 1968; Dallam, 1968; Ollgaard et 

al., 1971). Three types of failure have been reported in such tests: steel failure, concrete 
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failure surrounding the headed stud, which can be assigned as concrete pryout failure, and 

mixed failure which includes both concrete and steel failure. 

Concrete pryout failure mode, which occurs by relatively shallowly embedded short and 

stocky cast-in headed studs or post installed anchorages, can be decisive for anchorages far 

away from any edge and corner influence, so called in-the-field. Also, such anchorages placed 

near the edge, at the corner or the side of concrete construction and loaded away or parallel to 

an edge could fail in pryout (Fig. 1.2).  

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Concrete Pryout failure mode a) in-the-filed b) edge influence c) corner influence and d) 

side influence 

Later studies were focused on the behavior of cast-in-place anchor bolts and post installed 

anchors under shear loading considering either on front- and side edge influence or corner 

effect (Stichting Bouwresearch, 1971; Swirsky et al., 1977; Klingner et al., 1982; Hawkins, 

1987; Fuchs, 1990; Hofmann, 2004; Anderson and Meinheit, 2005; Grosser, 2012). Anderson 

and Meinheit published a comprehensive collection of aforementioned push-off tests which 

will be partially considered in this work regarding observed concrete pryout failure mode. 

On the other hand, test data of single or multiple cast-in place or post installed anchors welded 

or attached on a single steel anchor plate, embedded in-the-field away from edges and loaded 

in shear focusing on the pryout failure capacity are limited to the experiments conducted by 

Hawkins (1987), Zhao (1994), Anderson and Meinheit (2005), Hofmann (2005), Grosser 

(2012) and tests performed in the framework of this work Jebara et. al (2013). Both Hawkins 

and Zhao indicated that the pryout capacity depends also on the embedment depth. Moreover, 

Hawkins observed that the pryout capacity depends also on the stud or rather bolt diameter 

and that the connection type between anchor and steel plate had insignificant influence on the 
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ultimate load. Zhao (1994) presented an indirect-tension model, which describes the pryout 

mechanism, and applied the CC-method for tension to predict the pryout capacity. Anderson 

and Meinheit (2007) presented a factor which considered the stud spacing influence parallel 

and perpendicular to the load direction. Hofmann and Grosser observed pryout failure also 

with adhesive anchors. Recently conducted tests in this work, presented in the following 

chapter, confirm the indirect-tension model and accordingly a new concrete capacity approach 

for shear loaded anchors is developed (CC-method for shear). 

a) Without hole clearance, all edge distances b) With hole clearance, away from edges c) With hole clearance, near by edge 

   

d) Headed stud e) welded headed stud (large plate) f) welded headed stud (small plate) 

 

 
 

b1> 0.5 hn or t ≥ 0.2 hn 

 

b1 ≤ 0.5 hn or t < 0.2 hn 

c1, c2< 10 hef or c1, c2< 60 dnom; hef  ≥ 40 mm; d = 6 - 60 mm; fuk≤1000 MPa; C12/15-C90/105 

Figure 1.3: Anchorage covered by the design provisions according CEN/TS 1992-4-1:2009 

Well defined arrangements and dimensions of cast-in and post-installed anchors, welded or 

attached to a steel plate, are specified in various design provisions (ACI 318, TR029, 

ETAG001, CEB-FIP Model Code 1990, CEB-fib 2011) thereunder CEN/TS 1992-4:2009 

(Fig. 1.3). Available design provisions for pryout failure mode are based on the indirect-

tension model, which applies the concrete pull-out failure prediction equation adjusted to the 

individual approval specifications by a factor. Thus, no common standard is available for the 

above mentioned concrete pryout failure modes. 

The increasing use of such anchorages in engineering practice emphasizes the need to clarify 

the pryout failure mechanism and to formulate design rules that assure safe and economical 

structural design. As aforementioned, currently used design provisions CEN/TS 1992-4-

1_5:2009 and ACI 318 Appendix D are based on the indirect-tension pullout failure 
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mechanism proposed by Zhao. In this approach, the tensile pullout capacity equation modified 

by a corresponding factor was used to evaluate the pryout capacity for single anchor and 

anchor group as well. The factor was obtained by comparing results for tensile and shear 

loading. Both the experimental and numerical investigation were conducted in uncracked and 

unreinforced normal weight concrete. Furthermore, the tested anchorages were placed away 

from edge and have an embedment to stud diameter ratio hef/d≤ 4.2. Whereas additional 

numerical analysis was performed to investigate edge, side and corner influence on the pryout 

capacity. This work aims to better understanding the pryout failure mechanism of studs 

welded to a steel plate based on the indirect-tensile model and related influencing parameters. 

Moreover, the study deals with the pryout failure behaviour of single- and multiple stud 

connections under pure shear, combined shear and tension and eccentrically shear loading, 

which induces torsion or bending moment. Moreover, the fastening arrangements near edge 

and loaded away from edge, which fail in pryout, are also considered. 

Pryout capacitiy predicted according to the current design code is clearly conservative and 

underestimate the true pryout capacity of anchorages, especially for anchors with low 

embedment depth to diameter ratios (hef/d< 4.5). 

 

1.2 Scope and Objectives 

As mentioned above the lacking in understanding of the pryout failure mode leads to the 

development of very conservative design codes and guidelines. The main objective of the 

work presented in this thesis is the investigation of the pryout failure mechanism for short, 

stocky studs and anchors. Firstly, an extensive experimental investigation was performed. The 

study focused on the shear behaviour of short stocky studs welded to a steel base plate in 

uncracked and unreinforced concrete. The design of the anchors assured that the pryout 

failure occurs. The experimental study focuses on clarifying the influence of the stud diameter 

and embedment depth on the pryout capacity of single headed stud anchor. Moreover, it 

provides basic data for describing the pryout failure mechanism of single headed stud anchor 

welded to a steel plate such as load-displacement behaviour, concrete cone breakout surface 

inclination and bearing distribution in the front of the stud shank. 

Secondly, an extensive finite element parameter study was conducted for single and group of 

fasteners. In the study, the geometry and the loading type was varied. 
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Based on the results of the experimental tests and the numerical investigations a new 

mechanical model to describe the load-bearing behavior of such anchorages is proposed. The 

model is used to develop a pryout capacity prediction equation, to improve the efficiency of 

the existing design code provisions for both single- and multiple stud connections. 
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2 Literature review 

Fastening systems of various types are principally divided in cast-in-place and post installed 

anchors, which transfer applied tension, shear and combined load into a concrete structure. 

The load transfer mechanism in case of tensile loading is quite comparable for both types of 

anchorages, cast-in-place or post-installed. It is implemented using either mechanical 

interlock, friction, bond or a combination of these (Eligehausen and Mallée, 2000). Fasteners 

in concrete loaded either in shear or combined tensile and shear load are frequently used in 

engineering practice for various connection types. Both cast-in-place welded studs/anchor 

bolts and post installed anchors attached to a steel plate are used. 

The increasing use of composite structures in bridges since 1950’s and later, leaded to 

extensive experimental investigations performed mainly by Viest I-III (1956), Driscoll and 

Slutter (1961) and Slutter and Driscoll (1965). These studies aimed to provide an adequate 

prediction provision to assess the shear capacity of connections related to the various failure 

modes which occur away from any edge influence (in-the-field). A comprehensive collection 

of the push-off and pure shear and combined tension and shear tests which fail in pryout can 

be found in Klinger and Mendonca (1982), Hawkins (1987), Fuchs (1990), Zhao (1994), 

Eligehausen and Lehr (1993), Hofmann (2004), Anderson and Meinheit (2005), Grosser 

(2012) and own tests performed by Jebara and Ožbolt (2013). In the push-off test setup a 

steel beam with welded headed stud anchors on it connects reinforced concrete slab and 

assure beam-slab shear load transfer. This kind of connection is typically used in bridge 

structures and building constructions. On the other hand, a single or multiple headed stud are 

welded on a single steel anchor plate, embedded in concrete and loaded in shear. Only limited 

experimental basis for such anchorages exists. In both setup configurations, push-off and 

anchor plate, a concrete pyrout failure can be decisive. 

The increasing use of headed stud applications in 1950’s replacing the channels, angels and 

other shear transfer devices increased the need to study the load behavior of these fasteners. 

Viest (1956) planed push-off testing program simulating the composite Concrete-Steel (I-

beam) structure as used in bridge constructions. The tests were aimed to investigate the effect 

of concrete strength, stud spacing and stud diameter on the stud shear load capacity. He varied 

the stud diameter (12.7, 16 and 19 mm) and kept the stud height constant at 102 mm as well 

as the slab thickness at 178 mm. Every slab contained two studs in one row so that both stud 

and stud spacing perpendicular to the load direction were varied. Viest found out that the 

shear load capacity of welded stud is approximately proportional to (fc)
0.5. It was also found 
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that the critical load increased approximately proportional to the stud diameter for stud 

diameter larger than 25.4 mm and approximately proportional to the square of the stud 

diameter for stud diameter smaller than 25.4 mm. This study had no observations regarding 

the stud height and the slab thickness. On the other hand, it was found that steel failure can 

occur with the stud spacing perpendicular to load direction greater than 4 times the diameter 

(4d). 

Based on the results of this work one of the early empirical design formulas to predict the 

shear load capacity of welded stud to a steel base was proposed for the stud height 101.6 mm 

or higher. Eq. (1.1) presented in the AASHO specifications is given by: 

Vu = 25 d2 fcc
0.5 d <25.4 mm   (1.1a) 

Vu = 24 d fcc
0.5  d ≥25.4 mm   (1.1b) 

where Vu is the shear load capacity of single anchor [N], d is the stud diameter [mm] and fcc is 

the concrete cube compressive strength [MPa]. 

The research performed by Slutter and Driscoll (1961) on composite design was aimed to 

improve the AASHO Specifications, which were conservative, due to application of plastic 

design approach. Test results for welded studs using push-off and slab steel-beam test 

methods were evaluated (Thürlimann, 1959; Viest, 1956). It has been observed that studs with 

height to diameter ratio H/d > 4.2 experienced steel failure, which utilize the full shear 

capacity of the connector whereas studs with H/d ≤ 4.2 failed due to concrete, which can be 

addressed as concrete pryout failure. For normal weight concrete (up to C20/25) the authors 

proposed Eq. (1.2) to calculate the capacity of stud connectors within both ranges: 

Vu = 71 d2 fcc
0.5 H/d> 4.2   (1.2a) 

Vu = 17 H d fcc
0.5 H/d≤ 4.2   (1.2b) 

where H is the stud height [mm]. 

The study performed by Ollgaard et al. (1971) included forty-eight push-out specimens in 16 

test series considering the basic concrete material properties (concrete uniaxial compressive 

strength fc, split tensile strength fsp, concrete modulus of elasticity Ec and concrete density ), 

type of aggregate, stud diameter and number of connectors. Normal weight and lightweight 

concrete were investigated including studs with the same physical properties, two stud 
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diameters (d=16, 19 mm) and constant stud height H=76 mm. Mostly four stud connectors in 

two rows and several two stud connectors in one row were embedded in each slab. two failure 

modes were reported: i) Steel failure mode, stud connectors were sheared off the steel beam 

and ii) Concrete failure mode, which is clearly concrete pryout failure mode. In many tests 

both failure modes were observed in the same specimen. 

The results show the first typical concrete pryout failure mode which was represented by 

pulling out the stud together with a wedge of concrete on the back side with respect to the 

loading direction. The crack propagated from the head of the stud toward the surface of the 

steel beam under the angle of about 45°. It was also apparent that the studs were rotated and 

also bend with a single curvature, which appears typically in case of short and stiff anchors 

under shear load. The authors confirmed that the concrete is the controlling medium at 

ultimate load. They indicated that a connector strength is proportional to concrete tensile 

strength and concrete compressive strength as well as to concrete density and concrete 

modulus of elasticity. It was also observed that the average shear strength was proportional to 

the cross-sectional area of the studs for comparable concrete properties. Multiple regression 

analyses were made to analyse the test results and accordingly the following empirical 

equation was derived for single stud connector: 

Vu = 1.74 As fc
0.3 Ec

0.44    (1.3) 

This equation was simplified and incorporated into the AISC design specifications as: 

Vu = 0.46 As (fcc Ec)
0.5     (1.4) 

where As is the cross-sectional area of a stud anchor [mm²] and Ec is the modulus of elasticity 

of concrete [MPa]. 

Shaikh and Yi (1985) simplified the Eq. (1.3) by substituting the ACI Code concrete modulus 

prediction Eq. (1.5): 

Ec = 0.043 1.5 fc
0.5     (1.5) 

where  is the concrete weight density [kN/m³] 

Inserting the unit weight ratio for normal weight concrete = 23 [kN/m³] into the Eq. (1.5), 

rounding the exponent value and correlating the equation with the available experimental 

data, yields to the following lower bound equation: 
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Vu = 61  As fcc
0.5     (1.6) 

where  is the concrete density factor to account for lightweight concrete (= 1 for normal 

weight concrete; = 0.85 for sand lightweight concrete and =0.75 for all lightweight concretes). 

This equation, which was later incorporated into the third and fourth edition of the PCI 

Design Handbook, is valid for single and multiple anchorages embedded away from edge. In 

case of the concrete capacity of anchor group, the concrete capacity Vu of single anchor is 

multiplied by the number of anchors in the group (n). 

Hawkins (1987) investigated the behavior of cast-in-place anchor bolts under direct shear 

loading embedded in the center of concrete block. He conducted 15 direct shear tests on cast-

in bolts attached to a steel plate, varying the bolt diameter (19 and 25 mm), concrete cylinder 

strength (21 and 34 MPa), embedment depth (76, 127 and 178 mm) and the diameter of a 

thick washer (16 mm) placed under the head of the bolt (51, 102 and 153 mm). Shear loading 

perpendicular to bolt center line was applied by the use of a shear plate and pulling rod, which 

was connected to a load cell. Additionally, a thick layer of grease under the anchor plate was 

used to minimize the friction between concrete and anchor plate. 

The researcher reported a concrete shear-cone-pull-out failure mode (pryout) for anchorages 

with embedment-to-diameter ratio hef/d ≤ 4 and concrete radial cracking failure for deeper 

embedded bolts. The embedment-to-diameter ratio which invokes concrete pryout failure is 

comparable with the ratio reported by Slutter and Driscoll (1961), which is also valid for 

welded headed studs. The stiffness for the linear range of the load-displacement curves, which 

were essentially linear up to 80% of the ultimate capacity, increases in proportion to concrete 

compressive strength (fc)
0.5 and bolt diameter (d)1/3. The results show that for a given washer 

diameter, bolt size and concrete strength, the ultimate strength capacity increases moderately 

with increasing embedment depth. Moreover, the markedly larger ultimate displacement and 

lower stiffness of the anchor bolts, compared to those for welded studs, were observed 

although the ultimate strength is in the same range for the embedment-to-diameter ratio 

hef/d ≤ 4. These differences were interpreted by the author as a result of different fixture types 

between the anchor plate and the bolt or stud, i.e. welded or fixed. Thus, based on the 

statistical analysis of test results the author concluded that for predicting the shear strength for 

studs and anchor bolts in case of concrete pull-out failure (Pryout) the following equation can 

be used: 
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Vu = 13 fcc
0.5 d1/3 (381+1.1le+dw)    (1.7) 

where le is the embedment depth [mm] and dw is the washer diameter [mm]. 

Zhao (1994) tested single- and four-stud anchors welded to a steel plate with embedment-to-

diameter ratio hef/d ≤ 4.1, keeping the stud diameter d=22 mm constant in all test series. The 

embedment depth was varied in the range of hef=50, 65 and 90 mm for single anchors and 

quadruple connections with constant stud spacing parallel and perpendicular to load direction 

Sx=Sy=S= 100 mm. Accordingly, the influence of the stud diameter and stud spacing in both 

directions, which are significant for the pryout capacity, was not investigated. 

All tests failed in concrete pryout failure mode. Additional two single stud anchorage tests 

with hef= 115 mm were conducted, where one test failed in pryout and the other in steel 

failure. Zhao further performed two series including 24 tests to investigate the influence of 

eccentricity of the shear load on the concrete pryout capacity (combined shear load and 

bending moment). Concrete pryout failure occurred in all these tests also. Furthermore, the 

results showed that the ultimate strength increased with increasing embedment depth, thus 

confirming the test result of Hawkins (1987). 

Zhao (1994) presented an indirect-tension failure mechanism and calculated induced stud 

tensile force to ultimate shear load ratio of Nv=Nv/Vu=0.30 to 0.35. Thereby Zhao assumed a 

stiff anchor plate and a resultant compressive stress in front of the stud shank at 0.5d depth 

from concrete surface. Additionally, it is assumed that the resulting compressive force lies 

5 mm in front of the anchor plate. He also adopted the concrete capacity design model for 

direct tensile load (concrete breakout pyramid model) and adapted empirically the following 

function for the concrete pyramid surface inclination (v): 

tan v= 0.125 hef
0.25     (1.8) 

The resulting tensile force is calculated such that the projected surface area is multiplied with 

the effective concrete breakout tensile resistance, which is equal to the tensile force in the 

stud. Using the ratio between tensile and shear resistance (Nv/Vu) the following prediction 

equation for single welded stud under pure shear loading is obtained: 

Vcp ≈ 30 fcc
0.5 hef

15     (1.9) 

Vcp ≈ 2 Nu,c      (1.10) 
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Nu,c = 15.5 fcc
0.5 hef

15     (1.11) 

where Vcp is the concrete pryout capacity of single anchor, Nu,c is the concrete breakout 

strength of single anchor in tension. 

The derived Eq. (1.9) does not account for the stud diameter, which is relevant influencing 

parameter regarding the shear load transfer. Moreover, Zhao assumed that the effective 

concrete stress on the projected area for single stud is valid for a group of welded studs as 

well. Accordingly, Eq. (1.10) is also valid for a group of welded studs through substituting the 

concrete breakout strength of anchor group in tension. 

According to investigations on a single and a group of anchors (undercut and expansion 

anchors, Eligehausen and Lehr (1993)) and based on the tensile concrete cone failure, which 

depends on the anchor embedment depth, the coefficient for pryout strength K1 was modified 

and became: K1=1 for hef<.60 mm and K1=2 for hef≥60 mm, which lies on the safe side for 

both cast-in and post installed anchors. Hence the Eq. (1.10) was modified and incorporated 

into the CEN/TS 1992-4-2 and ACI 318 Appendix D respectively as: 

Vu,cp = k3 Nu,c      (1.12) 

where k3 is indicated in the relevant European Technical Specifications and Nu,c is the 

concrete breakout strength of single anchor or group of anchors in tension. Where anchor 

reinforcement is available a pryout strength reduction factor of 0.75 shall be used. Moreover, 

in case of shear load and/or torsional moment where direction and resultant of individual 

anchor forces are different the most loaded anchor in the group has to be evaluated with 

consideration of edge and anchor space distances. 

Anderson and Meinheit (2005) recently analyzed the available push-off tests data with 

hef/d <4.5, which failed in concrete pryout in normal weight and lightweight concrete. They 

included the Hawkins (1987) and Zhao (1994) pryout tests data, which illustrate the influence 

of the embedment depth and stud diameter. Additionally, they conducted eight tests with a 

group of four and six welded studs varying the anchor space parallel to the loading direction 

Sx =76.2, 114.3 and 152.4 mm. The embedment-to-diameter ratio hef/d=3.62 was kept constant 

with stud diameter d=12.7 mm and the embedment depth hef=46 mm to assure concrete pryout 

failure. 
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Using linear multi-variable regression analysis, the authors derived the following prediction 

equation for single anchor failing in concrete pryout: 

Vu,cp = 24.3 ·fcc
0.5 d1.5 hef

0.5    (1.13) 

Eq. (1.13) was extended to account for one row of anchors parallel to the load direction 

through an anchor spacing factor as follow: 

Vu,cp = 24.3 n ·fcc
0.5 d1.5 hef

0.5 s   (1.14) 

s=S/4d s=1 for S=0     (1.15) 

where s is the anchor spacing factor and n is the number of the anchors in the group and S is 

the overall anchor spacing in loading direction. 

Based on a reevaluation of the above mentioned equations including test results of the post 

installed mechanical anchors, the authors proposed the following factor to account for row-

spacing perpendicular to the applied shear force: 

s=(hef/d) (S/1825+0.16)    (1.16) 

According to the evaluated test data it was recommended that the maximum row-spacing S 

as well as the overall anchor spacing S should be limited to about 20d. 

 

2.1 Pryout failure models 

Concrete pryout failure mode which is presented here as an indirect-tension failure mode can 

be treated from fracture mechanics point of view as a mixed-mode problem. Analytical model 

based on the linear elastic fracture mechanics describing the crack development in the fracture 

process zone for pull out headed anchor (tension) was derived by Eligehausen and Sawade 

(1989). Such analytical solution does not exist for shear loaded headed stud anchors. 

However, mechanical models were adopted to decsribe the shear load transfer mechanism of 

welded headed stud connectors. 

Lungershausen (1988) proposed a shear load transfer model, which excludes steel base 

rotation and assumes shear load transfer by dowel action (Fig. 1.4a). According to his model 

the shear load transmits through four shear resistance components. The initial weld collar 

force represents the highest contribution followed by the resistance of the stud shank and stud 
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tensile force, which is ensued through the bending moment, and finally friction force as a 

result of increased compressive stress in the concrete.  

Based on 2D-FE analysis Fuchs (1990) presented a mechanical model for shear loaded 

anchors in-the-field assuming a plastic deformation at about 2d away from concrete surface 

(Fig. 1.4b). Furthermore, he assumed a triangular and partially rectangular compressive stress 

distribution along this depth into concrete. This model is valid for deep embedded anchors 

hef/d ≥ 5 and should be adjusted for shallow embedded anchors which fail in concrete pryout. 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 1.4: Shear load transfer a) by dowel action (Lungershausen, 1988), b) plastic deformation 

(Fuchs, 1990) 

Anderson and Meinheit (2005) assumed a “pile-in-earth” analogy and presented the concrete 

pryout failure model as a combination of stud shank bearing and “prying out” or “kickback” 

the concrete in the back of the stud because of the stud stiffness (Fig. 1.5). This concept does 

not agree with test observations and clearly does not accounts for the anchor plate rotation. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 1.5: Shear load transfer a) Pile-in-the-earth analogy b) “Kickback” analogy (Anderson and 

Meinheit, 2005) 
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Figure 1.6: Shear load bearing components (Zhao, 1994) 

A reasonable mechanical model, which describes the concrete pryout failure of welded stud to 

a steel plate is the indirect-tension model presented by Zhao (1994) (Fig. 1.6). According to 

this approach, pryout behavior, i.e. concrete breakout failure behind the anchor relating to 

shear load direction is comparable with test observations, especially considering the rotation 

of the anchor plate. Moreover, the concrete breakout half cone is visually similar to a tension 

concrete breakout failure and has a projection area of 60% to 70% of projected concrete area 

failed in direct tension. Zhao assumed that the shear load ensues four reaction components: 

i) Compressive stresses resultant in front of the stud shank at about 0.5d away from concrete 

surface (Vs). 

ii) Tensile force in the stud shank which is about 0.35 of the shear load (Nv≈0.35V). 

iii) Concrete compressive resultant force under the anchor plate located 5 mm away from the front 

side of the anchor plate (D). 

iv) Friction force between anchor plate and concrete surface (R). 

Accordingly, Zhao assumed that induced high concrete stresses in the collar zone crushes the 

concrete in this zone which increase the stud bending and internal moment. Thereby the 

tensile force in the stud shank and compression force between concrete and anchor plate are 

increased until finally the anchorage is pulled out from the concrete at the back side of the 

anchor. 

 

2.2 Summary 

The available literature data summarized above is mainly based on the investigations of 

bearing behavior of welded studs in composite structures. Investigations were done in the past 

including the previously summarized relevant studies aimed primarily to investigate 
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influencing parameters on the behavior and bearing capacity of welded stud anchorages in 

composite structures. However, testing programs with the objective of investigating short and 

shallowly embedded anchors, which likely fail in concrete pryout, are limited. Most abov 

discussed proposals predict the bearing capacity independent of the failure mode, that is for 

both steel and concrete, and account for the influence of the stud diameter, through the stud 

cross-section area, and for the concrete strength. Aforementioned empirical prediction 

equations were derived essentially according to available push-off tests which fail in steel, 

concrete or mixed mode as well. With the increased use of anchor systems in thin concrete 

structures, where the concrete pryout failure is most likely decisive, it is necessary to 

investigate this failure mode explicitly for the following various range of applications: 

• In-the-field installed anchorage loaded in shear, eccentric shear (shear and bending), 

torsion and combined shear and tension 

• Back edge effect as the shear load applied away from the edge  

• Corner effect considering both back and side edge effects 

• Side edge effect as the shear load applied parallel to the edge 

In practice shear loading variation (eccentricity, torsion and combined shear and tension) can 

be combined with edge, corner and side effects as well. Experimental investigations covering 

such area of applications are limited or does not exist. Furthermore, concrete pryout 

mechanism still needs to be clarified and concrete pryout capacity prediction equation, which 

cover the above-mentioned application field, still need to be impeoved or developed. 
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3 Experimental investigation-Single welded stud anchor 

3.1 General 

The shear tests without edge effects were conducted at the Institute for Construction 

Materials, University of Stuttgart. Previously summarized pryout failure models and pryout 

capacity prediction proposals identified the need to represent the pryout behaviour by means 

of mechanical model, which reasonably describes the failure mechanism. In order to achieve 

this, it is necessary to understand the pryout failure mechanism of single welded stud 

anchorage and the main influencing parameters. 

The database (Jebara and Ožbolt, 2011), including recently reported shear tests is lacking in 

pryout in-the-field tests with systematic variation of anchor embedment depth and diameter. 

Anchor diameter and embedment depth are two decisive parameters which control the pryout 

failure. In order to clarify the behaviour of cast-in headed studs, further shear tests were here 

performed on single cast-in headed studs varying both parameters, stud diameter and 

embedment depth (Jebara and Ožbolt, 2013). In the present work, the experimental results, 

pryout failure mechanism and proposed pryout capacity equation for single anchor under pure 

shear load are presented, discussed and compared with current design formula. 

 

3.2 Single headed stud anchorage 

Single welded headed studs with stud diameter ranging from d=8 mm to 44 mm were 

investigated. Three embedment depths of hef=30, 50 and 90 mm were considered, so that the 

embedment to diameter ratio was 1.8 ≤hef/d ≤ 4.2. The test program for 45 conducted shear 

tests with welded single headed stud anchors is summarized in Table 3.1. 

Since welded stud anchors with d > 25 mm are not available commercially, for all stud 

configurations special anchorages were manufactured. The stud shank and anchor plate were 

provided with a fine thread, so that the stud shank could be screwed into the plate and welded 

on both sides, top and bottom of the plate (Fig. 3.1). The anchor plate thickness (tp) and the 

stud head thickness (hk) were larger than 0.5d for all anchorages, which assures stiff anchor 

plate (Goble, 1968). The quadruple anchor plate width for all anchorages were approximately 

4d. For embedment depth hef=30 mm and stud diameter d≤16 mm steel plate thickness was 
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tp=15 mm; for hef=50 mm and stud diameter d≤28 mm the steel plate thickness was tp=20 mm 

and finally for hef=90 mm and stud diameter d≤44 mm the steel plate thickness was tp=30 mm.  

Table 3.1: Test program, welded single headed stud anchor 

Test series 

Embedment depth 

hef [mm] 

Stud diameter 

d [mm] hef/d [-] 

Number of tests 

n [-] 

Series I 30 
8 3.75 5 

12 2.50 5 

16 1.88 5 

Series II 50 
12 4.17 5 

16 3.12 5 

28 1.79 5 

Series III 90 
22 4.10 5 

28 3.21 5 

44 2.05 5 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Details of anchorage geometry used for the testing 

The stud-head-diameter to stud-diameter ratio dh/d=1.6 assures compression stress on the stud 

head p<14fcc, which establishes concrete breakout (Fuchs et al., 1995). Anchor plates and 

headed studs were manufactured using steel St 52 with minimum yield and ultimate strength 

of 350 MPa and 540 MPa, respectively. 

 

3.3 Concrete slab and cast-in anchor installation 

The anchorages were installed in four concrete slabs (1.90x1.90x0.20 m) in such a way to 

ensure enough space to establish concrete pryout failure, as shown in Figure 3.2a. All anchors 

were placed at the top side of the formwork, so that the bottom plate surface flush with the 

concrete surface, as shown in Figure 3.2b. The concrete slabs were reinforced with a 

minimum amount of reinforcement (mesh) at the bottom and four 6 mm bars at the slab sides 

for handling purposes. The normal weight concrete mix composition is summarized in Table 
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3.1. The maximum aggregate size was 8 mm and was chosen according DIN 4226, which 

takes into account the smallest embedment depth hef=30 mm. The maximum aggregate size of 

16 mm would be too large compared to the smallest embedment depth. Larger maximum 

aggregate size principally decreases strength (increase of inhomogeneity of the material) and 

increases fracture energy of concrete. On the other hand, the maximum aggregate size does 

not significantly influence the relation between concrete fracture energy and compressive 

strength of concrete. The water to cement ratio was maintained as 0.75 and the spreading 

width of the fresh concrete measured before casting was 41 cm, which corresponds to the 

consistency class F2. All slabs were cast from one concrete batch in horizontal position. 

During casting the concrete was intensively consolidated, especially around the anchorages. 

In order to determine the compressive strength of the concrete at testing time, concrete cubes 

with a side length of 150 mm were cast at the same time. 

a) b) 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: a) Sample for concrete slab geometry used for the testing, series KB30-d8_d12_d16  

b) Positioning the anchorages at the top side of the formwork 

The mean cube concrete compressive strength (fcc) and concrete splitting tensile strength at 

the day of testing and at finish testing were measured as 25.8 MPa and 1.87 MPa, 

respectively. Note that the concrete quality was relatively low in order to assure concrete 

pryout failure. Table 3.2 shows the properties of concrete including cube compressive 

strength and splitting tensile strength at the start and termination of testing. 
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Table 3.2: Material properties of concrete and concrete mix composition 

Specimen 

ConcreteAge 

[days] 

Avarage values (Cube150 mm) 

Notes 


[Kg/m3] 

fc,cube150 

[MPa] 

fct,sp 

[MPa] 

KB-30-50: 312-13/1-2 52 2240 25,83 1,87 Start testing 

KB-90: 312-13/3-4 56 2230 25,79 1,87 Finish testing 

Normal weight Concrete  

Cement Gravel Water 

CEM I 32.5R 0-2 mm 2-8 mm content w/c 

[Kg/m3] [Kg/m3] [Kg/m3] [Kg/m3] - 

C20/25 240 944 916 180 0,75 

 

3.4 Experimental setup 

The shear tests without edge effects were conducted in the laboratory of the Institute for 

Construction Materials, University of Stuttgart. The tests were carried out using strong floor 

for fixing the specimen including attached hole ram (Fig. 3.3b). The entire installation is 

placed on the air pillows, which ensures a horizontal positioning of the load and support 

apparatus. The concrete slab was fixed to the installation along the back side of the slab 

related to the load direction using clamps and steel profile of 100x100 mm.  

The anchorages were loaded in pure shear by pushing the back side of the anchor plate. The 

loading surface of the steel plate used for applying the shear load was 7 mm thick, so that the 

load eccentricity was minimized (Fig. 3.3c). The loading steel plate (not the anchor plate) was 

mounted on 1.5 mm thick Teflon stripe to avoid friction between loading steel plate and 

concrete. The loading steel plate was fastened on both sides on pulling device, which had no 

contact with the anchor plate and mounted on Teflon stripe as well (Fig. 3.3d). The pulling 

device was connected to a high strength steel rod inserted through a center hole ram and load 

cell (Fig. 3.3a). The setup assures shear loading with free rotation of the anchor plate, which 

avoids higher peak load in case of rotation restrained anchor plate. 

The load was monitored using a calibrated load cell, which was chosen in the range of 

expected peak load. The horizontal and vertical deformations (h, v) were recorded with 

LVDT-s placed at the center of the front and top side of the anchor plate, respectively 

(Fig. 3.3). The applied load and anchor displacements were recorded continuously until the 

post peak stage whereas the peak load was reached within 1 to 3 minutes. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 3.3: a) Loading fixture b) Test setup and strong floor c) Loading steel plate d) Pulling 

device 

 

3.4.1 Waterproof PRESCALE pressure measurement sheet 

In order to provide an insight into the load-bearing behavior in front of the stud shank and 

under the anchor plate, a pressure measurement film was used. This film is applied for 

measuring pressure and pressure distribution between two surfaces and is widely applied in 

the industry, e.g. automobile, machinery, medical. An appropriate film is simply inserted 

between two surfaces and measure the pressure distribution by means of color density. 

Eight types of PRESCALE sheets for measuring pressure range from 0.05 MPa, extreme low 

pressure (4LW), to 43.500 MPa, Super high pressure (HHS) in different Sheet types and sizes 

are available. Five types of PRESCALE sheets use a so-called Two-sheet technology and the 

other three types use Mono-sheet technology. The two-sheet type composed of two kinds of 

films: A-Film with base material (PET-Polyethylenterephthalat base) coated with a color-

forming material (microcapsules) and B-film with the same base material coated with color-
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developing material. The coated side of each film (color-forming and color-developing) must 

face each other. When the pressure is applied, the microcapsules are broken and the color-

forming material transfers to the color-developing material and react generating the red color 

(Fig. 3.4a). 

a) 

Mono-sheet 

 

 

Two-sheet 

 

b) 

 

 

 

c) 

hef=30 mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

hef=50 mm 

 

 

 

 

 

hef=90 mm 

 

Figure 3.4: a) PRESCALE Pressure measurement film (FUJIFILM products guide) b) Waterproof 

PRESCALE sheet c) PRESCALE pressure measurement film results 

The PRESCALE Mono-Sheet type for high pressure measurement is easier for use and is 

0.11 mm thick, which is the half thickness of the PRESCALE two-sheet type. The mono-sheet 

type which was applied in the tests enables measurement with a single sheet of the film. A 

color-developing and color-forming material (microcapsules) are coated, one above the other, 

on a single base materiel (PET base). When the pressure is applied, the microcapsules are 
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broken and the color-developing material absorbs the color-forming material and reacts 

generating a red color (Fig. 3.4a). Two mono-sheet types, High Pressure (HS) and Super High 

Pressure (HHS), with the pressure range 50-130 MPa and 130-300 MPa, respectively, were 

used. HS-sheet was used mainly under the anchor plate and at the top half of the stud length. 

Figure 3.4b illustrates waterproof PRESCALE sheet joined on the stud shaft and the anchor 

plate. To assure waterproof installation the PRESCALE sheets were joined at the stud shaft 

and the anchor plate using kapton (polyimid) tape, which is 0.07 mm thick and is also heat 

resistant. 

The measurement of pressure can be assessed by a color code. Areas where pressure is 

applied become red and the color density varies according to the intensity of the applied 

pressure (PRESCALE-PRODUCTS GUIDE) (Fig. 3.4c). Analyzing the results for measuring 

pressure and pressure distribution ranges from visual confirmation to computer analysis after 

digitalization. Visual evaluation using reference charts provided for each product type makes 

it possible to measure pressure values by viewing the PRESCALE sheet color density. It is 

also possible to evaluate the colorized PRESCALE sheets by means of digitizing using a 

scanner and converting it into numerical data by software. 

 

3.5 Test results and discussion 

In the framework of the present study 45 experimental tests on single headed stud anchors in-

the-field loaded in pure shear were performed. The results of the tests are presented and 

discussed. In Table A1 (Appendix A) the results of the 45 tests are summarized in terms of 

peak shear load and corresponding horizontal and vertical displacements. It also includes the 

corresponding evaluation of the concrete half cone surface slope. The pryout failure mode 

was observed in all tested specimens except one, which failed in mixed failure type. Two 

other tests were not taken in account due to a setup installation failure. In the following 

sections, the most relevant results are presented and detailed test results are summarized in the 

test report Jebara and Ožbolt (2013). 

 

3.5.1 Load-displacement behavior 

The load displacement behavior of a single welded stud anchors in-the-field depends mainly 

on the concrete properties, stud diameter, embedment depth and the corresponding ratio hef/d. 

Figures 3.5a-e show the load-displacement curves of the test series hef=30 mm and d=8, 12, 
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and 16 mm in horizontal (shear load direction) and vertical (stud axis direction) directions. In 

addition, the average curves for both displacement directions were evaluated for the first 

series. The load-displacement curves for all the tests exhibit a linear elastic behavior up to 

80% of the peak load. The resistance of the anchor starts simultaneously with the application 

of displacement. This indicates that the anchor plate takes off and rotates in the load direction 

at the loading start.  
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

e) 

 

f) 

 

Figure 3.5: Load-displacement curves for the test series hef=30 mm and d=8, 12 and 16 mm 

Nevertheless, the evaluated coefficient of variation for the displacement mean values at peak 

load for both horizontal and vertical displacements is very large and lies for the horizontal 

displacement at 65% and for the vertical displacement at 50% (Table A1). The large scatter in 
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displacement at peak load is primarily due to the concrete inhomogeneity, which can cause 

local crushing especially near the concrete surface where the concrete compression is the 

highest. Detailed load-displacement curves for the other test series can be found in the test 

report Jebara and Ožbolt (2013). 

Figures 3.5a-f show the proportional dependency of the peak load and corresponding 

displacement on the stud diameter. Increasing the stud diameter, increases the peak load and 

decreases the corresponding horizontal displacement. On the other hand, the vertical 

displacement of the stud remains approximately constant. The vertical displacements of the 

stud anchors, as illustrated in Figures 3.5b,d,f, are in average v=1.58 mm, which is 

comparable with the displacement at peak load of the stud anchor under direct tension. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 3.6: Typical load-displacement curves for different stud diameters: (a) hef=30 mm, (b) hef=50 

mm, (c) hef=90 mm and d) for different embedment depth with the corresponding stud diameter 
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Figures 3.6a-c show the load-displacement behavior of the anchorages for three embedment 

depths, each for three different bolt diameters. It can be seen that the stiffness and resistance 

increase with the increase of the bolt diameter or rather with the decrease of the stiffness ratio 

hef/d. This behavior is also obvious from the deformations of the stud shaft shown in 

Figures 3.8a-c, which indicate a more ductile behavior for embedment-to-diameter ratio of 

about hef/d ~ 4, and stiffer behavior for hef/d< 4. To illustrate the influence of the embedment 

depth on the pryout response in Figure 3.6d load-displacement curves are plotted for different 

embedment depths and the corresponding stud diameters. 

 

3.5.1.1 Stiffness ratio and shear stiffness of headed stud anchors failing in pryout 

The so-called stiffness ratio, defined as the embedment-to-diameter ratio hef/d, lies for 

conducted tests in the range 1.8≤hef/d≤4.2. This ratio defines the limit for the transition from 

steel failure mode to pryout failure mode. As mentioned before, according to previous studies 

(Slutter and Driscoll, 1965; Hawkins, 1987; Anderson and Meinheit, 2005; Pallarés et al., 

2009) the hef/d ratio of 4.5 can be treated as the limit where pryout failure is decisive. 

However, the pryout failure mode in normal weight concrete could occur with approximately 

50% probability for ratios hef/d≤5.5 (Pallarés et al., 2009). This statistical study underlines 

the need for more investigation regarding the failure mode transition limit, particularly with 

regard to the multiple anchor configurations. Moreover, this limit increases depending on the 

loading combinations, such as tension and shear, shear and bending moment. 

 

Figure 3.7: Load displacement as a function of the stiffness ratio 
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Figure 3.7 shows the influence of the stiffness ratio on the horizontal displacement of the stud 

anchor at peak load. It is obvious that the displacement increases with increasing stiffness 

ratio and at the same time it considerably increases with increasing embedment depth. This 

behaviour is due to the fact that deeper installed anchors are activated at the top part of the 

anchor at earlier loading stage, which increases shaft bending especially after concrete surface 

crushing. On the other hand, shallowly embedded anchors are activated at early loading stage 

along the complete anchor embedment depth, which results in lower anchor displacement. 

The deformation of the stud shank observed in the tests verifies this behaviour (Fig. 3.8). Stud 

anchors with hef/d≈4 exhibit obvious bending, which decreases with increasing the stud 

diameter. Detailed test results regarding observed deformed stud anchors are available in the 

report Jebara and Ožbolt (2013). Therefore, it can be concluded that the stiffness ratio limit 

can be defined as the deformation transition from one-curvature to two-curvature deformation 

which means the beginning of steel yielding point at the cross section of the stud shank and 

anchor plate. 

a)d=8 mm 

 

d=12 mm 

 

d=16 mm 

 

b)d=12 mm 

 

d=16 mm 

 

d=28 mm 

 

c)d=22 mm 

 

d=28 mm 

 

d=44 mm 

 

Figure 3.8: Deformation of the stud shaft for a) hef=30 mm b) hef=50 mm c) hef=90 mm, each with one 

sample for the varied stud diameter 
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3.5.2 Compressive stress in front of the stud shaft 

The compression stress in front of the shear loaded anchors depends on the stud diameter and 

the embedment depth as well as on the concrete properties. It is usually considered to be 

concentrated near the concrete surface, which is reasonable for embedded anchors with 

hef/d>4.5. Thus, the compressive stresses and the distribution at the front of the stud shaft 

depends on both the stiffness ratio hef/d and on the connection between the stud shaft and the 

anchor plate (jointed or fixed e.g. welded or attached) (Hofmann, 2004). The compression 

near the concrete surface was found to increase with increasing the stiffness ratio (ductile 

behavior), whereas the distribution of the compression stress was more controlled by the stud-

plate fixation degree (Hofmann, 2004). Accordingly, the compression stresses evaluation 

(P=Vu/Ap), assuming the compression area of A*
p=d², for the tests near the edge or corner 

yields to values between 75 MPa and 175 MPa. Note that the evaluated database includes 

shear tests near an edge and near a corner. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Rectangular compression stresses in front of the stud shaft 
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Figure 3.9 illustrates the average compression stresses in front of the stud according to 

aforementioned assumption. The results of the evaluation of the conducted pryout tests yields 

to an average compression stresses varying between ca. 70 MPa to 280 MPa. It is obvious that 

the compression stresses of ca. 11fcc are markedly larger especially for hef/d≈4. Moreover, 

increasing the anchor stiffness decreases the compression in front of the anchor shaft, which 

increases the concrete resistance, i.e. increases anchor capacity (Figs. 3.9a,b). In contrast, the 

test results show that the concrete at the front side of the anchorage remains quite intact 

except for a shallow surface spalling, which is in average 0.5d deep from concrete surface. 

These findings make it necessary to clarify the real stress distribution of the compression in 

front of the stud. In order to investigate the real compressive stress distribution in front of the 

stud shank of stocky stiff anchorage, the so-called PRESCALE pressure measurement film 

(FUJIFILM product) was used. 

The purpose of the use is to visualize the pressure distribution in front of the studs by color 

density in response to the concrete compression. The pressure magnitude of the concrete 

compression in front of the stud is not possible to measure because of the inhomogeneity of 

the concrete. Figure 3.4c shows a sample of results obtained using the PRESCALE sheets for 

hef=30, 50 and 90 mm. Detailed PRESCALE sheet test results are available in the test report 

Jebara and Ožbolt (2013). The red coloured parts of the sheet represent compressive stresses 

in front of the stud shaft (lower sheet part) and under the front side of the anchor plate (top 

sheet part). The Prescale sheets were installed around the stud shaft and under the front half of 

the anchor plate (see Fig. 3.4b). 

It can be observed that the distribution of the compressive stresses takes place along the entire 

embedment depth and along a narrow strip under the front side of the anchor plate. Thus, the 

assumption of triangular compression stress in front of the stud shaft with maximum stresses 

near the concrete surface for stocky and stiff anchors, in the range of test anchorages, can be 

justified. Moreover, the red color of the concrete compression indicates that the anchor plate 

rotation begins with the loading application. The friction between anchor plate and concrete is 

concentrated along the narrow strip under the front side of the plate. The PRESCALE film, 

including the kapton-polyimid tape, assures frictionless connection of the stud shaft and the 

concrete. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Triangular compression stresses in front of the stud shaft 

Figure 3.10 shows the average compression stresses in front of the stud shaft evaluated 

according to the assumption of triangular stress distribution in front of the stud along the 

embedment depth. Assuming that the compression area A*
p=d hef /2, the average compression 

stress in front of the stud shaft is between approximately 75 MPa and 150 MPa. It increases 

moderately with increasing the stiffness ratio in contrast to the assumption of stress 

distribution over A*
p=d², where the compression stress increases exponentially (Fig. 3.9c, Fig. 

3.10c).  

 

3.5.3 Concreate breakout half-cone 

Concrete pryout capacity depends on the concrete tension capacity of the breakout crater, 

which is assumed to be proportional to fcc
0.5 and the shear load distribution into the concrete. 

The shear load distribution depends mainly on the anchorage stiffness, which is here defined 
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as embedment depth to stud diameter ratio hef/d. Thus, it is essential to investigate the 

concrete failure with respect to the shape and dimensions of the concrete breakout crater. 

In the tests, the loading was continued in the post peak range until the concrete breakout, 

including the anchorage, was pulled out from the concrete slab. The observed concrete 

breakout craters were in general concrete half cones with approximately half circle base on 

the concrete surface. The concrete crater in the slabs were measured with the objective to 

determine the cone angle relative to the concrete surface.  

Figures 3.11a,d illustrate a typical concrete breakout half-cone, which confirms the 

assumption of pulling out a crater of concrete half-cone behind the stud. However, in some 

cases, at the front of anchor there is also a shallow concrete spalling, with the crack running 

almost parallel to the surface of the concrete. This is due to the fact, that in front of the anchor 

a fracture surface is formed as a result of pushing the anchor shank against the concrete rather 

than the pulling it from the concrete, i.e. it is a secondary crack surface (see Fig. 3.11b). 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 3.11: a) Typical concrete breakout half-cone and d) corresponding concrete crater, 

sectional profile b) in loading direction and c) perpendicular to load direction, hef=50 mm, 

d=28 mm 

The concrete at the front side of the anchor remains quite intact, except for a shallow surface 

spalling. Thereby the initiated diagonal crack at the head of the stud propagates upward 

behind the anchor, toward the slab surface. The compression zone at the front of the stud, 

induced by means of the reaction components of the concrete compression under the front 

side of the anchor plate and at the front of the stud, prevents the initiation of crack in this zone 
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as a consequence of tensile force in the stud. The concrete crater in front of the anchor can be 

considered as a secoundery because it forms after the concrete half-cone behind the anchor is 

pulled out, i.e. after the peak load is reached. This behaviour is confirmed by means of the 

sectional profile of the concrete crater in loading direction and perpendicular to the loading 

direction (Figs. 3.11b,c). 

Typical concrete breakout crater representing the investigated embedment depths hef=30, 50, 

90 mm and stud diameter range from d=8 mm to 44 mm are shown in Figure 3.12. Moreover, 

the corresponding sectional profile in the loading direction and perpendicular to the loading 

direction are illustrated. In general, it can be noted that the concrete craters are representative 

for the conducted tests and have approximately half-cone formation. More detailed results to 

the concrete breakout craters can be found in the report Jebara and Ožbolt (2013). 
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hef=30 mm, d=8 mm Cross-section A-A Cross-section B-B 

   

hef=30 mm, d=12 mm 

   

hef=30 mm, d=16 mm 

   

hef=50 mm, d=12 mm 

   

hef=50 mm, d=16 mm 

   

hef=50 mm, d=28 mm 

   

hef=90 mm, d=22 mm 

   

To be comtinued next page 
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hef=90 mm, d=28 mm 

   

hef=90 mm, d=44 mm 

   

Figure 3.12: Typical concrete breakout half-cone and corresponding concrete crater, sectional profile 

of the concrete breakout cone in loading direction and perpendicular to load 

 

3.5.3.1 Concreate half-cone surface angle 

One important parameter for developing a pryout capacity prediction equation of a single 

headed stud anchor is the concrete breakout half-cone surface angle. This angle determines 

the projected concrete surface area, which is essential for simplifying the evaluation of the 

invoked tensile force in the stud. The test results (Fig. 3.13) show a large scatter band of the 

concrete cone surface angle and consequently a large scatter of the corresponding projection 

area. It is also obvious that the projection area on the concrete slab surface is approximately 

60-70% of the fully formed projection area, which is a circle. The large scatter was also 

observed for anchors in tension, and is in both cases mainly a result of the inhomogeneity of 

the concrete mixture (Eligehausen and Mallé, 2000). Moreover, it was found that the concrete 

cone angle of anchors loaded in tension increases with increasing embedment depth (Sawade, 

1991; Zhao, 1994). Nevertheless, the CC-method for anchors loaded in tension assumes a 

constant concrete cone surface angle of N=35°, which is applicable for most anchor types 

under tension used in the practice. The average cone angle for anchors loaded in tension was 

determined assuming that the crack opening at peak load is in average the half of the cone 

surface side length (Zhao, 1994). The crack opening length depends on the embedment depth, 

it decreases with increasing embedment depth and lies by hef=520 mm ca. 35% and by 

hef=130 mm ca. 55% of the cone surface length (Eligehausen and Sawade, 1985; Eligehausen 

and Ozbolt, 1990). The average cone angle for anchors loaded in tension according to 
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Zhao (1994) is the inclination of the line which connects the stud head and the opened crack 

at hef/2 depth. 

The crack opening length for stocky and shallowly embedded anchors loaded in shear is 

assumed to be comparable to the crack opening length of in tension loaded anchors with small 

embedment depth, which is approximately 50% of the concrete cone surface length. 

According to numerical simulations (see Chapter 4) the crack opening at peak load seems to 

be 60-70% of the cone-surface side length. Moreover, several major cracks could be 

established at peak load, which justify the following method of evaluating the average cone-

surface angle. The depth of the concrete breakout half-cone surface relatively to the slab 

surface was measured on the test specimen on several points (see Fig. 3.13a). The slope of the 

idealized concrete half-cone surface was calculated by means of the average half-cone surface 

depths as shown in Figure 3.13a. The evaluation of the average surface angles in the tests 

according to the measurements of the average half-cone surface depths results in a mean angle 

value of v=30° (Fig. 3.13b). Note that the angle of the half-cone surface varies strongly 

within the same series and identical parameters. 

a) 

 

 

 

 

b) 

 

Figure 3.13: a) Evaluating the slope of the concrete half cone surface b) Evaluated angle of 

concrete half cone surface as a function of the embedment ratio 

 

3.5.4 Test results for concrete pryout capacity 

This section summarizes the test results in terms of ultimate load (pryout capacity) and 

corresponding dependency on investigated parameters, stud diameter and embedment depth. 

Moreover, the prediction formula based on the evaluation of the test results is derived and 

compared with the current CEN/TS design prediction formula. 
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3.5.4.1 Influence of the stud diameter on the pryout capacity 

As mentioned above the stud diameter is one of the decisive influencing parameters on the 

pryout capacity. As shown in Table A1 (Appendix A), the shear peak load corresponding to 

pryout failure increases with increasing the stud diameter. Figure 3.14a illustrates the 

influence of the stud diameter on the pryout capacity, which is proportional to stud diameter 

varying from d0.33 to d0.58. Furthermore, Figure 3.14b shows the relative shear peak load 

Vcp/V
0

cp versus stud diameter d, where V0
cp is the mean value of shear peak load for the stud 

diameter d = 16 mm and the corresponding embedment depth. The value V0
cp for hef=90 mm 

was calculated using regression analysis equation for the mean peak load versus stud diameter 

(Fig. 3.14a). Thus, it is obvious that the concrete pryout capacity increases almost 

proportional to the square root of the stud diameter (d0.5). 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Pryout capacity and relative peak load to the corresponding hef  and d=16 mm versus 

stiffness ratio and stud diameter 
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Increasing the stud diameter increases the activated concrete surface in front of the stud which 

decreases the concrete compression stresses and thereby increases the concrete resistance. 

This is quite clearly in case of short and stocky anchorages with hef/d<4.5, which activate the 

concrete along the entire embedment depth (see section 3.5.2.1 and Chapter 4). Furthermore, 

it is obvious that the relative pryout capacity decreases with increasing the embedment depth 

to diameter ratio, which verifies the dependency of the pryout capacity on the stud diameter 

and embedment depth as well (Fig. 3.14c). 

Current design equation (CEN/TS 1992-4) for pryout capacity doesn’t account for the stud 

diameter influence on the pryout capacity, which is an essential parameter for predicting the 

pryout capacity. The findings presented in this work underline the need to consider the pryout 

failure mode separately from pure tension load and to develop a CC-design method, which 

deals with this failure mode as indirect-tension mixed mode. It schould take into account the 

stud diameter contribution to the pryout capacity and at the same time the effectively formed 

concrete breakout crater. 

 

3.5.4.2 Influence of the embedment depth on the pryout capacity 

The embedment depth is a significant influencing parameter for the pryout capacity of single 

headed stud anchors. This influence is based mainly on the fact that with increasing the 

embedment depth the concrete breakout crater behind the anchor increases as well. According 

to the strength theory, the concrete resistance increases proportionally to the utilized concrete 

breakout crater surface area. As the concrete breakout surface area increases proportional to 

the square of the embedment depth, accordingly the pryout capacity should increase 

proportional to the square of the embedment depth as well. The results of the performed shear 

tests on welded stud anchors show obvious dependency of the pryout capacity on the 

embedment depth, which is slightly less than the square of the embedment depth (Fig. 3.15). 

Due to the size effect, the increase of the peak load is not proportional to the concrete 

breakout surface. The size effect approach accounts for the phenomenon of decreasing the 

nominal strength at peak load due to increasing geometrical dimensions of concrete structural 

elements. The development of strain gradient (strain localization) on the stud head, 

independent of the embedment depth, causes the existence of the size effect phenomena for all 

embedment depths (Ožbolt, 1995). In case of fastening elements, increasing the dimensions of 

the anchorage including embedment depth do not increase the peak load proportional to the 

concrete breakout surface. Due to the assumption that the fracture energy of concrete is 
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constant Gf, the dissipated energy (released energy) as a result of crack opening at peak load 

should be equal to Gf. Therefore, for large embedment depth the relative crack length must be 

smaller which decreases the concrete fracture surface and thereby the corresponding peak 

load as well (Ožbolt, 1995). The size effect is evident for large anchorage dimensions, i.e. 

large embedment depths. 

Figure 3.15a depicts the pryout capacity versus embedment depth. The pryout capacity 

increase proportional to hef
1.74 for stiff anchors with hef/d~2 and increases to hef

1.83 for hef/d~4. 

Although the embedment depth range is relatively small, the size effect is obvious. The same 

behavior is illustrated in Figure 3.15b, which shows the relative pryout capacity for 

hef=30 mm. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

 

Figure3.15: Pryout capacity and relative peak load to the corresponding hef and d=16 mm versus 

embedment depth and stiffness ratio 

As mentioned above, the relative pryout capacity decreases with increasing the stiffness ratio, 

i.e. with decreasing the stud stiffness (Fig. 3.15c). 
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3.5.4.3 Prediction of the pryout failure load based on experimental results 

Although the displacement of shear loaded anchors exhibits a large scatter due to above 

mentioned depending parameter, it is desirable to develop an equation, which can predict the 

displacement at peak load. The peak shear displacement of the anchor depends on several 

influencing parameters, such as stud diameter, embedment depth and the applied load. In 

order to take these parameters into account, the so-called shear stiffness for headed stud is 

evaluated to describe the load behaviour. The shear stiffness for fasteners is defined as the 

secant module of the fastener load-displacement curve at assumed linear elastic deformation 

at 50% of ultimate load (V=0.5Vu,cp). Thus, the shear stiffness of the anchorage is defined by: 

Kv=V/      (3.1) 

is the corresponding displacement at 0.5Vu,cp. 

Figure 3.16 depicts the evaluated shear stiffness as a function of stud diameter and as a 

function of displacement to load ratio at peak load. The exponent of the regression analysis 

for the relationship between the shear stiffness and the displacement to peak load ratio (Fig. 

3.16b) is rounded and the following expression is obtained: 

Kv = 2.6 (Vu,cp / h)     (3.2) 

Eq. (3.2) is an approximation of the regression equation for the shear stiffness (Fig. 3.16b). 

The coefficient is calulated so that the approximated equation with the coefficient C=2.6 and 

the exponent b=-1 correlates with the regression equation. The coefficient C=2.6 is the mean 

value of the calculated coefficients from all tests, with variation of 10%. 

This relation can be rewritten to express the deformation of in shear loaded welded stud at 

peak load as: 

h = 2.6 Vu,cp / Kv     (3.3) 

Furthermore, the regression equation for the shear stiffness as a function of the stud diameter, 

which correlates well with the test results (correlation coefficient R=95%, see Fig. 3.16a) and 

the regression equation for the displacement as a function of the stiffness ratio (correlation 

coefficient R=74%, see Fig. 3.7) were inserted into Eq. (3.3): 

Vu,cp = 0.1 d1.89 (hef/d)1.59 / 2.6  [kN] (3.4) 
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Vu,cp = 0.0385 d0.3 hef
1.59   [kN] (3.5) 

As aforementioned the pryout capacity is approximately proportional to the square root of the 

stud diameter d0.5 and to hef
1.5, therefore, it is reasonable to adjust the exponents in Eq. (3.5) 

(sections 3.5.4.1-2). For all embedment depths and corresponding stud diameters, a new 

coefficient is calculated, which approximately yields the same predictions of Eq. (3.5) and 

Eq. (3.6). The coefficient in Eq. (3.6) is the mean value of all evaluated coefficients with 

variation equal to 7.3%. After converting the dimension [kN] into [N] Eq. (3.5) can be 

rewritten as: 

Vu,cp = 30.8 d0.5 hef
1.5    [N] (3.6) 

In order to account for the concrete properties, the square root of the concrete compressive 

strength measured in the tests fcc=25.8 MPa is inserted into Eq. (3.6) to give: 

Vu,cp ≈ 6 d0.5 fcc
0.5 hef

1.5  [N]  (3.7) 

The result of the test evaluation for the displacement at peak load according to Eq. (3.3) and 

for the pryout capacity according to Eq. (3.7) are shown in Figure 3.17. The prediction mean 

values for the pryout capacity is 1.01 with COV of 10% whereas the prediction mean value of 

the displacement is 1.07 with large COV of 40%. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 3.16: Shear stiffness of single welded stud 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 3.17: Comparison between predicted and experimentally tested pryout capacity and 

displacement of single welded stud 

The current provision of the CEN/TS 1992-4-2 and ACI 318-08 Appendix D for pryout 

capacity of a single headed stud anchor is a two-stage step function. It depends on the 

embedment depth and is based on the tensile concrete breakout model: 

Vu,cp = k1·Nu,c      (3.8a) 

Nu,c = k fcc
0.5·hef

1.5     (3.8b) 

where k1=1 for hef < 60 mm, k1 = 2 for hef≥ 60 mm and Nu,c is the basic average equation for 

concrete tensile breakout strength of a single anchor in uncracked concrete while k=15.5 for 

cast-in-stud and k=13.5 for post installed anchors. 
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The comparison of the pryout capacity of the performed tests using CEN/TS and ACI 318 

Appendix D (Eq. 3.8) results in the prediction mean of 1.39, standard deviation 0.32 and COV 

of 23% (see Figure 3.18). On the other hand, comparing the test results with the proposed 

prediction pryout capacity using Eq. (3.7) yields to the prediction mean of 1.03, the standard 

deviation of 0.1 and the coefficient of variation (COV) of 10% (see Fig. 3.18). 

Experiment vs. Eq. 3.7 

 

Experiment vs. CEN/TS 

 

  

  

Figure 3.18: Comparison between predicted and experimentally tested pryout capacities according to 

Eq. 3.7 and CEN/TS-ACI 318 
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As can be seen from Figure 3.18 the predicted pryout capacities according to CEN/TS and 

ACI 318 are clearly conservative and underestimate the pryout capacity of anchors with low 

embedment depth to diameter ratio. On the other hand, the proposed equation yields to 

realistic prediction and more effectively utilizes the full capacity of short, stocky anchors 

under shear loads. Moreover, Figure 3.18 shows that the equation based on the test results 

accounts well for both the embedment depth and stud diameter. 

The concrete cone design formula Eq. 3.8b is based on the fracture mechanics where concrete 

fracture energy controls resistance. In order to make the formula more practical for the use in 

engineering practice, instead of fracture energy, concrete compressive strength is used, which 

indirectly accounts for the concrete fracture energy (Eligehausen and Mallée, 2000). The 

formula is valid for uniaxial compressive strength less than 50 MPa (normal strength 

concrete). However, theoretically the formula should be valid only for the aggregate size for 

which was calibrated (e.g. 16 mm). Depending on the maximum aggregate size, the factor in 

front of fcc
0.5 (e.g. 15.5 in Eq. 3.8b) should be adjusted. Consequently, the here proposed 

formula for pryout resistance (Eq. 3.7) is valid under the assumption that for the given 

compressive strength, which is in the range from 20 to 50 MPa, the maximum aggregate size 

does not significantly influence the relation between concrete fracture energy and 

compressive strength of concrete. 

 

3.6 Conclusions 

In the present experimental study, the behaviour of single short welded anchor bolts installed 

in normal strength concrete and loaded in shear was investigated. The tests are aimed to 

clarify the pryout mechanism with particular emphasis on the influence of the stud diameter 

on the pryout capacity. The stud diameter was varied keeping the embedment depth to 

diameter ratio hef/d ≤ 4.2, in order to invoke the pryout failure mode. The PRESCALE sheet 

film was used to provide an insight into the distribution of compressive stresses in front of the 

anchor and under the steel anchor plate. Based on the results of the study the following 

conclusions can be drown out:  

1. A triangle compression stress distribution in front of the stud shaft can be adopted to 

develop a mechanical model which describes the load bearing mechanism. 

2. The pryout capacity of the stud anchorages embedded in normal weight concrete is 

influenced by the stud diameter and is approximately proportional to its square root (d0.5). 
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3. The concrete breakout crater behind the anchorage is approximatelly half-cone, which 

have an average surface inclination relative to the concrete surface of v = 30°. 

4. The proposed formula for pryout capacity of single welded stud in normal weight 

concrete based on the fitting of the experimental results can be used to improve current 

design formulas. This is especially true for stiff anchors for which the pryout failure 

mode can be critical. 
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4 Numerical study 

4.1 General 

Based only on experimental tests it is not possible to fully understand the influence of relevant 

geometrical and material parameters on the pryout failure mode and capacity of anchors. In 

contrast to experiments, in numerical analysis it is possible to perform detailed parametric 

studies through broad variation of the relevant parameters. Moreover, it is possible to get 

better understanding of the load transfer and failure mechanism. Therefore, an extensive 

parametric study was performed by employing 3D finite element analysis together with 

reliable numerical model. Single headed stud anchors welded to a steel plate and multiple 

welded studs were simulated. Both in-the-field simulation, away from any edge and side 

influence, as well as back edge, corner and side edge effects were also studied. In the single 

anchor simulations, the following parameters were investigated: stud diameter, embedment 

depth, anchor plate overhang, eccentric shear load, i.e. combined shear load and bending 

moment and combined shear-tension loading. On the other hand, the parameters investigated 

regarding anchor group simulation are: stud spacing in both, loading direction and 

perpendicular to the loading direction, embedment depth as well as pure torsion. 

The results of the 3D nonlinear finite element analyses for the pryout failure of single and 

multiple anchor connections are presented and discussed. The numerical results are first 

compared with the results of the previously performed experimental tests. In this way, the 

validity of applied FE-code was verified. 

The main focus of the numerical study is to get a better understanding of the concrete pryout 

load transfer and failure mechanism. Moreover, the study aims to improve currently available 

design provisions, which are clearly conservative, to have adequate design code for save and 

economical application of fasteners.  

 

4.2 Three-dimensional finite element code – MAcroscopic Space Analysis 

(MASA) 

The finite element analysis of anchors is carried out by the use of the 3D FE program MASA 

(Ožbolt, J. 1998). The most relevant part of the FE code for the non-linear analysis of quasi-

brittle materials, like concrete, is the constitutive law. In the program, the microplane material 
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model is used for modeling concrete (Ožbolt et al., 2001). In a number of numerical 

simulations, it has been demonstrated that the model is able to realistically predict behavior of 

concrete and reinforced concrete structures (Bažant and Ožbolt, 1992; Ožbolt et al., 2000; 

Ožbolt and Reinhardt, 2002). 

In the microplane model the material response is calculated based on the monitoring of 

stresses and strains in different predefined directions. With integrating the microplane stresses 

in a thermodynamically consistent way, from a known macroscopic strain tensor it is possible 

to calculate the macroscopic stress tensor. The constitutive framework is similar to discrete 

type of the models (e.g. random particle model) with the difference that the model is 

formulated in the framework of continuum. The physical concept behind the microplane 

model was already discussed at the beginning of last century by Mohr, O. (1900) and 

Taylor,G.I. (1938). In the model, the material is characterized by the relation between stress 

and strain components on planes of various orientations. These planes may be imagined to 

represent damage planes or weak planes in the microstructure, such as those that exist at the 

contact between aggregate and the cement matrix. Unlike phenomenological models for 

concrete (e.g. plasticity or damage based models), which are based on tensor invariants, in the 

microplane model the tensorial invariance restrictions need not be directly enforced. 

Superimposing, in a suitable manner, the responses from all the microplanes automatically 

satisfies them.  

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.1: a) Integration points on the unit radius sphere and b) Decomposition of the 

macroscopic strain vector into microplane strain components – normal (volumetric and deviatoric) 

and shear (Ožbolt et al., 2001) 

The used microplane model (Ožbolt et al., 2001) is based on the so-called relaxed kinematic 

constraint concept. Each microplane is defined by its unit normal vector components ni (see 
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Fig. 4.1). Microplane strains are assumed to be the projections of macroscopic strain tensor ij 

(kinematic constraint) on the microplane normal (N, N) and two shear stress-strain 

components (K,M,K,M) are considered. 

To realistically model concrete, the normal microplane stress and strain components have to 

be decomposed into volumetric and deviatoric parts (N = V+D, N = V+D). Unlike most 

microplane formulations for concrete, which are based on the kinematic constrain approach, 

to prevent unrealistic model response for dominant tensile load and to prevent stress locking 

phenomena, in the present model kinematic constrain is relaxed. Based on the micro-macro 

work conjugacy of volumetric-deviatoric split and using pre-defined microplane stress-strain 

constitutive laws, the macroscopic stress tensor is calculated as an integral over all possible, 

pre-defined, microplane orientations: 

3
( ) ( ) ( )

2 3 2 2

ij K M
ij V ij D i j i j j i i j j i

S

n n k n k n m n m n dS
  

   


 
       

 
  (4.1) 

where S denotes the surface of the unit radius sphere, ij is Kronecker delta and ki and mi are 

directions of shear microplane components. The integration is performed by numerical 

integration using 21 integration points (symmetric part of the sphere, see Fig. 4.1). To account 

for large strains and large displacements, Green-Lagrange finite strain tensor is used. 

Furthermore, to account for the loading history of concrete, the co-rotational Cauchy stress 

tensor is employed. Detailed discussion of the features and various aspects related to the finite 

strain formulation of the microplane model can be found in Ožbolt et al. (2001). 

 

4.3 3D FE modelling of shear loaded single anchor – pryout failure 

In preparation of the parameter study for the most influencing parameter a detailed 3D FE 

model was generated. Thereby the FE discritization should properly account for element 

density, size and shape as well as the boundary conditions of concrete geometry. The area of 

shear load transfer into concrete slab was modeled using relatively fine FE-mesh. In order to 

introduce the interface layer with embedded bars (contact elements) it was more appropriate 

to use eight node elements while four node elements were used for concrete elements. 
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4.3.1 FE discretization and material properties 

The geometry, boundary conditions and typical finite element discretization of a single stud 

anchor loaded in shear are shown in Figure 4.2. The finite element modelling as well as the 

input data preparation for the computational code MASA was done by the commercial pre- 

and post-processing program FEMAP. The modeled concrete slab thickness to preclude 

concrete splitting failure is h ≥ 2hef, which was in all cases h ≥ 200 mm, . The concrete slab 

bottom and side surfaces were restrained in all three directions (see Figs. 4.2a,c,d). The square 

concrete slab width was l= 900 mm and the free rotation restrain assures edge independent 

concrete breakout formation. The boundary condition defined above simulate so-called in-the-

field anchoring conditions and failure mode independent of edge and side effects. The 

modeled steel plate thickness was in all simulations tp≥10 mm ≥0.5d (Goble, 1968). The ratio 

stud head diameter to stud diameter dh/d≈1.6 was chosen to assure concrete pullout breakout 

with concrete compression under stud head p≤10fcc or p≤14fcc for embedment depths 

hef=40mm and hef=200 mm, respectively (Furche 1994). 

To save computational time one symmetry plane is utilized, except a few full geometry 

simulations for illustration purposes, and in the cases where the use of symmetry was not 

possible, such as torsion. The concrete is discretized with four node solid finite elements, 

whereas the welded headed stud and anchor plate are discretized using eight node solid 

elements (Fig. 4.2e). The FE mesh was relatively fine at the contact surfaces between 

anchorage (stud and steel plate) and concrete, which is the load transfer area. The element size 

was in average 5 mm and at the stud head about 2.5 mm. The concrete element size was 

increasing proportional to the distance from the stud connection. 

The connection between steel and concrete is modeled using 1D contact elements (springs), 

which can take up only compressive forces. These elements were defined as bar elements 

embedded into 1 mm thick interface layer. The interface elements as well as the embedded 

bars were defined arround the stud shank and stud head except under the stud head (gap). The 

contact between anchor plate and concrete was also modeled with contact elements. Note that 

the stiffness of the springs is taken as high as possible in order to simulate stiff connection of 

the concrete-steel interface in compression. The friction between anchor plate as well as the 

headed stud and concrete was not taken into account. 

The shear load is applied incrementally, perpendicular to the stud axis, in displacement 

control with 0.02 mm per load step. The nodes which transfer the applied shear load lie on the 
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back surface of the anchor plate 5 mm above the concrete surface along the complete anchor 

plate width.  

The concrete properties used in the analysis are principaly the same as in the experimental 

tests (see Table 3.1). The properties are: uniaxial compressive strength fc = 21 [MPa], tensile 

strength fct = 1.7 [MPa], fracture energy GF = 34 [J/m²], Young’s modulus Ec = 27.5 [GPa] 

and Poisson ratio υ = 0.18. To assure concrete failure in the analysis, the behavior of steel was 

assumed to be linear elastic. The material properties used for steel are: Young’s modulus 200 

[GPa] and Poisson ratio υ = 0.33. Note that in order to verify the numerical model against 

performed experiments (see Chapter 3), relatively low-quality concrete is used in the 

numerical studies. It is well known that for concrete cone failure, typical for fasteners in 

normal strength concrete (C20/25 up to C50/60), the resistance is approximately proportional 

to fc
0.5 and the failure mode is of the concrete cone type. However, for high strength concrete 

(> C50/60) or for steel fiber reinforced concrete this is not valid. Consequently, the presented 

numerical results are valid only for normal strength concrete. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

 

 

 

d) 

 

 

 

 

e) 

 

Figure 4.2: The geometry, boundary conditions and FE model of a single anchor embedded into 

concrete slab 
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4.3.2 Verification of the numerical model 

In order to verify the numerical model a 3D finite element analysis of the experimental tests 

(see Chapter 3) on a single headed stud anchor loaded in shear is carried out. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.3: Load-displacement curves for single anchor with hef / d ~ 2, hef= 30, 50, 90 mm, a) 

displacement in load direction b) displacement perpendicular to load direction. 

The typical experimentally measured and numerically obtained load-displacement curves for 

the investigated embedment depths (hef =30, 50 and 90 mm) with hef/d ≈ 2 are plotted in 

Figure 4.3. It can be seen that the numerical results reasonably well replicate the 

experimentally measured load-displacement curves. The numerically obtained horizontal and 

vertical displacements at peak load fairly matches the corresponding test results. The vertical 

displacements at peak load measured in the center of the anchor plate is in the range of 1.5 

mm, which is comparable with the measured displacement of headed stud loaded in tension at 

peak load (Fig. 4.3b). The overall load displacement behavior obtained from the finite 

element computation and observed in the experiments are in a relatively good agreement. The 

finite element computations yield a slightly stiffer response. This can be explained by the fact 

that in such kind of problems the local non-linear effects (e.g. local crushing of concrete at the 

front of the stud) cannot be properly accounted for with the macroscopic type of analysis. The 

refinement of the finite element mesh would probably not solve the problem. To model such 

local effects, it would be more appropriate to perform meso-scale analysis. In such analysis is 

possible to distinguish between the properties of aggregate, mortar and account for 

inhomogeneity of concrete. Furthermore, the stud deformation at peak load obtained 

experimentally and numerically for headed stud with hef/d = 4.1 are compared in Figure 4.4d. 

Both results show a one curvature bending of the stud shank which shows in the finite 

element result a compression stress field in the stud along the embedment depth. 
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a) hef=30 mm 

Cross-section A-A 

 

Projection area 

 

 

Cross-section B-B 

 

b) hef=50 mm 

Cross-section A-A 

 

Projection area 

 

 

Cross-section B-B 

 

c) hef=90 mm 

Cross-section A-A 

 

Projection area 

 

 

Cross-section B-B 

 

d) Stud deformation – hef/d=4.1 

 

Figure 4.4: Cracking pattern of single anchor with hef /d~2 FE-Analysis vs. test result. 
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The damage zones (cracks) in terms of principal tensile strains at peak load for three different 

embedment depths with hef /d~2 are shown in Figure 4.4. It illustrates both cross sections 

parallel and perpendicular to load direction as well as the cross-section perpendicular to stud 

axis in hef/3 under concrete surface, which represents the projection area shape. As can be 

seen, the crack pattern obtained from the FE analysis reasonably matches the test results. The 

cracking localization towards the concrete surface on the rear side of the anchorage and the 

concrete damage in front of the stud shank (max strains) agree quite good the corresponding 

crack pattern observed in the experiments. The red zone represents strain larger than 

cr = wcr / h, with: wcr = 0.10 mm, h = element size. The mean crack slope, which is the slope 

of the concrete breakout half cone, obtained from FE-analysis agrees well with the concrete 

breakout slope observed in the tests (v= 30 more details in the following sections). It can 

be concluded that the finite element model used in the present study is able to reasonably well 

predict the pryout failure mode and resistance. 

 

4.3.3 Influence of the FE mesh size  

The performed numerical work confirms that the employed microplane model realistically 

simulates the behavior of concrete. In contrast to various possible approaches for mesh size 

independent modeling of concrete in the framework of smeared crack approach (e.g. nonlocal 

thermes or higher order continum) the crack band method (smeared crack model) is here used 

for cracking and damage modeling. The crack band approach (Bazant and Oh, 1983) applies 

the so-called localization limiter, which assures mesh independent results. The crack band 

method assumes localized damage (crack) in one row of finite elements. Based on this 

assumption and to assure mesh size independency a constant specific crack energy 

consumption (concrete fracture energy) is defined as: 

GF=Af h = constant     (4.2) 

whrere Af is the area under the uniaxial tensile stress-strain curve and h is the average element 

size, i.e. the width of the crack band.  

Figure 4.7a shows the load displacement curves for two simulations with different element 

size and density. The 3D FE fine mesh included approximately double number of elements as 

much as the coarse FE mesh. It is obvious that both simulation results are comparable and 

independent of the element size. Note that the element size in the contact surfaces between 

concrete and anchorage was in all simulation constant (Fig. 4.7b). 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

 

Figure 4.7: a) Load-displacement curves for different element size b) FE mesh 
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4.4 Parametric 3D FE study of pryout failure for single anchor 

In order to obtain deeper insight into the pryout failure mechanism, detailed 3D FE 

simulations of a single anchor embedded away from edge influence (in-the-field) are 

performed. All available design provisions introduce the proposal to predict the pryout failure 

capacity based on the indirect-tension model which fully adapts the CCD-method for anchors 

loaded in tension (CEN/TS 1992-4, ACI 318 Appendix D, ETAG 001 Annex C, fib design 

guide 2011, CEB 1997, EOTA 2007-TR029). This section presents the load-bearing behavior 

of such anchorage in order to propose an improved prediction formula for the pryout failure 

capacity. The investigation is also extended to account for edge and side influence in case of 

shear loading away from the edge or corner. 

Table 4.1: Summary of performed numerical investigation 

Analysis 

No. 

Embedment 

depth 

Stud 

diameter 
Ratio 

Plate 

Overhang 
Ratio 

Analysis 

No. 

Embedment 

depth 

Stud 

diameter 
Ratio Eccentricity Ratio 

hef [mm] d [mm] hef / d Opl [mm] Opl / d hef [mm] d [mm] hef / d ev [mm] ev / d 

Diameter influence Eccentricity influence 

1 30 

 

8 

12 

3.75 - - 1 20 11 1,82 5 0,25 

2 30 

 

12 2.50 - - 2 20 11 1,82 10 0,50 

3 30 

 

16 1.88 - - 3 20 11 1,82 20 1,00 

4 50 16 3.12 - - 4 20 11 1,82 40 2,00 

5 50 22 2.27 - - 5 30 16 1,88 5 0,17 

6 50 28 1.78 - - 6 30 16 1,88 10 0,33 

7 90 22 4.09 - - 7 30 16 1,88 20 0,67 

8 90 28 3.21 - - 8 30 16 1,88 40 1,33 

9 90 44 2.05 - - 9 40 22 1,82 5 0,13 

Anchor plate overhang influence 10 40 22 1,82 10 0,25 

1 30 22 1,36 25 1,1 11 40 22 1,82 20 0,50 

2 30 22 1,36 50 2,3 12 40 22 1,82 40 1,00 

3 30 22 1,36 100 4,5 13 50 22 2,27 5 0,10 

4 30 22 1,36 200 9,1 14 50 22 2,27 10 0,20 

5 50 22 2,27 25 1,1 15 50 22 2,27 20 0,40 

6 50 22 2,27 50 2,3 16 50 22 2,27 40 0,80 

7 50 22 2,27 100 4,5 17 65 22 2,95 5 0,08 

8 50 22 2,27 200 9,1 18 65 22 2,95 10 0,15 

9 90 22 4,09 25 1,1 19 65 22 2,95 20 0,31 

10 90 22 4,09 50 2,3 20 65 22 2,95 40 0,62 

11 90 22 4,09 100 4,5 21 90 22 4,09 5 0,06 

12 90 22 4,09 200 9,1 22 90 22 4,09 10 0,11 

      23 90 22 4,09 20 0,22 

      24 90 22 4,09 40 0,44 

Combined tension-shear pryout 

 hef [mm] d [mm] hef / d  N / Nu(v=0) 

0.15 

0.30 

0.45 

0.58 

0.78 

0.88 

1.0 

1-8 90 22 4.09 0.0 0.15 0.30 0.45 0.58 0.78 0.88 1.0 
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4.4.1 Load-displacement behavior 

Typical load displacement curves for single welded stud of different embedment depths and 

stud diameter are compared in Figure 4.8. The shear load as a function of the anchor plate 

displacement in load direction is plotted. It is apparent that the peak load is dependent on 

both, stud diameter and stud embedment depth. The pryout peak resistance increases with the 

increasing stud diameter and embedment depth.  

  

 

Figure 4.8: Load-displacement curves of single welded stud loaded in-the-field 

The initial stiffness is defined as the relation between shear load and corresponding 

displacement for elastic behavior (Fig. 4.9). As the elastic deflection range of the stud lies in 

the range of the secant shear stiffness, the shear stiffness is measured as: 

kv= V/ = 0.5 Vu/(0.5Vu)    (4.3) 

where kv is the shear stiffness (rigidity) [kN/mm], V is the shear load at 0.5Vu [kN] and  is 

the corresponding displacement [mm]. 
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It appears that the stiffness is dependent on the both stud diameter and embedment depth. The 

stiffness increases with increasing the diameter or rather decreasing the embedment to 

diameter ratio. That is to say the stud stiffness decreases with the increasing embedment depth 

for constant stud diameter. 

  

Figure 4.9: Stiffness evaluation of shear loaded welded stud in-the-field 

 

4.4.2 Influence of the anchor type: headed stud, headed bolt and undercut anchor 

In the experimental and numerical work only welded headed studs were tested. However, the 

variation of the connection stiffness between the steel plate and anchor as well as the anchor 

head shape were investigated in order to provide more understanding of its influence on the 

load-bearing behavior (Fig. 4.5). Thereby the area of applicability within the scope of this 

work regarding the anchor type can be extended to include headed bolts and undercut anchors. 

The FE discretization principally the same as described in the previous section. The interface 

and bar elements were added between screw-nut, anchor plate and bolt. Moreover, the same 

material properties and boundary conditions for all three anchor types were used. The 

embedment depth hef=50 mm, anchor diameter d= 22 mm and anchor head diameter to stud 

diameter ratio dh/d=1.6 as well as the stud head thickness th=10 mm are kept constant. 

Figure 4.5 shows the load displacement curves for the three anchor types with comparable 

peak load and obvious different stiffness and load displacement response. The ultimate load 

and corresponding displacement in the load direction of attached stud are approximatelly 10% 

smaller compared to the welded stud, which can be attributed to the stiffer connection of the 

welded stud. On the other hand, an undercut anchor depicts about the same ultimate load with 

larger displacement, although the stiffness is markedly lower than that of welded stud. This 
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can be attributed to the larger bearing surface on the head of the undercut anchor, which was 

two times greater than the bearing surface of the headed stud.  

 

Figure 4.5: Load-displacement curves fordifferent anchor types 

Thereby lower concrete compression on the bearing surface of the undercut anchor is initiated 

and larger concrete resistance volume can be activated. Thus, larger displacement is invoked 

to acitivate the full capacity of the anchor, which results in larger strain in the anchor bolt 

(Fig. 4.6c). In contrast, experimental observations indicate lower capacity of undercut 

anchors, which can be attributed to the effective concrete bearing surface. The effective 

concrete bearing surface could vary significantly in the practice regarding usability of various 

manufacturer drill instructions. 

a) b) c) 

   

Figure 4.6: Cracking pattern at peak load for different anchor types: a) headed stud, b) attached 

stud and c) undercut anchor 

The crack pattern of the undercut anchor seems to be influenced mainly through the anchor 

head shape so that the inclination is higher. The inclined large bearing surface of the undercut 

anchor head activates rounding large concrete area and keeps the compression stresses low. 

Thereby the crack is initiated at high load level at about 45° to concrete surface creating a 

small concrete cone surface corresponding to anchor capacity left up to ultimate load. 
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4.4.3 Inclination of the Concrete cone surface 

The mean crack slope, which is the slope of the concrete breakout half cone, is measured in 

the literature assuming that a discrete crack is established up to the half concrete breakout 

surface (Zhao, 1994). Accordingly, the point of intersection between a horizontal linear curve 

on the half embedment level and the discrete crack is determined. Further this point of 

intersection is connected to the stud head as linear curve. The angle between this curve and 

the concrete surface is assumed to be the average inclination angle of the concrete breakout 

half cone and thus the evaluation of the effective projected area on the concrete surface is 

carried out. Moreover, the crack development in concrete under so-called mixed-mode 

loading in the fracture mechanics is subjected to the relation between the stress intensity 

factors of crack Mode-I and crack Mode-II and is valid for anchors loaded in tension. In Shear 

loaded anchor, which fail in pryout, could be comparable because it fails basically as a result 

of tensile force in the stud. Thus, the stress intensity factor decreases proportional to the 

embedment depth (Sawade, 1992; Zhao, 1994). Accordingly, the crack opening angle is flat, 

i.e. the cone surface and the related projection area is large. Figure 4.10 shows a quarter 

concrete breakout cone as a result of pryout failure. It shows that the crack propagates both 

perpendicular and in the opposite direction of the applied shear load. Furthermore, it shows 

that the crack inclination is comparable in both directions (see also Fig. 4.4). 

hef=90 mm, d=44 mm 

 

Figure 4.10: Concrete breakout quarter cone of single anchor 

Figure 4.11 shows typical crack formation (half cone) in symmetry plane at peak load. It can 

be seen that the crack pattern is influenced by the stiffness of the anchor. For stiff stud, i.e. 

small embedment to diameter ratio, a single crack is formed and at higher embedment to 

diameter ratio, i.e. ductile stud, several cracks are formed. This behavior is probably provoked 
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through compressive stresses at the back surface of the stud head which is typical for anchors 

with higher embedment to diameter ratio. 

a) hef=30 mm 

d=8 mm 

 

 

d=12 mm 

 

 

d=16 mm 

 

a) hef=50 mm 

d=12 mm 

 

 

d=16 mm 

 

 

d=22 mm 

 

a)hef=90 mm 

d=22 mm 

 

 

d=28 mm 

 

 

d=44 mm 

 

 

d=66 mm 

 

Figure 4.11: Concrete breakout surface inclination angle for single anchor 

The concrete cone slope for concrete pryout failure lies in a scatter band which is typical for 

concrete (Sawade, 1991; Zhao, 1994; Eligehausen and Mallé, 2000). However, several major 

cracks at peak load can be formed, which makes it difficult to evaluate the crack slope. In this 

section, the crack slope is evaluated as the average inclination of all formed cracks at peak 
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load. The average crack depth is measured comparable to the measurement of the slope of the 

concrete breakout half cone obtained in the tests (see Fig. 3.14a, section 3.5.2.1). Thereby the 

inclination of the linear curve between stud head and average depth is determined. In case of 

double crack localization at peak load the inclination angle of the projected area is determined 

as the average of the both crack inclinations. 

The assumption of the localization of discrete crack does not match both current numerical 

results and experimental observations made by Ollgaard et al. (1971) (see Fig. 4.12). It is 

obvious that the crack pattern at peak load consists of several major cracks. Nevertheless, the 

localization of discrete crack is also established, especially for stiffer anchorage with hef/d ≈ 2 

(Figs. 4.11, 4.12). 

Figure 4.12 shows the deformed stud anchorage at peak load compared with observed 

deformation of welded stud in push-off test reported by Ollgaard et al. (1971). Although the 

push-off setup does not imply fixture rotation, the induced dowel action with an internal 

bending moment provoke a single curvature bending of the stud with the gaps behind the stud 

shank and under the head of the stud. This is quite comparable with the behavior of welded 

stud at steel anchor plate. These experimental findings are in good agreement with the 

numerical results (Fig. 4.12b). 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.12: Displacement and deformation of welded stud a) Test by Ollgaard et al. (1971), b) 

Numerical analysis 

Thus, the evaluated mean concrete breakout slope from the FE analyses is v ≈ 30andagrees 

well with the test observations (Chapter 3). Note that for the tensile pull-out failure the 

concrete breakout slope is slightly larger ( = 35). As will be shown later, this is caused by 

the fact that in the case of pryout failure behind the anchor head there is a relatively small 

zone of compressive stresses at the back side of the stud head. These stresses together with 

tensile stresses caused by the pull-out force influence the direction of crack, i.e. v decreases 

with increase of the mentioned compressive stresses. 

gaps 

cracks

s 
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4.4.4 Stud tensile force related to pryout capacity 

One of the most significant parameters related to evaluation of pryout capacity is the induced 

tensile force in the stud as a direct consequence of the shear load. As mentioned above, the 

induced stud tensile force invokes the concrete pryout failure. The evaluation of the induced 

tensile force into the stud shank was performed numerically. The tensile force in stud axial 

direction was obtained as the sum of the individual nodes forces in the stud cross section at 

the anchor plate level.  

Figure 4.13a shows that the stud tensile to shear force ratio Nb,v,FE/Vu,FE=0.57 is 

approximately constant and in average slightly higher than the average ratio evaluated 

according to the proposed mechanical model based on the test results (see Fig. 5.5). This can 

be attributed to the fact that the FE-analyses do not account for the friction between concrete 

and anchor plate. Hence, the redistribution of the friction force between anchor plate and 

concrete increases the stud tensile force. That is to say, the compression stresses in front of 

the stud increases, which increases the internal overturning moment and thereby the pair of 

forces, tensile force in the stud and the compression under the front side of the anchor plate. 

Moreover, Figure 4.13b shows that the stud tensile force at peak load is proportional to the 

applied shear peak load and is approximately Nb,v,FE = 0.51Vu,FE. This relation is also shown 

in Figure 4.13c, which illustrates that the relative stud tensile force is dependent on the stud 

diameter, as it was observed for the relative shear load (see Fig. 4.19d). The relative stud 

tensile force and the relative pryout capacity increase with increasing the embedment depth by 

comparable trend (Fig. 4.13d). Accordingly, the induced tension force in the stud Nb,v,FE 

depends only on the applied shear force Nb,v,FE=f(Vcp,FE). 

Based on the evaluated concrete cone slope v = 30, the projection area of the simplified 

concrete half pyramid is evaluated as: 

A°
p,cp,FE = 2S²kv,FE = 2 (hef/tanv)²   (4.4) 

Thus, the effective ultimate concrete stress related to the projection area of the the simplified 

concrete half pyramid is calculated by: 

b,v,FE = Nb,v,FE/A°
p,cp,FE    (4.5 

The obtained evaluation of the effective ultimate concrete stress b,v,FE related to the effective 

ultimate concrete stress of direct tensile pull-out tests b,T =0.15fcc
0.5 (Zhao, 1994) is 

illustrated in Fig. 4.14. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 4.13: Tensile force in the stud at ultimate load as function of a) Stiffness ratio, b) Ultimate 

load, c) Stud diameter and d) Embedment depth 

 

Figure 4.14: Evaluated average value of the effective ultimate concrete stress ratio 
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By inserting the obtained relations for tension force in the stud Nb,v,FE/Vu,FE=0.57, together 

with the projected area for concrete half pyramid A°
p,cp,FE and the effective ultimate concrete 

stress ration b,v,FE/b,T, the following pryout capacity prediction equation is obtained: 

Vcp,FE = 3.5 (hef/ d)-0.45 0.15 fcc
0.5 2 (hef/tanv)² / 0.57 (4.6) 

Vcp,FE = 5.53 d0.45 fcc
0.5 hef

1.55     (4.7) 

It is important to note, that the Eq. 4.7 is comparable to already obtained Eq. 3.7 to predict the 

concrete pryout capacity of a single headed stud anchor based on experimental results (see 

Chapter 3). The results of the numerical analyses presented here confirm the results obtained 

experimentally. It is shown that the employed FE code with microplane model for concrete 

can realistically simulate the behaviour of the welded headed stud anchorages for the pryout 

failure mode. 

 

4.4.5 Compression stress distribution in front of the stud shank 

The average compression stress distribution in front of the anchor shank for short and stiff 

anchors is mostly assumed to be rectangular at the stud near the concrete surface (Fuchs, 

1989; Hofmann, 2004). Figure 4.15 shows obtained typical distribution of the principal 

compressive stresses in concrete over the cross-section plane parallel to the load direction at 

peak load for embedment depths hef=30, 50, 90 mm and diameter range d=8 - 44 mm. Dark 

zones show the highest principal compressive stresses in concrete in front of the stud along 

the stud shank. It can be seen that the distribution of compressive stresses is approximately 

linear along the embedment depth. Obviously, the numerical results confirm the assumption 

of triangular stress distribution along the embedment depth, which was obtained using 

PRESCALE sheets test results, see Chapter 3. Consequently, the resulting shear force in front 

of the stud shank can be assumed to be located at hef/3 from the concrete surface. 

As mentioned before the friction between anchor plate and concrete surface was not taken 

into account in the numerical analysis. Furthermore, the evaluation of the compression in 

front of the stud shank was done by neglecting the zone of concrete crushing near the concrete 

surface. Thus, the compressive force in front of the stud due to the force equilibrium is equal 

the applied shear force (V). Based on the above numerical results and accounting for the fact 

that in the finite element computation the friction between concrete and anchor steel plate is 

neglected the average compressive stress over the embedment depth can be calculated as: 
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p=Vcp,FE / AP
*     (4.8) 

where p is the resulting average compressive stress at the front of the stud, Vcp,FE is the 

concrete pryout shear load [N] and A*
P=d hef/2 is the projected surface area of the stud as 

shown in Figure 4.16a [mm²]. 

a) hef=30 mm 

d=8 mm 

 

 

d=12 mm 

 

 

d=16 mm 

 

b) hef=50 mm 

d=12 mm 

 

 

d=16 mm 

 

 

d=22 mm 

 

c) hef=90 mm 

d=22 mm 

 

 

d=28 mm 

 

d=44 mm

 

d=66 mm 

 

Figure 4.15: Distribution of maximal compressive stresses at peak load 

The average compression stress in front of the stud as a function of the stiffness ratio hef /d is 

plotted in Figure 4.16a for all investigated configurations. The average compression stress 

varied in the range p = 3fcc - 5fcc, which is similar to the average compression obtained in the 

tests (Fig. 5.8, Section 5.2.3.3).  
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Based on the regression analysis of computed peak loads (Fig. 4.16a) the following relation 

can be obtained: 

Vcp,FE = 61.48 A*
P (hef / d)0.45     (4.9) 

Furthermore, in order to compare Eq. (4.9) with Eq. (4.7), Eq. (4.9) can be rewritten as: 

Vcp,FE=6.1 (d)0.55 (fcc)
0.5 (hef)

1.45    (4.10) 

where fcc is the concrete cube compressive strength [MPa], which is in the present numerical 

study fcc = fc/0.82 = 25.61 MPa (Conversion value 0.82 is the average value of the conversion 

values for concrete class C20/25 and C50/60). Eq. (4.10) is almost identical with Eq. (4.7) and 

with Eq. (3.7) (see section 3.5.4.3), which was obtained based on the evaluation of the shear 

stiffness of the test data. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 4.16: a) Average compressive stress at the front of the stud b-c) comparison of calculated 

pryout capacity and capacity obtained from the finite element analysis 
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Figure 4.16b-c illustrate the comparison between obtained pryout capacity from the finite 

element analyses and predicted pryout capacity according to derived Eq. (4.7). The predicted 

mean value of the pryout capacity is 1.0 with standard deviation of 0.07 and coefficient of 

variation of 6.6%.  

Based on the distribution of the principal compressive stresses over the embedment depth and 

deformation of the anchor plate (see Fig. 4.17a) it is possible to reproduce the load transfer by 

the anchor plate, which is shown in Figure 17b. It can be seen that the ratio between the shear 

resistance Vcp and generated tensile force Nb,v in the stud is equal to: 

Nb,v = Vcp tan     (4.11) 

For the present geometry tan  corresponds to (1/3hef) / (2.5d). In the above computations 

hef / d is ranging between 1.80 and 4.20. By setting the mean value hef / d = 3.0, Eq. (4.11) 

gives a value of Nb,v = 0.4Vcp, which nicely agrees with experimental observations (Chapter 

3). As will be discussed below in more detail, by increasing the plate overhang the large 

tensile force in the anchor becomes smaller and failure mode changes from pryout to shear 

dominant, similar to the situation in composite beams. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.17: a) Distribution of maximal compressive stresses and displacement of the anchorage at 

peak load [MPa] and b) The load transfer mechanism over the fastener 

 

4.4.6 Influence of the stud embedment depth on the pryout capacity 

Figure 4.18 shows the influence of the embedment depth on the concrete pryout capacity of 

single welded stud. It shows also the dependency of the concrete pryout on both, the anchor 

stiffness ratio and the embedment depth. The obtained numerical results show that the 

concrete pryout capacity increases exponentially with increasing embedment depth. 

Moreover, it is obvious that with increasing stiffness, i.e. decreasing stiffness ratio, the pryout 
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capacity increases as well. That is to say, that the influence of the embedment depth on the 

pryout capacity increases with increasing the stud stiffness. 

According to the 3D FE simulations (compression stresses) and experimental observation 

(PRESCALE sheets) this dependency (Fig. 4.18a) can be attributed to the fact that stiffer 

studs with less flexure activate the concrete in front of the stud along the embedment depth 

more effectively. In such cases the compression stresses behind the stud head are relatively 

low (Fig. 4.15), which makes the stiff stud more efficient. Fig. 4.18b depicts the 3D FE 

simulations results for a wide range of the embedment depth hef=20-540 mm with embedment 

to diameter ratio hef / d ≤ 4.2, which fail in concrete pryout. A total of nine concrete and 

welded stud geometries were considered. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.18: Embedment depth influence on the pryout capacity a) FE analysis vs. test results b) All 

FE analysis results 

For this broad range of embedment depth, the so-called size effect is observed. The size effect 

in case of fasteners loaded in tension was discussed by Eligehausen and Sawade (1989) and 

confirmed theoretically by Ozbolt (1995). The size effect was accounted for in design formula 

for fasteners failing in tension, where the ultimate load is proportional to hef
1.5. Anchors 

loaded in shear, which fail in concrete pryout and can be treated as an indirect-tension failure 

mode, also exhibit relatively strong size effect, as can be seen from Figure 4.18b. 

 

4.4.7 Influence of the stud diameter on the pryout capacity 

The influence of the stud diameter on the pryout capacity of headed stud anchors loaded in 

shear is numerically investigated. The stud diameter was varied in the range from 8 to 66 mm 

for three embedment depths (30, 50 and 90 mm) keeping the range of the embedment to 
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diameter ratio 1.8 ≤ hef/d ≤ 4.2 (see Table 4.1). The 3D FE analyses include the range of the 

stud diameter and embedment depth for the tests carried out in the experimental investigation 

(Chapter 3).  

The numerical results as well as the test results (see Chapter 3) clearly show that the stud 

diameter is an important parameter, which influences the pryout capacity of welded headed 

stud anchorages installed far from edge. It is shown that the pryout failure capacity of welded 

headed studs loaded in shear increases almost proportional to the square root of the stud 

diameter (d0.5) (see Fig. 4.19). 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.19: Numerical obtained pryout capacity vs. test results as a function of stud diameter a) peak 

load b) relative peak loads for the corresponding hef and d=16 mm 

Figure 4.19 shows the computed peak loads as a function of the stud diameter. The results for 

three embedment depths and stud diameters varied from 8 to 66 mm are shown. Note that the 

resistance in Figure 4.19b is given relative to the reference resistance (V°cp) that corresponds 

to hef and the stud diameter d = 16 mm. It can be seen that the results clearly indicate that the 

pryout capacity increases almost proportional to the square root of the stud diameter. 

Increasing the stud diameter for constant embedment depth increases the bearing surface of 

the stud shank and thereby decreases the compression stress in front of the stud shank which 

activates larger concrete resistance and increases the shear capacity of the anchorage. 

Moreover, the numerical results are also in good agreement with the test results 

(see Fig. 4.19). 
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4.4.8 Influence of the anchor plate overhang length 

In order to investigate the influence of the internal leverage effect on the pryout capacity, the 

anchor plate overhang is varied. In the parametric study the plate overhang Opl = d, 2.25d, 

4.5d and 9d for the three embedment depths of 30, 50 and 90 mm with constant stud diameter 

of d = 22 mm was varied (see Tab. 4.1). Figure 4.20 shows typical crack patterns (principal 

tensile strains) at peak load for various plate overhangs. Red zone represents strain larger than 

cr = wcr/h, with wcr= 0.10 mm and h = element size. It can be seen that the crack patterns for 

all plate sizes are similar, which implies that the concrete resistance should be approximately 

equal. The distribution of principal compressive stresses in front of the anchor is shown in 

Figure 4.21 (dark zone). Similar as shown in Figure 4.15, the existence of insignificant 

compressive stresses at the back side of the stud head (kick-back assumption) can be seen. 

These stresses principally decrease with increasing anchor stiffness (up to hef/d<4) and with 

an increase of the anchor plate overhang. 

a) Opl = 1d 

 

b) Opl = 2d 

 

c) Opl= 4d 

 
d) Opl= 9d 

 

Figure 4.20: Cracking pattern for anchor with hef / d=4.1, principal strain at peak load for various 

plate overhang 

 

a) Opl = 1d 

 

b) Opl = 2d 

 

c) Opl= 4d 

 

d) Opl= 9d 

 

Figure 4.21: Distribution of compressive stresses over the anchor depth (hef / d = 4.1) at peak load 

for various plate overhang 
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Furthermore, for relatively small plate overhang (smaller than 2d) the distribution of 

compressive stresses over the anchor depth is not linear, i.e. the resulting compressive forces 

moves down to approximately half of the embedment depth. Consequently, the load transfer 

over the stud shown in Fig. 4.17b is valid only for plate overhang larger than approximately 

2d. 

Figure 4.22 shows the influence of the plate overhang on the ratio Nb,v/Vcp. It can be seen that 

with the increase of the plate overhang the ratio between normal and shear force decreases. 

This confirms previous observations and the load transfer mechanism shown in Figure 4.17b. 

With increasing the anchor plate overhang Opl→ ∞ the overturning moment turns into the so-

called dowel-action for fasteners in composite concrete structures. The ratio between tensile 

and shear force at ultimate load reaches maximum value for the plate overhang that is 

approximately 2d. For Opl < 2d the ratio Nb,v/ Vcp remains approximately equal to 0.50, which 

can be attributed to relatively high damage of concrete under the anchor plate and the fact that 

the resulting compressive load over the anchor depth moves away from the concrete surface. 

Principally the same mechanism is also valid for the compressive force under the front side of 

the anchor plate. The evaluation of the numerical results show that this force is approximately 

equal to the tensile force in the anchor, which again supports the mechanical mechanism in 

Figure 4.17b. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.22: Influence of the plate overhang on a) the tensile force in the stud shank and b) the 

compressive force under the anchor plate 
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4.4.9 Influence of the eccentricity on the pryout shear load 

In the experimental tests (Chapter 3) and above numerical investigations the eccentricity of 

shear load, measured from the top surface of the concrete slab, was 5 mm. However, in 

engineering practice the eccentricity can be considerably large, which can strongly influence 

failure capacity and failure mode. Here, the effect of the eccentricity was also investigated. 

The eccentricity is varied in the range ev = 5, 10, 20 and 40 mm. Due to this eccentricity the 

anchorage is loaded in combined shear load V and overturning moment M=V ev. To assure 

sufficient stiffness of the anchor plate, in the finite element analysis the anchor steel plate 

thickness is set to tp = 50 mm. The remaining material properties and boundary conditions are 

the same as specified before. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

 

Figure 4.23: Relative pryout resistance as a function of a) eccentricity ev/ hefb) eccentricity factor 

ec,cp = 1/(1+ev/ hef) and c) Numerically obtained peak load as a function of resistance according to 

Eq. (4.10) reduced with eccentricity factor ec,cp 

Figure 4.23a shows the influence of the eccentricity ev/hef of the applied shear load on the 

concrete capacity. It can be seen that the concrete pryout capacity decreases with increasing 
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eccentricity up to about 50%. In Figure 4.23b the relative resistance obtained for different 

embedment depths and anchor diameters is plotted against the following eccentricity factor: 

ec,cp=1/(1+ev/hef)     (4.12) 

where ec,cp is the eccentricity factor and ev is the eccentricity of the applied shear load from 

the concrete surface. 

The numerical results show that the pryout capacity linearly decreases with decrease of 

eccentricity factor. Such behavior is due to the fact that with an increase of eccentricity the 

ratio Nb,v/Vcp also increases. Since the failure mechanism remains approximately the same, the 

resistance should decrease proportionally with an increase of eccentricity. Figure 4.23c shows 

the relation between the numerically predicted resistance and the resistance according to 

Eq. 4.10 with rounded coefficient multiplied by the eccentricity factor ec,cp: 

Vcp,FE=V°
cp,FE ec,cp     (4.13a) 

V°
cp,FE=6 d0.5 fcc

0.5 hef
1.5    (4.13b) 

The result shows good agreement and the influence of eccentricity can be realistically 

accounted for by using Eq. (4.12). 

 

4.4.10 Combined tension and pryout shear load 

The combined tension and pryout shear interaction occurs frequently in the practice and it has 

significant influence on the pryout capacity of short stocky studs. To investigate the behavior 

of anchorages loaded in combined tension and pryout shear, additional 3D FE analyses are 

carried out with different tension to shear load ratios (N / V). The analysis is performed for 

hef = 90 mm and d = 22 mm. For constant geometrical and material parameters, the combined 

load is applied incrementally in two steps. First, the tensile load is applied incrementally (load 

control) followed by the applied shear load, which is applied incrementally in displacement 

control. The applied tensile load is varied as: N =  Nu(v=0) with  = 0.15, 0.30, 0.45, 0.60, 

0.80, 0.90 (see Tab. 4.1). 

The typical crack pattern (principal tensile strain) and compressive stress distribution over the 

front side of the embedment depth (principal compressive stress) at peak load are shown in 

Figure 4.24 ( = 0.60). Red zone represents principal tensile strain larger than cr = wcr/h, 
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with: wcr= 0.10 mm, h = element size. It is interesting to observe that two typical cracks are 

formed. The first is initiated due to the applied tensile load and propagates at the front of the 

stud approximately horizontally and behind the stud with a slight inclination angle towards 

the concrete surface. The second crack propagates towards the concrete surface under much 

steeper angle and is due to the shear load. For dominant tensile load the first crack is 

dominant, however, for dominant shear the second crack governs the behavior.  

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.24: Influence of the tensile load on the pryout resistance ( = 0,60) at peak shear load: a) 

Typical crack b) Distribution of principal compressive stresses 

The distribution of principal compressive stress over the anchor depth is similar as discussed 

before and an approximately linear decrease over the embedment depth can be observed. The 

stresses at the front of the stud force the crack initiated through tensile load to propagate in the 

horizontal direction. However, at the back side of the anchor the applied tensile load and the 

overturning moment, due to the shear load, cause the propagation of both cracks behind the 

stud towards the concrete surface. Thus, the applied tensile load causes reduction of the 

pryout resistance, i.e. with increasing external tensile load decreases the internal induced 

tensile force in the stud due to shear load. With an increase of tensile load the failure 

mechanism is changing from pryout to pure concrete cone failure. 

According to the current CEN/TS 1992-4 and ACI-318 Appendix D provisions (see Fig. 4.25), 

the interaction equation for combined tensile and shear load is a tri-linear function (Eq. 4.14), 

which is a simplification of the elliptical relationship proposed by Zhao (1994) (Eq. 4.15), 

dashed curve in Figure 4.25: 

N / Nu,c + V / Vcp≤ 1.2     (4.14a) 

N / Nu,c ≤ 1      (4.14b) 

V / Vcp≤ 1      (4.14c) 

(N / Nu,c)
1.5 +(V / Vcp)

1.5≤ 1    (4.15) 
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where N and V are the tensile and shear loads, respectively, and Nu,c and Vcp are the average 

concrete cone breakout strength and average concrete pryout capacity of a single anchor, 

respectively. 

 

Figure 4.25: Tensile-shear interaction (mean values), comparison between design equations and 

numerical results 

Figure 4.25 shows also the numerically obtained data for single anchor compared with design 

code prediction formulas. For the evaluation Eq. (4.10), that is based on the numerical results, 

is used for the pryout resistance. For the tensile concrete cone resistance of headed stud the 

following formula is employed (Eligehausen and Mallée, 2000): 

Nu,c = 15.5 fcc
0.5 hef

1.5     (4.15) 

The CEN/ACI tri-linear and elliptical equations agree well with the results of the finite 

element analysis.  

 

4.4.11 Back-Edge influence on the pryout capacity 

Fasteners which are placed nearby an edge and loaded away from the edge are frequently used 

in many building constructions such as façade cladding connectors (Fig. 4.26). Such type of 

connections, welded studs or post installed anchors, are likely to fail in concrete pryout mode 

especially when they are shallowly embedded. The concrete breakout half cone in such cases 

is not fully developed, therefore, the pryout capacity is not fully activated. 

In order to investigate the influence of the back edge distance on the pryout capacity of 

welded stud anchors the edge distance was varied in the range of c1 = hef , 2hef and 3hef for 

embedment depth hef= 90 mm and d=22 mm. The numerical simulations were performed 
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based on the above described 3D finite element model with adjusted boundary conditions, so 

that the concrete back edge is not restrained (see Fig. 4.26b,c). Note that the symmetry was 

used to save computational time. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

Figure 4.26: Anchorage arranged close to the back-edge, FE-model and boundery conditions 

Figure 4.27 illustrates the obtained crack pattern (principal tensile strain) for various edge 

distances, where the symmetrical cross section of the welded stud anchorage in loading 

direction is shown. It is obvious that the crack propagation from the back head of the stud 

towards the back edge is approximately horizontal for small edge distances c1 < 2hef. The 

crack angle increases with increasing the edge distance. For c1 ≥ 2hef the crack angle reaches 

approximately the average crack angle of pryout concrete half cone v=30°, which means that 

the full concrete pryout capacity of single anchor is established. This observation is confirmed 

by the obtained peak loads.  

Figure 4.28a illustrates the relative pryout capacity of single welded stud in-the-field. It can 

be seen that the pryout capacity reaches full resistance at approximately edge distance of 

c1=2hef. Figure 4.28b shows the evaluation of results taking into account the critical edge 

distance of ccr=hef / tan30 =1.73hef and the pryout capacity prediction equation Eq. (4.10). 

Accordingly the projection area reduction factor is evaluated by AP,cp /A
°
p,v where: 

Ap,cp=c1 (2 hef / tan30)     (4.16) 

A°
p,cp=2 (hef / tan30)²=6hef

2.    (4.17) 

The reduction factor of the projection area accounts for the capacity decrease as a 

consequence of the geometry, i.e. small edge distance. The comparison of the pryout capacity 

obtained from the FE-analyses and the prediction results according Eq. (4.10), including the 

projection area reduction factor, yields to a mean value of 0.96 and coefficient of variation of 
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4.5%. It seems that the disturbed compressive stress field behind the anchor, especially for 

small back edge distances, has an insignificant influence on the pryout capacity. 

a) c1= 90 mm 

 

b) c1= 135 mm 

 

c) c1= 180 mm 

 

d) c1= 270 mm 

 

Figure 4.27: Crack patterns for various edge distances at peak load 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.28: a) Influence of the back-edge distance on the pryout capacity b) FE analysis results vs. 

Eq. (4.10) reduced by projection area factor 
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4.4.12 Corner influence on the pryout capacity 

In order to investigate the influence of the corner edge distances c1, c2 an extensive parameter 

study was performed. The edge distances in both directions, horizontal and perpendicular to 

loading direction, were varied in the range c1 =1hef - 3hef and c2 =0.67hef - 3hef for embedment 

depth hef= 90 mm and stud diameter d=22 mm (Fig. 4.29).  

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

Figure 4.29: Anchorage arranged in a corner, FE-model and boundery conditions 

As mentioned before, the FE model is adopted as described above and adjusted to account for 

both free corner edges (Fig. 4.29b,c).  

Figure 4.30 illustrates crack formation at peak load. It is obvious that both edge distances, 

parallel and perpendicular to the load direction, influence the crack propagation and the 

pryout capacity. Small edge distance c2 induces a crack perpendicular to load direction, i.e. 

perpendicular to edge c2 at an angle β=90°. This angle decreases with increasing the edge 

distance c2. On the other hand, back edge distance c1 controls the formation of the concrete 

half cone surface inclination behind the stud anchor, as already discussed in the section 4.4.6. 

Moreover, it can be seen that the crack propagation at edge distances c1=c2=2hef is 

approximately comparable with concrete half cone shape, which utilizes the full pryout 

capacity. Also in case of smallest edge distance c1=c2=hef  a combined concrete failure 

occurs, which is concrete pryout and concrete side edge failure, i.e. corner pryout failure. 

Figure 4.31 shows the relative pryout capacity as a function of corner edge distances. It shows 

that both corner edge distances c1 and c2 (back-edge and side-edge) have a significant 

influence on the pryout capacity. Increasing the back-edge distance c1 increases the pryout 

capacity significantly up to c1≤2hef (see Fig. 4.28). In contrast to the back-edge distance (c1) 

influence, the full capacity of the stud is reached here at edge distance of c1=3hef  (Fig. 4.31). 

This behavior exhibits the significant influence of the corner side-edge c2, which increases the 

pryout capacity significantly up to c2≤3hef (see Fig. 4.31). Such behavior can be attributed to 

the stress field disturbance which appears in case of corner geometry on both edge sides. 
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a) c2=hef b) c2=2 hef c) c2=3 hef 

c1=hef=90mm 

  

 

c1=2 hef =180 mm 

 
 

 

c1=3 hef =270 mm 

 
 

 

Figure 4.30: Typical crack patterns for various corner edge distances at peak load 

 

Figure 4.31: Influence of the corner-edge distances on the pryout capacity 
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The evaluation of the pryout capacity of single welded stud in the corner is performed taking 

into account the influence of both side edges. As mentioned above, this is done through the 

projected area ratio Ap,cp/A
°
p,cp, which considers both edge distances and is calculated as: 

Ap,cp=c1(c2+ccr,cp)      (4.18) 

where A°
p,cp is calculated according to Eq. (4.17) and ccr,cp=hef /tan30 is the radius of the 

concrete half cone or the side length of the simplified half pyramid. 

It is obvious that the geometrical ratio does not account fully for the disturbance of the stress 

state field in the corner (Fig. 4.32a). The following reduction factor, which is obtained from 

regression analysis of numerical results, yields to a reasonable good prediction of the 

influence of the corner effect (see Fig. 4.32): 

Ψs,cp= 0.75 (c2/c1)
0.25     (4.19) 

a) 

 

 b) 

 

Figure 4.32: Pryout capacity of single welded stud in the corner, FE analysis results vs. calculation 

according Eq. (4.10) a) accounts for projection area b) accounts for projection area and stress 

disturbance 
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Shear loaded anchors which are installed near an edge and loaded parallel to the edge are 

frequently used in the engineering practice. Anchorage with large stiffness ratio hef/d>4.5 fail 

likely in steel rupture or in concrete side edge breakout. In this section, stiff welded stud 

anchors with hef/d=4.1 loaded parallel to the side edge are simulated. The finite element 

model from the previous section is modified and applied here to investigate the influence of 

the side edge distance on the pryout capacity (Fig. 4.33). Stud diameter d=22 mm with 
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embedment depth of hef=90 mm was modeled for four different side edge distances 

c2 = 0.66hef - 3hef. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

Figure 4.33: Anchorage arranged parallel to an edge, FE-model and boundery conditions 

Figure 4.34 illustrates the crack pattern development depending on the edge distance at peak 

load. For small edge distances c2<2hef the crack developed on two planes, in plane parallel to 

loading direction and on the stud top side, i.e. concrete slab surface. For small edge distances 

can be seen that at the same time the concrete pryout and edge breakout failure are initiated. 

By side edge distances c2≥2hef  the crack development is pure pryout concrete half cone, i.e. 

the crack initiation begins at the stud head and propagates towards the concrete surface. 

Nevertheless, the stress field disturbance influences the pryout capacity up to edge distance 

c2< 3hef, which was also observed when investigating the corner effect. 
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Side edge loading Cross-section at hef/2 Cross-section in load direction 

a) c2= 0.66hef 

   

b) c2= 1hef 

   

c) c2= 1.5hef 

   

d) c2= 2hef 

   

e) c2= 3hef 

   

Figure 4.34: Typical crack patterns for various side edge distances at peak load 
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Figure 4.35: Influence of the side-edge distance, relative pryout capacity corresponds to pryout 

capacity of single anchor in-the-field 

Figure 4.35 shows the concrete pryout dependency on the side edge distance of single headed 

stud anchor. It shows that the pryout capacity increases with increasing edge distance up to 

c2 =  3hef, which is comparable with the behavior of corner effect by large back edge distance 

c1 = 3hef. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.36: Pryout capacity evaluation for single welded stud at concrete side edge 

The relative pryout capacity using Eq. (4.10) is illustrated in Figure 4.36. Both the relative 

pryout capacity and the result of the relation corrected by the side edge factor Ψsp,v are shown. 

The evaluation of the projection area is done according to the here proposed concrete capacity 

method for in shear loaded anchor as (see section 6.2): 

Ap,cp=(c2+ccr,cp) ccr,cp     (4.20) 
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In order to account for the stress field disturbance of the side edge, the side edge factor, 

obtained from regression analysis of numerical results (Fig. 4.36a), is: 

Ψsp,cp= 0.56 (c2/hef)
0.5     (4.21) 

Consequently, Figure 4.36b shows good agreement between proposed formula and numerical 

results. 

 

4.4.14 Summary 

The behaviour of short welded single stud anchors installed in normal strength concrete and 

loaded in shear and combined tension and shear load are numerically simulated. The 

numerical analysis is performed to provide better understanding of the pryout failure 

mechanism with particular emphasis on the influence of the stud diameter, anchor plate 

overhang, eccentric shear load, interaction between tensile and shear loads and edge and 

corner effects. Based on the results of the study the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1) The employed finite element code, which is based on the microplane material model for 

concrete, can realistically simulate the behaviour of investigated fastener for the pryout 

failure mode. 

2) The pryout failure mechanism for welded stud anchorages can be idealised through the 

concrete compression stress profile at the front of the stud shaft, which is approximately 

triangular over the anchor depth. 

3) The concrete breakout projection area behind the stud is approximately equivalent to two 

thirds of the projection area in case of the tensile concrete cone failure mode (indirect- 

tension). 

4) The finite element results for the pryout capacity confirm the dependency on the stud 

diameter, which is approximately proportional to its square root (d0.5). 

5) The formula based on the experimental results (Eq. 3.7) for pryout capacity of single 

welded stud in normal strength concrete, based on the indirect-tension model, is 

confirmed by the results of the performed finite element analysis. 

6) It is shown that pryout resistance principally increases with increase of the anchor plate 

overhang. Namely, with increase of the anchor plate overhang the ratio between tensile 

and shear force in the fastener decrease, which means that the pryout resistance is reached 

at higher shear load. 
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7) The results of the study show that with increasing eccentricity of shear load the failure 

mode is not changing, however, the resistance decreases approximately as a linear 

function of eccentricity. 

8) The numerical results confirm the validity of the design formula for the interaction 

between tensile and shear load. 

9) Based on the numerical results, the relations which account for the influence of the edge 

distances are formulated. 
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4.5 3D FE modelling of shear loaded anchor group in-the-field – pryout failure 

In this section, the results of the numerical investigations on double and quadruple anchor 

groups are presented and discussed. The assumptions made for modeling of single anchors 

(see Chapter 4.3) are also adopted in the analysis for the groups. FE mesh discretization, size 

and shape of the elements as well as boundary conditions and material properties remain as in 

case of a single anchor investigation.  

 

4.5.1 FE discretization and material properties 

The geometry, boundary conditions and typical finite element discretization of the headed 

stud anchor group loaded in shear are shown in Figure 4.37. This discretization is valid for 

both, double and quadruple anchors. The discretized concrete slab with thickness h ≥ 2hef has 

restrained bottom and side surfaces (see Fig. 4.37a). Both connection types of the applied FE 

model are modeled in the center of 900x900 mm sized concrete slab. To optimize the 

computational time one symmetry plane is utilized, except one analysis which was performed 

for the entire geometry for visualization purposes. The concrete is discretized with four node 

solid finite elements, whereas the welded headed stud and anchor plate are discretized using 

eight node solid elements (Fig. 4.37b).  

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

Figure 4.37: a) Geometry and boundary conditions and b) Cross-section detail of employed FE model 

for double and quadruple anchors 

The connection between steel and concrete is modeled using 1D contact elements (springs), 

which can take up only compressive forces. The friction between anchor plate as well as the 

headed stud and concrete is not accounted for. The shear load is applied incrementally, 
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perpendicular to the stud axis. In the analysis, low strength concrete is assumed. The material 

properties of concrete are: uniaxial compressive strength fc= 25 [MPa], tensile strength ft = 2.0 

[MPa], fracture energy GF= 70 [J/m²], Young’s modulus Ec= 30 [GPa] and Poisson ratio c= 

0.18. The material properties employed for the steel are: Young’s modulus Es = 200 [GPa] 

and Poisson ratio s= 0.33. Note that relatively low concrete strength and linear elastic 

behavior for steel are adopted in the analysis in order to assure concrete pryout failure. 

 

4.5.2 Verification of the numerical model 

The FE code MASA that is employed in the present study has been verified in the performed 

numerical investigations of a single anchor stud failing in pryout failure mode (section 4.4). 

To further verify the model against the anchor group failing in pryout failure mode three tests 

carried out by Zhao (1994) with embedment depth hef  = 50, 65 and 90 mm, stud spacing 

Sx= Sy =100 mm and stud diameter d= 22 mm are simulated. The applied material properties 

for concrete and steel as well as the geometry and boundary conditions were adopted from the 

corresponding experiments (Zhao, 1994). The typical experimentally measured and 

numerically obtained peak loads and corresponding displacements are summarized in 

Table 4.2. As can be seen, the FE simulation results agree reasonably good with the 

experimental results. 

The typical experimentally and numerically obtained failure modes are compared in 

Figure 4.38. The red (dark) zone represents principal tensile strain that is larger than the 

critical crack opening strain cr, which corresponds to the assumed critical crack opening 

wcr = 0.10 mm (cr = wcr/h, h = width of the crack band, i.e. effective element size according 

to the crack band method). The crack pattern obtained from the FE analysis reasonably 

matches the concrete breakout shape observed in the experiments. The localization of damage 

towards the concrete surface on the rear side of the anchorage and the concrete damage 

between the studs (max. principal strains) are also in good agreement with the experiments. 

In general, the analysis is realistic except that it yields somewhat stiffer response. This is due 

to the fact that for such complex failure mechanism a number of local phenomena cannot be 

properly accounted for in the macroscopic finite element analysis, for instance the local 

crushing of concrete in front of the anchor and different kind of friction phenomena between 

steel and concrete, especially in the post-peak response. It can be concluded, that the used 
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modeling approach is capable of realistically predicting the experimental results and is hence 

suitable for further investigation of the shear behavior of anchor groups. 

Table 4.2: Summary of experimental and numerical results 

Embedment depth 

hef [mm] 

Experiment (Zhao, 1994) Analysis 

Mean peak load  

[kN] 

Mean peak displacement 

[mm] 

Peak load  

[kN] 

Peak displacement 

[mm] 

50 169 1.61 185 1.66 

65 225 3.40 259 2.80 

90 275 3.86 337 4.94 

 

a)hef=50 mm 

 

 

 

b)hef=65 mm 

 

 

 

c)hef=90 mm 

 

 

 

Figure 4.38: Crack pattern of quadruple anchor group, FE-Analysis vs. test result (Zhao,°1994) 

 

4.6 3D FE analysis of anchor group in-the-field – pryout failure 

In this section, the concrete pryout failure mode of relatively shallow embedded group of 

anchors welded to a steel plate is extensively investigated using the finite element code 

MASA. The failure mechanism and shear resistance for anchor groups still need to be 

clarified. Therefore, a three-dimensional finite element parametric study for double and 

quadruple anchor groups loaded in shear with no influence of edges is carried out. In the 
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study, the embedment depth and anchor spacing in both parallel and perpendicular to load 

direction were varied. Moreover, the behaviour of anchor group under torsion loading was 

investigated as well. Based on the results of the study, the design approach for anchor group 

failing in pryout is presented and accordingly the prediction is compared with the current 

design code recommendations. 

 

4.6.1 Double anchor group loaded in shear 

In order to get a deeper insight into the bearing behavior of one row or one column double 

anchor group loaded parallel or perpendicular to stud spacing, the FE simulations are 

performed (Tab. 4.3). The FE model as well as the boundary conditions and materiel 

properties are applied as described above in section 4.5.1. 

Table 4.3: Summary of performed numerical investigations 

Embedment depth Stud diameter Stud spacing 

hef [mm] d [mm] S=Sx [mm] 

40 18 40, 80, 120 

50 22 50, 100, 150 

65 22 65, 130, 195 

90 22 100, 180, 270 

 

4.6.1.1 Influence of stud spacing on the pryout capacity 

The current guideline CEN/TS 1992-4 defines a minimum anchor spacing due to the 

individual limitations according to the corresponding European Technical Specifications. 

These limitations depend on the anchor geometrical properties and practical usability 

regarding concrete casting. On the other hand, the current design provision ACI 318 

Appendix D provides a minimum anchor spacing of 4d perpendicular to the loading direction 

for the cast-in anchors in order to prevent premature pryout failure. Hence, it is essential to 

define anchor spacing which achieves the full anchor pryout capacity. 

From Figure 4.39a can be observed that the pryout capacity increases with increasing the 

anchor spacing. It reaches the double capacity of single stud at approximately Sx=2hef and 

exceeds this value for Sx>2hef. Note that Sx is the stud spacing parallel to loading direction and 

Sy is the stud spacing perpendicular to the loading direction (Fig. 4.37a). 

For comparison purposes three FE simulations for double stud anchors were carried out with 

hef =50 mm and stud spacing perpendicular to the load direction Sy=S=hef, 2hef, 3hef. The 
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results indicate a comparable increase of the capacity with increasing the anchor spacing 

(Fig. 4.39a). It is also obvious that the pryout capacity in this case doesn’t exceed twice 

capacity of single anchor. Thus, increasing the lever arm between the resulting tensile pull-out 

force and the compressive stress under the front side of the steel plate decreases the resulting 

tensile force in the studs, which increases the shear resistance. On the other hand, increasing 

the stud spacing perpendicular to the load direction Sy keeps the lever arm constant which 

prevents increasing the capacity or the resistance more than the doubling the single anchor 

resistance. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.39: Relative-double anchorage capacity to the corresponding single anchor capacity versus stud 

spacing ratio 

Figure 4.39b shows that for double anchor configuration there is no further increase of the 

pryout capacity for anchor spacing S>6d. That is to say that for anchor spacing of about 6d, 

both parallel and perpendicular to the loading direction, the full anchor capacity is reached. 

Figure 4.40 illustrates the dependency of the tensile force in the studs on the anchor spacing. 

The tensile force was evaluated as the sum of resulting tensile forces in the stud cross section 

at the anchor plate. The resulting tensile force to pryout capacity ratio decreases with 

increasing the stud spacing, which is comparable with the influence of the plate overhang of a 

single anchor (section 4.4.7). For stud spacing Sx≤2d the evaluated ratio Nbv,G,FE/Vcp,G,FE is 

approximately 0.5 which is comparabale with the evaluated ratio for single anchor (section 

4.4.3). It seems likely that the anchor group with stud spacing Sx≤2d acts as a single anchor 

which means that the concrete damage between the front and rear stud heads is established in 

early loading stage. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.40: a) Influence of the stud spacing on the tensile to shear force ratio in the stud group and b) 

ratio between tensile forces in the front and rear studs (peak load) 

Figure 4.40b shows the overall dependency of the ratio between tensile forces in the front and 

rear stud at peak load. The increase of the tensile force in the front anchor for anchor spacing 

S < 5d is related to the redistribution of the rear stud tensile force due to crack formation at 

relatively low level of shear load. On the other hand, the ratio between tensile forces is 

approximately constant for anchor spacing S ≥ 5d which indicates that studs acting separately 

after achieving the double capacity of a single anchor. 

The top of Figure 4.41 shows the principal compressive stresses of double stud configuration 

on the concrete surface at peak load. Two cross sections are shown parallel to the load 

direction on the symmetrical axis and perpendicular to load direction through the front stud 

axis. In Figure 4.41a-f the distribution of principal tensile strains (cracks, dark zones) on the 

left side and principal compressive stresses on the right side, for hef = 65 mm and S = hef, 2hef 

and 3hef are shown, respectively. It is obvious that with increasing the stud spacing increases 

the concrete resisting area and the internal lever arm between resulting tensile forces in the 

studs and the front side of the anchor plate, which increase the anchor capacity. Moreover, the 

crack propagation at the back side of the rear stud and at the cross section through the front 

stud are comparable. However, the crack formation between the studs begins acting separately 

with increasing the stud spacing up to S > 5d and form finally double pryout failure cones 

(Fig. 4.41e). With increasing stud spacing the crack angle at the back side of the front stud 

head increases. The crack propagates from the front side of the rear stud head in direction 

away from the concrete surface and can be observed for S ≥ 2hef. This is attributed to the 

inclined resultant tensile and shear force applied on the rear stud. The crack development 
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perpendicular to the front stud and the concrete compressive stress distribution confirm the 

assumption of the formation of concrete half cone breakout.  

Compressive stress distribution – concrete surface at peak load 

 

 
a) 

 

b) 

 
c) 

 

d) 

 

e) 

 

f) 

 
Figure 4.41: Distribution of principle stress strains (cracks) and principal compressive stresses at 

peak load for hef°=°65°mm, d= 22mm, a) S=hef , b) S=2hef and c) S=3hef 
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4.6.2 Quadruple anchor group loaded in-shear 

To study the behavior of a group of four anchors loaded in shear and failing in pryout failure 

mode, parametric study is carried out for anchors with different anchor spacing and 

embedment depths. In this study, relatively stocky anchors are used with embedment-to-

diameter ratio hef/d ≤ 4.10. The influence of the stud spacing in the load direction and 

perpendicular to the load direction is investigated and discussed. The concrete fracture pattern 

including crack propagation behind and between the studs is compared with the available 

experimental results. An overview of the performed numerical investigations of quadruple 

anchor group is summarized in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4: Summary of performed numerical investigations 

Embedment 

depth 

Stud 

diameter 

Stud 

spacing 

Embedment 

depth 

Stud 

diameter 

Stud spacing 

hef [mm] d [mm] Sx=Sy [mm] hef [mm] d [mm] Sx [mm] Sy [mm] 

40 18 40 40 18 40 80 

40 18 80 40 18 40 120 

40 18 120 40 18 120 40 

50 22 50 40 18 120 80 

50 22 100 50 22 50 100 

50 22 150 50 22 50 150 

65 22 65 50 22 150 50 

65 22 130 50 22 150 100 

65 22 195 65 22 65 130 

90 22 100 65 22 65 195 

90 22 180 65 22 195 65 

90 22 270 65 22 195 130 

   90 22 90 180 

   90 22 90 270 

   90 22 270 90 

   90 22 270 180 

 

4.6.2.1 Influence of stud spacing on the pryout capacity 

Two FE computational series are performed whereby the stud spacing is varied for the 

embedment depths hef = 40, 50, 65 and 90 mm. In the first series, the stud spacing is varied in 

both directions Sx = Sy = hef, 2hef, 3hef and in the second series only the stud spacing 

perpendicular to the loading direction Sy = hef, 2hef, 3hef is varied by keeping the stud spacing 

in loading direction as Sx=hef or Sx=3hef (see Tab. 4.4). In all variations, the stud diameter was 

kept constant by d=22 mm or for the embedment depth hef =40 mm the diameter was d=18. 

Figure 4.42 shows the pryout capacity of an anchor group relative to the corresponding single 

anchor capacity as a function of the stud spacing ratio S/d and S/hef. Figure 4.42a,b refer to the 
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cases where the anchor spacing is equally increased in both directions, parallel and 

perpendicular to loading, i.e. S = Sx = Sy. As can be seen, for S/d ≤ 6 and S/hef ≤ 3 there is a 

significant increase in pryout capacity. In this range, the capacity of the anchor group is 

approximately proportional to Sx
0.5, which was also confirmed by Anderson and Meinheit 

(2005). This is due to the fact that with the increase of anchor spacing resisting concrete 

surface also increases. Furthermore, the compressive stresses in front of the stud shanks and 

under the front side of the anchor plate increase the tensile resistance of the front studs 

(Jebara et al., 2015). 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

Figure 4.42: Relative-quadruple anchorage capacity to the corresponding single anchor capacity versus 

stud spacing ratio (a and b) Sx=Sy=S and c) Sx=hef, 3hef 

As depicted in Figure 4.42c an increase in the stud spacing perpendicular to the loading 

direction, with keeping the stud spacing parallel to load direction constant, has only a 

moderate influence on the pryout capacity of the anchor group. For the anchor spacing 

Sy/d < 6 the pryout capacity increases moderately whereas for anchor spacing Sy/d > 6 the 

resistance is nearly constant. On the other hand, it can be seen that the stud spacing parallel to 
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load direction is the decisive factor for the pryout capacity. Accordingly, in order to assure 

maximum pryout capacity, it is recommended to provide for a minimum center to center 

anchor spacing of 6d for both stud spacing directions. Note that such spacing is significantly 

larger than the minimum stud spacing perpendicular to load direction 4d recommended by 

Viest (1956) and incorporated into the ACI 318 Appendix D. Moreover, Fig. 4.42a shows that 

for S/d > 6 there is no further increase of the anchor pryout capacity. This is valid for the 

pryout failure mode, which occurs only in case of relatively stiff anchors with hef/d < 4.5 and 

S/hef ≤ 3. The stiffness ratio limit of hef/d < 4.5 for transition to steel stud shearing failure was 

provided by Anderson and Meinheit (2005), which is slightly larger than that provided by 

Slutter and Driscoll (1961) hef/d < 4.2 or that by Hawkins (1987) hef/d < 4. According to 

available tests (Anderson and Meinheit, 2005; An and Cederwall, 1996; Eligehausen and 

Lehr, 1993) the ratio S/hef = 3 represents the transition from concrete pryout into steel failure 

mode. Thus, it appears that the full pryout capacity for stocky welded headed stud quadruple 

anchor group is obtained for 6 ≤ S/d ≤ 13.5, which approximately corresponds to S/hef = 3. 

Note that both the stiffness ratio (hef/d) and over all anchor spacing ratio (S/d), which control 

the pryout failure, need to be investigated for more complex group of anchors. 

The distribution of principal tensile strains (cracks, dark zones) and principal compressive 

stresses are shown in Figure 4.43a and b, respectively. Both figures illustrate cross sections 

through the welded studs perpendicular and parallel to load direction. Due to the relatively 

small anchor spacing (S/d = 4.54), a typical pryout failure mode for a group of anchors is 

formed (Fig. 4.43a). The principal strain distribution reveals that the concrete half cone breaks 

out both parallel and perpendicular to the load direction. The concrete half cone angle behind 

the anchor group is in average approximately v,G=30°. These results are similar to the 

experimental findings of Anderson and Meinheit (2005). They measured an average surface 

cone angle of v,G=25°. 

In Figure 4.43b compressive struts (dark zones), that are parallel to the cracks, transfer tensile 

forces from anchors into concrete. The sequence of development of the pryout failure cone is 

shown in Figures 4.43c-f. It can be seen that for relatively small anchor spacing (S/d = 4.54) 

already at 40% of the peak shear load there are horizontal cracks, which connect the heads of 

rear and front anchors (Fig. 4.43c).  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

 

(f) 

 

Figure 4.43: Distribution of a) principle stress strains (cracks) and b) principal compressive stresses 

at peak load for hef°=°90°mm, d= 22mm, Sx=Sy=100 mm; Crack patterns at: c) 40%, d) 60%, e) 80% 

and f) 90% of peak load 

It is obvious that for the constant anchor spacing in direction perpendicular to the loading 

direction and increasing spacing in loading direction, the resistance increases. Namely, in 

such case the concrete resisting area increases and, more importantly, the internal lever arm 

between resulting tensile pull-out force and compressive force in front of the anchor plate also 

increases. Consequently, for the same pull-out resistance behind the rear anchors the capacity 

increases. However, once the anchor spacing becomes greater than approximately Sx = 6d 

double pryout failure cones are formed. Hence, with further increase of anchor spacing the 

resistance remains approximately constant (see Fig. 4.44). On the other hand, if Sx is kept 

constant and only Sy is increased, then only concrete cone resisting area increases and internal 
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lever arm remains approximately constant. This explains why with increase of Sy there is only 

a moderate increase of resistance. Of course, if spacing in both directions increases, then is 

the increase of resistance the strongest. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

Figure 4.44: Distribution of maximum principle strains (cracks) for a) S=hef, b) S=2hef and c) 

S=3hef with hef=65 mm 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 4.45: (a) Influence of the stud spacing on the tensile to shear force ratio in the stud group and 

(b) ratio between tensile forces in the front and rear studs (peak load) 

Figure 4.45a shows the influence of the stud spacing on the ratio of the evaluated overall 

tensile force in the stud to applied shear force Nb,v,G/Vcp,G. This relation is comparable with the 

influence of the plate overhang on the tensile to shear force ratio in case of a single anchor, as 

shown in section 4.4.3. It can be seen that with the increase of the stud spacing in loading 

direction the ratio between normal and shear force decreases. The ratio between tensile and 

shear force at ultimate load reaches maximum value of approximately 0.5 at Sx = 2d and 

remains approximately constant for Sx < 2d. This behavior can be attributed to the fact that the 

concrete damage between the front and rear stud heads (see Fig. 4.43c-f) is established in 

early stage before the peak load was reached and the stud group acts as a single anchor.  

Figure 4.45b shows the ratio between tensile force in the front and rear studs as a function of 

anchor spacing. For relatively small spacing of anchors S < 5d the tensile force at peak load in 
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the rear anchors is smaller than in the front anchors. This is due to the fact that for relatively 

small anchor spacing the front anchor is activated already at relatively low level of shear load, 

i.e. after the horizontal crack between the heads of the front and rear anchors forms (see 

Fig. 4.43c). However, for anchor spacing S > 5d the tensile forces in the front and rear anchor 

groups are approximately equal. This can be attributed to the fact that for large stud spacing 

the rear and front studs act independently, as discussed above. 
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4.6.3 Quadruple anchor group loaded in torsion 

Current design provisions of the CEN/TS 1992-4-2 for pryout capacity of a group of anchors 

loaded in torsion provides only the determination of the acting forces on the individual 

anchors in the group. Accordingly, the pryout capacity resistance of a single anchor in the 

group is calculated. In case of combined shear and torsion loading the most utilized anchor in 

the group is calculated. No information is available about the load-bearing behavior of an 

anchor group under torsion loading. In order to investigate the load-bearing behavior of such 

anchorages 3D FE simulations of quadruple anchor configuration under torsion loading are 

performed. Quadruple anchor configuration for four embedment depths hef =40, 50, 65 and 90 

mm and three anchor-spacing Sx=Sy=S=hef, 2hef and 3hef are modeled. It is not possible to 

utilize a symmetrical axis in this case therefore the full geometry was discretized. The FE 

model as well as the boundary conditions and material properties are identical to above 

presented quadruple configurations. The shear loading was applied on two anchor plate sides 

surfaces in opposite directions. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 4.46: Relative pryout capacity to the corresponding single anchor capacity versus stud spacing 

ratio (a and b) Sx=Sy=S=hef, 2hef, 3hef 

Figure 4.46 shows that the pryout capacity of quadruple anchor configuration loaded in 

torsion is almost independent of the anchor spacing. The pryout capacity in these cases lies in 

range between three and four times the pryout capacity of single anchor. This behavior can be 

attributed to the torsion force distribution into the individual anchors. The calculation of the 

individual anchor shear force can be done by means of the radial moment of inertia, which is 

in the case of quadruple group of anchors: 

Vs,anchor=MT/2Ip
0.5     (4.21) 

where Ip=Sx²+Sy² is the radial moment of inertia. 
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Figure 4.47: Shear load distribution as a result of torsion loading 

In case of quadruple anchors, the shear load on the single anchors in the connection acts at an 

angle of =45° relative to connection axis, i.e. perpendicular to the diagonal of the anchor 

axis (also plate diagonal) (Fig.4.47). Thus, the individual anchors in the connection act 

approximately independently. The crack propagates opposite to the loading direction at 

=45°, which means that the compressive stress field in front of the adjacent anchor in shear 

direction spreads perpendicular to the crack propagation. The redistribution of the 

compressive stresses in front of the adjacent anchor and behind the considered anchor 

influence the crack angle, which is approximately v,T=45°. The acting angle  of the 

distributed shear load on the individual anchors Vs,anchor depends on the anchor spacing Sx and 

Sy. Therefore, the crack angle behind the anchors could be increased or decreased depending 

on the acting angle . This dependency should be further investigated experimentally and 

numerically. 

Figure 4.48 shows the principal compressive stress and strain distribution on the concrete 

surface and a cross section through the anchorage axis and horizontal cross-section at hef/2. 

The pryout capacity increases slightly with increasing the anchor spacing. In general, varying 

anchor spacing in both or one direction influence the crack development and could cause 

reduced pryout capacity, which requires further investigation. 

  

Vs,anchor 

 MT 
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d) S=100 mm 

compressive stress at concrete surface 

 

 
Concrete breakout (Grosser, 2012) 

 
Figure 4.48: Distribution of principle stress strains (cracks) and principal compressive stresses 

[MPa] at peak load for hef°=°65°mm, d= 22 mm 

As mentioned before, the anchor spacing determines the transferred shear load direction, 

which prevents full crack development behind the neighbor anchor (Fig. 4.48c1). Thus, the 

activated concrete cone surface decreases with decrease of anchor spacing and increase the 

crack angle, which consequently results in a proportional decrease in the pryout capacity. 

Figure 4.48d illustrates pryout test result (Grosser, 2012) of quadruple anchorage with anchor 

spacing S= 100 mm. The concrete breakout shape is comparable to the simulation results in 

terms of principal tensile strain and compressive stress distribution at peak load. 

 

4.6.4 Summary 

In the present chapter 3D numerical study of anchor groups is presented, in order to 

investigate the behaviour of short welded anchor groups installed in normal strength concrete 

and loaded in pure shear load and torsion. The analysis is performed to better understand the 

pryout failure mechanism, particularly with regard to the influencing variables such as anchor 

spacing parallel and perpendicular to the loading direction and torsion. All simulations are 

carried out for anchors away from edge. Based on the results of the study the following 

conclusions can be drawn: 

1) It is shown that the employed finite element code, that is based on the microplane material 

model for concrete, can realistically simulate the behaviour of investigated double and 

quadruple anchor groups for the pryout failure mode. The numerical results agree well with 

the results of the available experimental tests. 

2) The pryout failure mechanism of welded stud anchor group can be considered as an 

indirect-tension breakout. The force pair, studs in tension and plate in compression, 
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induces the concrete breakout on the back side of the anchorage including the concrete 

enclosed between the studs. 

3) The numerical results for the quadruple stud anchor group embedded in normal strength 

concrete confirm the strong influence of the anchor spacing on failure mode and resistance. 

Compared to the stud spacing in direction of loading, the stud spacing perpendicular to 

load direction has only a moderate influence on the pryout capacity. 

4) The pryout capacity of quadruple anchor group increase proportional to the square root of 

the stud spacing (S0.5). 

5) It is shown that for anchor spacing in both directions less than 6d only a single pryout 

concrete cone is formed. However, for larger spacing independent pryout cones are 

formed. This implies that maximum pryout capacity is reached for the anchor spacing 

larger than 6d and smaller than 13.5d, which approximately corresponds to S = 3hef. Note 

that in current design provisions CEN/TS no recommendation exists regarding the 

minimum anchor spacing and the design code ACI 318 recommends a minimum anchor 

spacing of 4d which is, according to present investigation, unconservative. 

6) Shallowly embedded anchors in-the-field loaded in torsion fail in pryout in form of 

truncated concrete cone. The mutual bearing interaction is influencing both the 

compressive stress distribution and crack development. The crack angle at peak load is 

v,T =45°, which is higher than half cone surface angle v=30° obtained for pure shear 

loading. The anchor spacing in torsional loading has a moderate influence on the pryout 

capacity. It seems that the studs in the group act individually and affect each other so that 

they do not develop the full pryout capacity of the four anchors in the group. Current 

design formula for pryout capacity of anchor group in normal weight concrete loaded in 

torsion evaluates the capacity of the mostly loaded anchor in the group and provides very 

conservative results.  

7) Further experimental and numerical studies are needed to investigate the pryout resistance 

of more complex group of anchors and under eccentrical loading variations. 
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5 Load-bearing behavior and prediction of concrete pryout 

capacity 

5.1 General 

Current design equations for the pryout capacity of headed studs welded to a steel plate have 

been derived either semi-empirical or fully empirical based on push-off and minor pure shear 

tests. CEN/TS 1992-4 and ACI 318 Appendix D provisions treat concrete cone breakout 

behind the fastener under shear load comparable to tension pullout failure and evaluate the 

concrete strength capacity using a modified tensile pullout capacity equation (Zhao, 1994). 

On the other hand, according to the provisions of European Code 4 (EC 4), AISC and PCI 

specifications, the so-called pryout failure mode is considered more as a shear failure mode 

based on the dowel mechanism of a stud connector in composite structures. The load-bearing 

behavior and failure mechanism of shallowly embedded welded headed stud, which likely fail 

in concrete pryout, still need to be clarified. The load-bearing behavior and assessment of 

shear loaded anchorages towards a free edge and in the corner has been recently intensively 

investigated (Hofmann, 2004; Anderson and Meinheit, 2005; Grosser, 2012) and are not part 

of present work. 

In this chapter a semi-empirical equation to predict the concrete pryout capacity of headed 

stud anchorage welded to a steel plate is proposed based on an improved indirect-tension 

model. A mechanical model which describes the shear transfer mechanism into a concrete 

base is presented and pryout capacity equation formulated. This approach is based primarily 

on the results of experimental and numerical investigations regarding the primary influence 

parameters, which were presented in the previous chapters. 

 

5.2 Single anchor 

5.2.1 General 

In order to derive a practical and reasonable formulation to evaluate the concrete pryout 

capacity of single headed stud anchor welded to a steel plate it is necessary to understand the 

influence of decisive related parameters such as concrete properties, anchor dimensions and 

concrete boundary conditions. It is well known that concrete breakout failure mode of 

embedded anchors is a result of fully utilizing the concrete tensile resistance perpendicular to 
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the breakout surface cone of surrounding concrete. Concrete tensile resistance has been taken 

into consideration in the past in pryout design equations in term of the square root of the 

concrete compressive strength. This indirectly accounts for both, tensile strength of concrete 

and concrete fracture energy. Additionally, the stud stiffness in term of stud section area, the 

elastic modulus of concrete (Ollgaard et al., 1971) and recently the stud embedment depth 

(Zhao, 1994, Anderson and Meinheit, 2005) were taken into account. 

In the following sections a modified indirect-tension pryout mechanical model for describing 

the shear load distribution will be presented. Based on this approach a new derivation of a 

pryout capacity equation for single welded stud anchor embedded in-the-field away from edge 

effects is proposed. 

 

5.2.2 Pryout failure mechanism of single anchor 

In order to improve Concrete-Capacity-Method to realistically account for the behaviour of 

short and stiff cast-in-place anchors, welded or fastened to an anchor plate that fail in pryout, 

it is important to clarify the transfer of the applied shear load into the concrete member. The 

principal load-transfer mechanism that should be considered is shown in Figure 5.1. The shear 

load V is transferred mainly through four components, which were basically described by 

Zhao (1994), are modified here to account for the new observations from both, the test results 

and numerical simulations: 

1) Compressive force at the front of the headed stud or anchor bolt shank Db,v. It is the 

resultant of the triangular compressive stress distribution in front of the stud shank along 

the entire embedment depth and is located at about hef /3 depth from the concrete surface. 

This was confirmed in the test results using the PRESCALE sheets and the results of the 

3D FE simulations as well. The assumption of triangular compressive stresses in front of 

the stud shank for such stiff anchors agrees with test observations and realistically 

describe the stress distribution. The average compression stresses lie approximately 

between 3fcc and 6fcc which is significantly lower than previous assumptions of the 

indirect-tension model, which is based on the stress block assumption at about 2d depth 

nearby the concrete surface. 

2) Compressive force at the front side of the anchor plate Dp,v. This force induced under the 

front side of the anchor plate as a result of the internal bending moment, which is invoked 

through the force couple Shear load V and compressive force Db,v. Note that current 
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indirect-tension model assumes a resultant concrete compression, which is at about 5 mm 

away from the front side of the anchor plate (Zhao, 1994). 

3) Tensile force in the headed stud or anchor bolt Nb,v. The invoked turning moment through 

the shear load V provokes a reaction couple forces in the stud (Nb,v ) on the one hand and 

under the front side of the anchor plate (Dp,v) on the other hand. 

4) Friction between anchor plate and concrete Rp,v. The friction coefficient between the steel 

anchor plate and the concrete µ=0.5 (Cook and Klinger, 1989) was assumed and thereby 

the friction force evaluated as Rp,v=µ Dp,v. 

The applied shear load V develops bearing pressure in front of the stud, which results in 

internal overturning moment of the anchor plate. The ensuing rotation of the anchor plate 

induces bearing pressures in the concrete under the front side of the plate and tensile stresses 

in the stud. An increase in shear load increases the concrete stresses in front of the stud, which 

induces a zone of concrete crushing near the surface. 

 

Figure 5.1: Pryout failure mechanism 

The concrete crushing near the surface is followed by increasing deformation of the stud and 

rotation of the plate. Hence, the lever arm of the tensile force in the stud shank and the 

compression under the front side of the anchor plate produce the rotation moment, which 

finally breaks out the concrete by pulling out the concrete half cone on the rear side of the 

anchorage. Therefore, the pryout mechanism can be treated as indirect-tension concrete cone 

failure. Moreover, it is assumed that the anchor plate is stiff, although the failure mechanism 

is identical also for flexible anchor plate. 
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5.2.3 Pryout capacity prediction of single anchor in-the-field 

As mentioned above the pryout failure mechanism is equivalent to the indirect-tension 

concrete cone failure mode, which activates about the half of the breakout concrete cone. 

Based on this assumption it is possible to determine the concrete pryout capacity through 

evaluating the ensued tensile force in the stud. The concrete breakout behind the anchor 

occurs when the tensile resistance of the half concrete cone behind stud is exceeded. Thus the 

tensile force in the headed stud Nb,v can be calculated analytically through the integration of 

the tensile stresses on the half breakout concrete cone surface. Therefore, it is necessary to 

define both the tensile stress distribution along the half concrete cone surface and its 

inclination relative to the concrete surface. The tensile stress distribution along the concrete 

breakout surface of tension loaded stud was experimentally and numerically intensively 

investigated (Sawade and Eligehausen, 1989; Ozbolt and Eligehausen, 1990). It was found 

that the stress distribution can approximately be defined as triangular, with peak tensile stress 

migrating along the cone surface as a function of the embedment depth. The tensile stress 

peak represents the tip of the crack, which begins at the stud head and develops towards the 

concrete surface. This tensile peak (i.e. crack length) is in average 35% of the cone surface 

length for large embedment depth (hef=520 mm) and approximately 55% for small 

embedment depths (hef=130 mm), which is the case in this study. Such tensile stress 

distribution presented by Zhao (1994) and provided a reasonable result is implemented in the 

present model for the half concrete cone in case of concrete pryout failure (Fig. 5.2). 

 

Figure 5.2: Simplified stress distribution along the concrete cone surface at peak load 
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The triangular stress distribution spreads alone the cone surface side, from the stud head till 

the concrete surface, with tensile stress peak fct in the midway.  

The inclination of the concrete cone surface for stud failed in tension exhibits large scatter. 

This large scatter is caused on the one hand by the concrete inhomogeneity and on the other 

hand by the crack development in the mixed-mode problems (Sawade, 1994; Zhao 1994). 

This behaviour is valid also for the half concrete cone inclination of the pryout failure. The 

average concrete half cone surface inclination measured in the experimental study in this 

work is v = 30°, as discussed in section 3.5.2.1. This behaviour was confirmed also for 

anchor groups in the experimental results by Anderson and Meinheit (2005), who obtained an 

average half cone surface inclination of ca. 25°. In contrast to the tension loaded anchors, the 

cone surface inclination in case of the concrete pryout failure for short anchors does not 

depend on the embedment depth and can be assumed constant. 

 

5.2.3.1 Analytical determination of the pryout capacity of single anchor 

Based on the aforementioned assumptions, the average cone surface inclination v = 30° and 

simplified linear tensile stress distribution perpendicular to the concrete half cone surface at 

peak load, were adopted for further observations. Thereby analytical evaluation of the tensile 

force in the stud through the integration of the projected tensile stresses on the projected area, 

which is half circle, is possible (Fig. 5.2). The following approach has been already 

introduced by Zhao (1994) for stud under tension: 

Nb,v = ∫ ∫Ap,cp (1 + 2) dA     (5.1) 

where  and  are two linear relations which imply the simplified tensile stress distribution 

along the cone surface and are defined as follow: 

1(hef) = fct cosv (r-r0)/(rc-r0)    (5.2) 

2(hef) = fct cosv (rk-r)/(rk-r0 -rc)     (5.3) 

where: 

Nb,v= Tensile force in the stud 

Ap,cp= the projected area of the half cone concrete surface on the concrete surface 

1= Stress distribution along cracked surface 

2= Stress distribution along uncracked surface 

fct  = Concrete tensile strength 

v = Inclination of the half concrete cone surface 
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r0  = Stud head radius 

rc  = Crack length on concrete cone surface at peak load 

ruc = Uncracked length on concrete cone surface at peak load 

rk  = r0 + rc + ruc , radius of the idealized concrete breakout half cone base 

As mentioned earlier, the following assumptions are valid for pryout failure of welded stud 

anchorage: (i) The cracked and uncracked lengths of the concrete cone surface at peak load 

for short anchors have approximately the same length rc = ruc; (ii) Constant concrete cone 

surface inclination v = 30° for short and stiff anchors with embedment depth to diameter 

ration hef/d < 4.5; (iii) The stud head diameter has an insignificant influence on the peak load, 

but it significantly influences the displacement behavior (Ozbolt and Eligehausen, 1991); (iv) 

In case of predicting the concrete capacity of fasteners, it was established that concrete tensile 

strength can be determined in term of the concrete compressive strength (Balogh et al., 1991; 

Zhao, 1994) as: 

fct=0.5 fcc
0.5.      (5.4) 

Inserting these assumptions into (Eq. 5.1), the following stud tensile force for the half cone 

surface of the concrete breakout half cone of the pryout concrete failure is obtained: 

Nb,v = 1.02 fcc
0.5hef

2     (5.5) 

Zhao (1994) introduced the increasing factor M, which controls the increase of the effective 

tensile resistance of concrete cone due to the positive effect of compressive stresses of 

bending moment applied to an anchor group (n=4). Zhao assumed an effective internal lever 

arm between compressive and tensile force in the studs, which increases the tensile resistance, 

as Sd = Sx≤ 0.5 Sk,N (Eq. 5.7). This factor (M) depends in case of in shear loaded single 

anchor on the internal lever arm between the induced tensile force in the stud (Nb,v) and 

compressive force under the front side of the anchor plate (Dp,v), which is in the conducted 

pryout tests in this work Sd ≈ 2.5d (= l see Fig. 5.3). The increase factor is given by: 

M = 1   for 1 ≥ Sd/Sk,N ≥ 0.5   (5.6) 

M  = 0.5·(Sd/Sk,N)-1  for 0.5 ≥ Sd/Sk,N ≥ 0   (5.7) 

The assumption that the diameter of the concrete cone breakout of single anchor in tension is 

Sk,N = 3hef together with embedment depth to diameter ratio 1.8 ≤ hef/d ≤ 4.2 for the conducted 

test program results in the following increasing factor for the induced tensile force in shear 

loaded anchorage: 

1.08 ≤ M = 0.6·(hef/d) ≤ 2.52.    (5.8) 
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Based on these assumptions, a mechanical model was developed describing the pryout failure 

mechanism and thereby evaluating the ratio between tensile force in the stud and shear force 

at peak load.  

 

Figure 5.3: Pryout failure mechanism and proposed mechanical model 

Figure 5.3 illustrates the pryout failure mechanism as well as the mechanical model, which 

shows the interaction between the load (shear force) V and the reactions (resistance) of the 

concrete. Since the studs are typically very short and stiff, the bearing pressures in front of the 

stud could be assumed to have approximately a triangular stress distribution along the 

embedment depth, which was confirmed by both the results of the numerical simulation and 

the experimental tests (Chapter 3 and 4). The concrete pryout capacity, which means pulling 

out the half concrete cone on the rear side of the anchorage, depends on the concrete 

resistance to the induced tension force Nb,v in the stud.  

The tension force Nb,v is also predicted from measured test data including horizontal and 

vertical anchor displacements (Table A2 Appendix A) using the simplified static system 

(Fig. 5.3). As can be seen from the test results, the calculated tension force Nb,v seems to be 

approximately independent of both, anchor diameter and embedment to diameter ratio hef / d 

(Fig. 5.4a,b). However, Figure 5.4c,d shows that the induced tensile force in the stud shank 
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depends mainly on the applied shear load and the embedment depth. Thus, for specified shear 

load and corresponding embedment depth the tensile force in the stud depends only on the 

internal lever arm (l ≈ 2.5d) and the applied shear load. Note that the average 

Nv = Nb,v/Vcp = 0.5 is comparable with the result obtained from the FE-analysis 

Nb,v,FE/Vcp,FE = 0.55, although the evaluated tensile force in the stud in the FE-analysis is 

slightly higher and depends on the stud diameter. This can be explained by the fact that the 

FE-Analysis was performed by neglecting the friction between anchor plate and concrete slab, 

which increases the overturning moment and thereby increases slightly the tensile force in the 

stud. On the other hand, the FE-analysis were performed assuming a linear elastic behavior of 

steel, which makes the anchorage stiffer and decrease slightly the deformation, especially for 

hef/d ≈ 4. Accordingly, higher overturning moment is prevented and consequently smaller stud 

tensile force is induced. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 5.4: Tension force as a function of a) Stiffness ratio, b) Stud diameter c) Embedment depth and 

d) Shear load 
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The above discussed load transfer mechanism is principally valid also for anchor groups and 

in cases when the anchor plate is flexible. However, for such cases the lever arm is not equal 

to 2.5d but depends on stiffness of the anchor plate and anchors. The same is the case for the 

steel-concrete composite beams where the so-called dowel action mechanism is activated. For 

all these cases the internal lever arm l should be obtained from the corresponding 

experiments. Morover, it should be pointed out that for different head to stud diameter ratios 

the concrete cone angle would be different and consequently the ratio between shear and 

normal force at peak load would not follow the relation from Figure 5.5. 

 

Figure 5.5: Tension force ratio as a function of the anchor stiffness ratio 
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This semi-analytical prediction equation for the pryout capacity accounts for the main 

influencing material parameters. It is proportional to the stud diameter d0.39 and embedment 

depth hef
1.61 and agrees well with already observed findings from previous experimental 

investigations (Hawkins, 1987; Zhao, 1994; Anderson and Meinheit, 2005) and own test 

results (Chapter 3). The analytical derived relation for the tensile force in the stud (Eq. 5.5) is 

proportional to hef
2, which reflects the dependency on the half cone surface area. To account 

for the size effect, this was corrected through the experimentally obtained relation for the ratio 

between tensile force and pryout capacity. According to the linear elastic fracture mechanics 

the size effect is proportional to the factor k / hef
0.5, where k is an empirical constant obtained 

from the experiments or numerical analysis. The size effect indicates that at peak load the 

calculated nominal tensile stress over the concrete breakout surface decreases with increasing 

embement depth. Moreover, note that the pryout capacity is proportional to fcc
0.5, which 

indirectly accounts for the concrete tensile strength and fracture energy. 

 

5.2.3.2 Pryout capacity based on the concrete breakout pyramid model 

Based on the fact that the tension force directly depends on the applied shear load (Fig. 5.4d), 

it is possible to derive a relation for shear loaded anchorages based on the concrete breakout 

pyramid model. That is, the concrete breakout half cone in case of concrete pryout failure is 

simplified as concrete breakout half pyramid, which is easier to use in the practice. To predict 

the pryout capacity, the tension force in the stud, calculated according to the proposed 

mechanical model, can directly be related to the simplified half-pyramid concrete breakout 

model. By means of the calculated tensile force in the stud and the equivalent projection area, 

the effective ultimate concrete stress b,v for in shear loaded anchorages is calculated as: 

b,v = Nb,v / Ap,cp     (5.11) 

In the idealized pyramid concrete breakout model (Fig. 5.6) the equivalent projection area 

Ap,cp, which depends on the angle of the breakout half-cone surface v and the embedment 

depth hef, is calculated as: 

Ap,cp = 2 Sk,v
2 = 2 (hef/tanv)

2    (5.12) 

where Sk,v is a half size of the pyramid base and v = 30° is the angle of the breakout half-

pyramid surface. 
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This simplified assumption for the half pyramid concrete pryout model for concrete pryout 

failure mode is an analog approach of the current Concrete Capacity Design method (CCD-

method). 

 

Figure 5.6: Simplified half pyramid concrete pryout model 

Since the induced tension force Nb,v in the stud depends on the shear load Nb,v=f(Vcp) one can 

write: 

f(Vcp) = b,v Ap,cp     (5.13) 

Inserting the tension force to pryout capacity ratio (Nv=Nb,v/Vcp) from experiments into 

Eq. (5.13) yields the following equation for predicting the pryout capacity of single stud: 

Vcp = b,v Ap,cp / Nv     (5.14) 

The experimental results show that the mean value of the evaluated effective ultimate 

concrete stress b,v (performance ratio for the concrete tensile strength, Eq. 5.11) from own 

shear tests is nearly twice as much as the effective ultimate concrete stress for direct tensile 

concrete cone failure b,T  (see Fig. 5.7):  

b,v= 2.1 b,T= 0.32 fcc
0.5    (5.15) 

where fcc is the compressive strength of concrete cube [MPa].  
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Note that according to the direct tensile pull-out tests the effective ultimate concrete stress 

relating to the projection area of the concrete breakout pyramid is approximately 

b,T = 0.15fcc
0.5 (Zhao, 1994; Balog et al., 1990). It was verified analytically and 

experimentally for in tension loeded anchors in the range 40 mm ≤ hef ≤ 520 mm. Moreover, 

Zhao adopted the effective ultimate concrete stress (b,T) to predict the invoked tensile force 

in shear loaded stud and used Eq. (1.8) for concrete breakout pyramid surface inclination to 

calculate the related projection area. 

The doubling of the effective ultimate tensile concrete stress for shear tests is attributed to the 

positive effect of compressive force of the anchor plate, which as mentioned before increases 

the concrete tensile resistance. Therefore, the performance ratio for the concrete tensile 

strength relating to shear loaded anchorage welded to a steel plate by applying Eqs. (5.4) and 

(5.15) is: 

b,v =0.64fct     (5.16) 

which is approximately doubling the ratio for loaded anchors in tension. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 5.7: Effective ultimate concrete stress ratio according concrete pyramid model a) Test 

meansured surface angle b) Constant surface angle 

The very high scatter of the effective ultimate concrete stress is related to the scatter of the 

half-cone surface slope (Fig. 5.7a). Namely, higher concrete half-cone surface slope yields 

smaller projected area, which results in higher effective ultimate concrete stress. On the other 

hand, the average concrete breakout surface slope (v=30°) yields to a reasonable scatter of 

the effective ultimate concrete stress (Fig. 5.7b). As mentioned above, it was possible to 
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verify this assumption analytically by the integration of the tensile stresses over the half-cone 

surface at peak load to calculate the resulting ultimate tensile force generated in the stud 

(Eq. 5.5). Taking into account the mean value of the increasing factor according to Eq. 5.8 

(M =1.8) and dividing this ultimate force by the assumed projected half-pyramid base 

surface Ap,cp with constant surface angle (v=30°) gives the following effective ultimate 

tensile resistance of approximately: 

b,v = M Nb,v / Ap,cp =1.8 1.02 fcc
0.5hef

2 / 6 hef
2 = 0.31 fcc

0.5  (5.17) 

The evaluated value for the effective ultimate tensile concrete stress agrees well with the 

value obtained according to Eq. 5.15. Nevertheless, by inserting the average value for b,v 

regarding the test data (Eq. 5.15), the semi-analytical obtained value (Eq. 5.17) and the ratio 

tensile force in the stud to pryout capacity Nv  (Eq. 5.9) together with the equivalent 

projection area Ap,cp  (Eq. 5.12), with v=30°, into Eq. (5.14), the following expression for the 

mean value of concrete pryout capacity is obtained: 

Vcp = 0.315 fcc
0.5 2·(hef/tan)2 /[0.34 (hef/d)0.39]     

Vcp = 5.56 d0.39·fcc
0.5·hef

1.61     (5.20) 

This prediction equation is almost identical with Eq. (5.10) which was derived semi-

analytically.  

 

5.2.3.3 Pryout capacity based on the compressive stress at the front of the stud 

Previous assumptions regarding compressive stress distribution in front of stud shank of in 

shear loaded anchors and concrete bearing behavior mainly account for long and deep 

embedded anchors (see section 3.5.2). In such case, welded or rather stiff attached anchors at 

a steel plate are at peak load deformed in double flexure curve. Thereby the compressive 

stress distribution is located on the front top side of the shank and on back bottom side of the 

anchor as well. This behavior is well described by the so-called pile-in-earth model or rather 

“kickback” model mentioned above (Fig. 1.5). Evaluation of the compressive stress 

distribution along the anchor shank as a pile stiff and rather hinged at the top according to 

elastic foundation model verify this behavior (Hofmann, 2004). Therefore, the compressive 

stress distribution in front of the shank was assumed as stress block under the concrete surface 

in depth up to 1d. 
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On the other hand, tests and numerical observations of short and shallowly embedded anchors 

welded at a steel plate (Chapter.3 and 4, Ollgaard et al., 1971) show one flexure curvature 

deformation of the stud shank. Thus, in this study a linear compressive stress distribution in 

front of the stud shank (triangular) of such stiff anchors is assumed. Consequently, the 

resulting shear force in front of the stud shank is assumed to be located at hef / 3 away from 

the concrete surface. 

Based on the test results (Chapter 3) and accounting for the fact that the friction between 

concrete and anchor steel plate is neglected the average compressive stress over the 

embedment depth can be calculated as: 

p=Vcp/A
*
P     (3.21) 

where p is the resulting average compressive stress at the front of the stud and A*
P=d hef/ 2 is 

the projected surface area of the stud as shown in Figure 5.3 [mm²]. 

 

Figure 5.8: Evaluated average compression stresses in front of the stud shank 

In the own pryout tests (Chapter 3) the stud shank and the half anchor plate were covered with 

a sheet for detecting compression stresses in front of the stud and under the front half of the 

anchor plate. The average compression stress in front of the stud as a function of the stiffness 

ratio hef / d was evaluated for the conducted tests (Fig. 5.8). 

Based on the regression analysis of evaluated test results the following relation was obtained: 

Vcp=61.01 A*
P (hef/d)0.5    (5.22) 

The above equation can be extended by inserting the expression for the compressive area and 

the concrete compressive strength influence, which is here assumed to be a square root 

function of compressive strength, as: 

Vcp/A
*
p = 61.01 (hef/d)0,50

A*
p = 0.5 hef·d
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Vcp=61.01 d hef / 2 (hef/ d)0.5 (fcc/25.8)0.5    

Vcp=6 d0.5 fcc
0.5 hef

1.5     (5.23) 

Note that in the experiments the concrete compressive cube strength was fcc=25.8 MPa. 

Eq. (5.23) is almost identical with Eqs. (5.10, 5.20), which were obtained based on the simple 

mechanical model, test data and analytical considerations as well. 
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5.3 Group of anchors 

5.3.1 General 

Group of headed stud anchors welded to a steel plate, embedded in concrete and loaded in 

shear are frequently used in engineering practice for various type of connections. Clarifying 

the pryout failure mechanism of short stocky cast-in-place welded headed anchor groups is 

essential to have adequate design provisions. Currently available design codes, which are 

clearly conservative, are based on the experimental results mostly obtained using push-off 

tests, which were typically carried out regarding group effect focusing the composite beam 

behavior. Only a limited number of experimental studies on behavior of shallow embedded 

anchor groups away from concrete edges are available so far (Hawkins, 1987; Zhao, 1994; 

Hofmann, 2004; Anderson and Meinheit, 2005; Grosser, 2012). 

The same failure mechanism as for single anchor is adopted to interpret the pryout failure of 

anchor groups. That is to say that the assumption of triangular compressive stress distribution 

in front of the stud shank and the lever action, namely anchor plate bearing and stud tension, 

realistically describe the pryout mechanism as an indirect-tension pull-out failure for anchor 

groups as well. The principal aim of the present section is to extend above proposed model for 

concrete pryout failure of a single welded headed stud to an anchor group. 

 

5.3.2 Pryout failure mechanism of an anchor group 

Concrete pryout failure mechanism for short single stud anchor loaded in shear is here 

extended to describe the failure mechanism of anchor group. The shear load transfer 

mechanism for anchor group is schematically shown in Figure 5.9. Based on the shear load 

transfer of single stud anchor and assuming that the anchor plate is stiff, the shear load is 

transferred through the following actions: (1) compressive forces at the front shanks of the 

rear and front headed studs Dbr,v, Dbf,v; (2) tensile forces at the front and rear headed studs 

Nbf,v, Nbr,v; (3) compressive force at the front side of the anchor plate Dp,v and (4) friction 

between anchor plate and concrete Rp,v. The internal bearing forces in front of the studs Dbr,v 

and Dbf,v as a result of the applied external shear load ensued an internal overturning moment 

of the anchor plate. The overturning moment induces a bearing pressure under the front side 

of the anchor plate Dp,v and tensile forces in the studs Nbr,v and Nbf,v. An increase of the shear 

load V induces a zone of crushing areas near the concrete surface, which increase stud 

deformation and plate rotation as well. Subsequently, the overturning moment induced by the 
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lever arm of the tensile forces in the studs and the compression under the anchor plate pulls 

out the concrete at the rear side of the studs including enclosed concrete between the studs. 

 

Figure 5.9. Pryout failure mechanism for anchor group 

Figure 5.9 depicts an excessively deformed anchor group and crack development. It shows 

obvious different crack propagation slope vf towards the concrete surface at the rear side of 

the front stud head and at the rear side of the back stud vr. The crack slope dependency has 

been numerically investigated in Chapter 4. It depends mainly on the stud spacing parallel to 

load direction Sx. The crack slope at the rear side of an anchor group and a single anchor is 

approximately comparable, i.e. vr = 30°. Anderson and Meinheit (2005) confirmed that the 

crack propagats from the rear studs upwards at an angle of approximately vr= 25°, which is 

close to here assumed inclination angle of approximately 30°. According to the performed 

numerical analyses in Chapter 4, the crack slope at the rear side of the front stud varies 

between vf ≈ 0° for Sx/hef < 2 and vf ≈ 30° for Sx/hef > 2. The crack propagation orientation 

at the rear side of the front stud heads towards the concrete surface is controlled by the 

compressive stress state in front of the rear stud shanks and the stud spacing in the loading 

direction. The compressive stress state deflects the crack propagation towards the rear stud 

heads. Moreover, the numerical simulation shows that for Sx/hef ≥ 2 the crack at the front side 

of the rear stud head propagates approximately in the opposite direction away from the 

concrete surface (Chapter 4). This can be explained by the combined effect of the tensile force 

in the stud and bearing force in front of the stud shank, which results in an inclined resultant 

force (see Fig. 5.9 and Chapter 4). This effect is prevented at the front stud head due to the 

positive influence of the compressive force under the front side of the anchor plate. Due to the 

fact that the concrete between the studs contributes to the concrete resistance, it is reasonable 

to assume that the effective compressive stresses for the anchor group and single anchor are 

comparable. 
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5.3.3 Pryout capacity prediction of an anchor group 

Current prediction formulas for concrete pryout failure of an anchor group according to 

CEN/TS and ACI 318 do not account for the stud diameter nor the stud stiffness term. These 

formulas are based on the indirect-tensile pullout fracture, which adopts the CC-method for 

anchors loaded in tension (Zhao, 1994). Accordingly, the tensile pullout effective area for 

tensile loaded anchorages is adopted for shear loaded anchorages and placed behind the 

anchorage including the stud spacing in both directions, parallel and perpendicular to load 

direction. Thus Eq. (3.8) is used by applying the projection area factor for the anchor group. 

Moreover, in case of an anchor group loaded in shear and/or torsion, the resultant shear forces 

distributed on the individual anchors could be unequal and acting in different directions. In 

such case the most unfavorable anchor should be verified taking into account the anchor 

spacing and edge distances (Fig. 5.10) 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 5.10: Calculation of projected area for group of anchors with shear load acting in different 

directions a) quadruple anchor group in-the-field (fib,2011) b) double anchor group in corner 

(CEN/TS) 

The here proposed pryout prediction formula for multiple row connections is also based on 

the CC-method for short stocky welded studs and on the failure mechanism for a single 

anchor failing in pryout, as presented before. To account for the overall concrete resistance, it 

is assumed that a concrete breakout including concrete enclosed between the studs is 

established. The pryout capacity of a group of headed stud anchors loaded in shear can be 

treated as the pryout capacity of single anchor with an extended projection area: 

Vcp = Ap,cp / A
°
p,cp V

°
cp     (5.24) 
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where V°
cp is the pryout capacity of a single anchor according to Eq. (5.23), A°

p,cp=6hef
2 is the 

effective projection area for a single anchor (Eq. 5.12) and Ap,cp is the effective projection area 

for the anchor group defined by the following Eq. (5.25) according to Figure 5.11: 

Ap,cp = (Sx+Sk,v)(Sy+2Sk,v)     (5.25) 

 

Figure 5.11: Idealized concrete break out effective area for quadruple anchor group 

The extended effective projected area takes into account the stud spacing influence, parallel 

and perpendicular to load direction, on the pryout capacity, which was numerically 

investigated in chapter 4. For anchor spacing greater than a critical value the pryout resistance 

of a group of anchors is equal to the resistance of a single anchor multiplied by the number of 

anchors. Current design provisions prescribe stud spacing limitations mainly to preclude 

capacity reduction, i.e. utilizing the full steel capacity excluding concrete failure. Current 

CEN/TS specifications indicate no specific minimum stud spacing and reference to relevant 

European Technical Specifications of the anchorage system. Whereas according to ACI 318 

provisions the minimum Sy-spacing of four anchor diameters (4d) or greater is required to 

preclude concrete failure. Currently CEN/TS and ACI 318 Appendix D provisions for 

predicting the pryout capacity are conservative and based on an indirect-tension breakout 

model. This model adopts the concrete capacity model for prediction of tensile breakout 

strength of an anchor group modifying the capacity by a constant that is related to the 

embedment depth. 
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6 Pryout capacity design recommendations 

6.1 General 

The aim is here to propose a new prediction model which realistically reflects the load 

bearing behaviour of welded stud anchors loaded in shear and failing in concrete pryout. 

Experimental and numerical investigation were carried out to provide more understanding of 

the load bearing behaviour for both single and multiple anchorages. Accordingly, the indirect-

tension pryout failure mechanism for single welded stud anchor was modified and extended to 

account for both single and multiple anchor connections. Moreover, the CCD-method was 

extended to account for the pryout capacity evaluation. A simplified concrete breakout 

pyramid model is applied to evaluate single and multiple anchorages and at the same time to 

account for geometrical discontinuity (edge and corner effects). The proposed CCD-approach 

for anchorages failing in concrete pryout, which are loaded in pure shear or combined tension 

and shear, eccentrically or torsional loading makes the calculation in the practice easier. 

The current prediction equation for the pryout capacity is fully based on the CCD-method for 

anchors under tensile loads. It does not account for the stud diameter, which is clearly a 

significant influencing parameter for the pryout capacity prediction. This prediction approach 

adopted in the current design provisions of the technical specification CEN/TS 1992-4-2 and 

ACI 318-11 Appendix D is clearly conservative, especially for anchorages with hef/d < 4.5 

where the pryout failure is likely to occur. Moreover, multiple anchorages loaded in torsion 

are not predicted according to CCD-method, only the most loaded anchor in the group is 

varified. 

The range of validity for CCD-method for pryout failure mode is investigated and discussed 

in the Chapters 3 and 4. The results of this investigation are valid for uncracked and 

unreinforced normal weight concrete ranging from C20/25 to C50/60. Current provisions 

regarding cracked or/and reinforced concrete are considered to be sufficient and valid for this 

prediction approach. It is also assumed that the concrete slab thickness has no influence on the 

pryout capacity and this was not part of this investigation. Moreover, the prediction approach 

assumes that the anchor plate is stiff and the friction between anchorage surface and concrete 

is neglected in the assessment of the concrete pryout resistance. It is also found, that the stud 

spacing to utilize the full pryout capacity for stocky welded headed stud quadruple anchor 

group is 6 ≤ S/d ≤ 13.5, which approximately corresponds to S/hef = 3. 
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The prediction approach is developed basically for cast-in anchorage such as headed studs 

welded on a steel plate. Nevertheless, it is principally valid also for post installed anchors 

considering the displacement behaviour as a result of the connection stiffness between anchor 

bolt and steel plate and hole clearance complying with the standard CEN/TS. Based on the 

fact that the pryout failure mode is an indirect-tension concrete failure, it is reasonable to 

adopt the reduction factor of approximately 15% to account for the unfavourable influence of 

the mechanical interlock of post-installed anchor comparing to headed stud (Eligehausen and 

Mallée, 2000). 

 

6.2 Pryout capacity design of anchors under shear load 

This section provides a concrete pryout capacity design proposal for anchorages loaded in 

shear and/or torsion. Based on the concept of the characteristic design values (CEN/TS 1992-

4-1; fib 2011; ACI 318 Appendix D), the action and resistance design values at ultimate limit 

state (ULS) and at serviceability limit state (SLS) should fulfill the following equation: 

Sd ≤ Rd      (6.1) 

where Sd is the value of design actions on the anchors and Rd is the value of design resistance 

of anchors. In case of SLS, the design actions (Sd) as wel as the design resistance (Rd) are 

generally axpressed in terms of displacement or roration.  

The determination of the values of the design action for anchorages loaded in shear (VSd) at 

ULS using an elastic analysis is carried out according to DIN V ENV 1992-1-1 (Eurocode 2) 

prescriptions. It may be assumed that the displacements are a linear function of the applied 

load. The characteristic displacement of an anchor at SLS can be taken from the relevant 

technical specification (CEN/TS 1992-4-1). On the other hand, the average ultimate load (Vcp), 

the characteristic design value (VRk) and a partial safety factor for material (M) are used to 

determine the value of design resistance. The characteristic design value is defined as the 5%-

fractile value, which means that one can say with 90% confidence that 95% of the actual test 

strengths exceed the characteristic strength. The 5%-fractile value is statistically determined 

as 𝛾5% = �̅� − 𝐾𝑠 where �̅� is the mean value of tests, s is the standard deviation and K is a 

coefficient which depends on the number of tests. Assuming a large experimental database 

(n=, K=1.645) with �̅� = 1 and COV of 15% is the 5%-fractile value calculated as 


5%

= 0.75. 
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Thus, for the concrete pryout capacity design of anchorages, the following relation between 

design action and design resistance for all combinations of actions should be fulfilled: 

VSd ≤ VRd,cp = VRk,cp / Mc = 
5% Vcp / Mc     (6.2) 

where Mc = 1.80 partial factor for concrete breakout failure mode, including pryout failure 

mode. 

According to CEN/TS 1992-4-1 the anchor forces due to shear, torsion or combined shear and 

torsion (action forces) are distributed uniformly to all fasteners of the group, assuming that 

steel or pryout failure is decisive. This is valid for all types of fasteners, i.e. cast-in, 

mechanical and bonded anchors, assuming constant anchor stiffness and hole clearance in the 

fixture, in case of anchors with hole clearance, in the range prescribed in the CEN/TS. Test 

results (Table A1) show that shear displacements at pryout ultimate load are much larger than 

the normal hole clearances according to CEN/TS and fib, 2011. 

The case of inclined shear load is not part of this investigation. Nevertheless, as the applied 

shear load on anchors is inclined (CEN/TS 1992-4-1), the shear load is redistributed parallel 

and perpendicular to the center of the anchor. In such case a pryout design resistance 

prediction by means of iteraction equation does not exist. For the verification of such 

anchorages near the edge a quadratic interaction equation was proposed by Hofmann (2004). 

For concrete breakout of anchorages away from edges loaded in combined load, tension and 

shear (N-V) or bending moment and shear (M-V), an exponential interaction equation (β=1.5) 

was proposed by Zhao (1992). Accordingly, it is reasonable to verify the pryout resistance in 

both directions, parallel and perpendicular to anchorage main axis, adopting the the following 

interaction relation: 

(VSd cosα / VRd,||)
β + (VSd sinα / VRd,r)β ≤ 1    (6.3) 

where VSd cosα and VSd sinα are the parallel and perpendicular design actions and β is an 

exponent which can be reasonably assumed to be β=1.5 according to the proposal of Zhao and 

Eligehausen (1992) for an interaction equation of tensile and shear forces for the verification 

of concrete breakout of an anchorage in-the-field. 

In order to predict the pryout capacity of an anchor group loaded in pure shear or torsion 

moment the relative projection area is calculated based on the extended CCD-method for 

pryout capacity proposed in Figure 6.1. It shows the various application possibilities of a 
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single anchor and multiple anchor group including the corresponding projection area 

according to the proposed CCD-method for pryout capacity. 

a) In-the-field 

 

b) In-the-field 

 

c) Back edge 

 

d) Corner 

 

e) Side edge 

 

f) In-the-field 

 

Figure 6.1: Projection area evaluation according to CC-approach for pryout failure mode for various 

anchorage configuration and arrangement 
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6.2.1 Characteristic pryout resistance of an anchorage in-the-field 

The characteristic concrete pryout resistance prediction of an anchorage (an anchor or an 

anchor group) loaded in pure shear is determined based on the extended CC-approach for 

pryout failure mode in Eq. (6.4). The included factors to account for reinforcement (ψre,cp) and 

cracked concrete (ψcr,cp) are indicated as concrete pryout specific and equivalent to factors 

corresponding to tension ultimate load prediction.  

VRk,cp = V°Rk,cp Ap,cp/A°p,cp ψs,cp ψec,cp ψre,cp ψcr,cp ψucr,cp  (6.4) 

where: 

V°Rk,cp = characteristic concrete pryout resistance of single anchor in-the-field [N] 

Ap,cp = available projection area [mm²] 

A°p,cp = projection area of single anchor in-the-field [mm²] 

ψs,cp =Ψsp,cp=0.56 (c2/hef)
0.5 factor accounts for disturbance of the symmetrical 

stress state in the concrete by edges of the concrete member [-] 

ψec,cp = factor accounts for eccentrical shear load [-] 

ψre,cp =ψre,N factor accounts for closely spaced reinforcement influence “shell 

spalling factor” [-] 

ψcr,cp = ψcr,N factor accounts for cracked concrete [-] 

ψucr,cp = ψucr,N factor accounts for uncracked concrete [-] 

Since the proposed CC-approach for pryout capacity is based on the assumption that the 

pryout failure is an indirect-tension failure mode some influencing factors, which were not 

investigated in this work, are adopted from the CC-approach for concrete breakout of anchors 

loaded in tension (Eligehausen and Mallée, 2000).  

The factor ψec,cp = ψec,N when the eccentricity of the resulting shear load relative to the center 

of gravity is within the anchor spacing and the shear load acts on the anchor plate (Eq. 6.4a). 

Thus, all anchors in the group are resisting shear in the direction of acting resultant shear load. 

When the resulting shear load acts outside the anchor spacing, the redistributed shear load 

will act on the anchors in different directions and the verification of the shear resistance will 

be done for the unfovarable anchor (CEN/TS 1992-4-1/2). In case of eccentricity of the 

resulting shear load in anchor axis direction (shear and bending) see section 6.2.3. 

Ψec,cp=1/(1+2ev/Scr,v) ≤ 1    (6.4a) 

where ev is the eccentricity of the resulting shear load relative to the center of gravity of the 

anchors resisting in shear and Scr,v=3hef. 

The factor ψre,cp=ψre,N accounts for the unfavorable influence of reinforcement especially on 

shallowly embedded fasteners and fasteners installed near concrete reinforcement. The 

interaction between tension stresses in concrete induced through the reinforcement bars and 
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the fasteners decreases the anchor capacity. Moreover, closely arranged reinforcement bars 

which transfers tensile forces into the concrete reduces the concrete strength nearby the 

fasteners. These effects are taken into account as follow (Eligehausen and Mallée, 2000): 

ψre,cp=0.5+hef/200 ≤ 1  (small spacing) (6.4b) 

ψre,cp =1   (large spacing) (6.4c) 

Large reinforcement spacing is assumed for reinforcement spacing ≥100 mm by 

reinforcement diameter ds≤10 mm and reinforcement spacing ≥150 mm by reinforcement 

diameter ds>10 mm, respectively. 

As mentioned earlier, the factor ψcr,cp= ψcr,N ≈ 0.70 to account for the cracked concrete effect 

for tension loaded anchors is assumed to be valid also for shear loaded anchor especially in 

case of the pryout failure mode. It is defined for concrete cone capacity of cracked concrete as 

follow (Eligehausen and Mallée 2000): 

Ψcr,cp=0.75  for headed studs and undercut anchors  

Ψcr,cp=0.68  for torque-controlled expansion anchors (crack capable) 

For calculating the characteristic pryout resistance in uncracked concrete it is reasonable to 

assume that the factor for all anchor types is about ψucr,cp =1/ψcr,cp = 1.4 and for cracked 

concrete the factor is ψucr,cp =1. 

 

6.2.1.1 Mean pryout capacity of a single anchor in-the-field 

Based on the experimental and numerical investigations of a single headed stud anchors away 

from any edge influence, the following mean prediction equation to evaluate the pryout 

capacity is proposed: 

V°cp = kcp dnom
0.5 fcc

0.5 hef
1.5   [N] (6.5) 

where kcp=6 [N0.5/mm] for headed stud, kcp=5.25 [N0.5/mm] for metal anchors, dnom is the 

nominal anchor diameter [mm], fcc is the concrete cube compressive strength [MPa] and hef is 

the embedment depth [mm]. 

Available test results, 69 tests (Zhao, 1994; Hawkins, 1987; Eligehausen and Lehr, 1993; 

Grosser, 2012 and Jebara et al. 2013) with single headed studs, anchor bolts, undercut and 

bonded anchors, were evaluated according to prediction proposal Eq. (6.5). The prediction 

assumes pure shear loading in uncracked and unreinforced concrete. For comparison purposes 
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the evaluation of the tests according to current prediction provision CEN/TS 1992-4 are 

shown in Figures 6.2a-d.  

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 6.2: Comparison between experimentally tested pryout capacities and predicted single anchor 

capacity according to CEN/TS 1992-4 

Accordingly, the evaluation shows an obvious conservative prediction of CEN/TS 1992-4, 

which underestimates and does not utilize the full anchor concrete pryout capacity. The 

evaluation of results yields to a mean test-to-prediction ratio of 1.27, standard deviation of 

0.34 and corresponding COV of 27%. 

The prediction according to the new proposal (Eq. 6.5) is compared with the test results in 

Figures 6.3a-d. The results illustrate a good correlation with all parameters with mean test-to-

prediction ratio of 1.04, standard deviation of 0.10 and corresponding COV of 10%. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 6.3: Comparison between experimentally tested pryout capacities and predicted single anchor 

capacity according proposal Eq. 6.5 
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obvious that the current approach underestimates the pryout resistance of anchor groups fail 

in pryout. On the other hand, the results for stud anchorages according to prediction proposal 

(Eq. 6.6) illustrate a good correlation with all displayed parameters with mean test-to-

prediction ratio of 1.05, standard deviation of 0.19 and corresponding COV of 18% (Fig. 6.5). 

The evaluation of the post installed anchor groups has shown that pryout capacity is about 

10%-15% lower than cast-in anchors such as headed stud and anchor bolts, which is 

comparable with tension loaded anchors (Eligehausen and Mallée, 2000). Those differences 

are explained by Eligehausen and Mallée (2000) through the positive influence of the head 

geometry of the stud, which activates slightly larger concrete breakout surface and the lower 

concrete compression stresses in the stud head neighborhood. This behavior could be also 

valid for undercut anchors with larger mechanical interlock through larger undercutting area.  

Figure 6.6 shows the comparison of the available 94 test results with current calculation 

approach according to CEN/TS. Accordingly, the average test-to-prediction ratio is 1.60 with 

a standard deviation of 0.51 and corresponding COV=32%. On the other hand, Figure 6.7 

shows a good correlation for all displaed parameters. The evaluated mean test-to-prediction 

ratio is 1.09 with standard deviation of 0.19 and corresponding COV=27%. Note, that the 

large scatter of the results is due to the deferent post-installed anchor types used in the tests. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

e) 

 

f) 

 

Figure 6.4: Comparison between experimentally tested pryout capacities and predicted multiple 

headed stud anchorage according to CEN/TS 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

e) 

 

f) 

 

Figure 6.5: Comparison between experimentally tested pryout capacities and predicted multiple 

headed stud anchorage according to proposal Eq. 6.6 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

e) 

 

f) 

 

Figure 6.6: Comparison between experimentally tested pryout capacities and predicted multiple post 

installed anchorage according to CEN/TS 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

e) 

 

f) 

 

Figure 6.7: Comparison between experimentally tested pryout capacities and predicted multiple post 

installed anchorage according to proposal Eq. 6.6 
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6.2.2 Anchor group under pure torsion load in-the-field 

The assumption for the equal distribution of load on all anchors of the group loaded in torsion 

is assumed to be valid. The hole clearance has no influence on the load distribution due to the 

large displacements which assure uniform load redistribution and therefore the same 

contribution of all anchors in the group at peak load. 

According to experimental and numerical observations (Chapter 4; Grosser, 2012) it is 

reasonable to assume that the concrete breakout crater due to pure torsion of a quadruple 

anchorage forms a truncated concrete breakout pyramid. The corresponding projection area is 

accordingly square or rectangular depending on the anchor arrangement. Thus, it is possible 

to predict the mean concrete pryout capacity due to torsion loading according to: 

Vcp,T = V°cp Ap,cp,T/A°p,cp    (6.7) 

where Vcp,T is the pryout capacity of the anchor group due to pure torsion moment and Ap,cp,T 

is the projection area according to Figure 6.1f. 

The shear load applied to a single anchor VT,anchor due to torsion moment of MT in a quadruple 

group of anchors is given by: 

VT,anchor = MT/(2 Ip
0.5)     (6.8) 

where MT is the applied torsion moment [Nm] and Ip is the polar moment of inertia [m²]. 

Accordingly, it is possible to evaluate the acting shear load on anchor in a rectangular group 

of anchors using the polar moment of inertia and it is given by: 

VT,anchor = [MT /(2 Ip)]{[S1(n1-1)]²+ [S2(n2-1)]²}0.5   (6.9) 

where n=n1 n2 is the number of the anchors in the group, n1 and n2 are the number of anchor 

rows and columns, S1, S2 are the anchor spacing, respectively. The moment of inertia for the 

group is defined by: 

Ip = (n1 n2/12) [ S1
2(n1

2-1) + S2
2(n2

2-1)]    (6.10) 

This approach is valid also for anchor groups placed near the edge or the corner loaded in 

torsional moment and failing in concrete pryout. The edge and corner influence can be taken 

into account according to the results of numerical investigation discussed in Chapter 4, 

sections 4.4.6-8. 

Since test data regarding anchors loaded in torsion are limited in the literature, only 11 tests 

with bonded anchors were evaluated (Grosser, 2012). Six double and five quadruple bonded 

anchor connections loaded in torsion away from edge and failing in pryout were evaluated 
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according to proposed Eq. (6.7). The projected area for double anchorage is assumed to be 

equal the projected area of double anchorage loaded in pure shear, whereas the projected area 

for the quadruple anchor connection was evaluated according the simplified approach shown 

in Figure 6.1f. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 6.6: Comparison betweenpryout capacity of double and quadruple bonded anchors loaded in 

torsion, a-b) prediction according CEN/TS and c-d) prediction according proposal Eq. 6.7 

Figures 6.6a-b show the comparison between the test results and prediction according to 

current CEN/TS for the most unfavorable anchor in the group. It is shown that the current 

CEN/TS model leads to conservative pryout resistance. The average test-to-prediction ratio is 

1.38 with a standard deviation of 0.21 and COV=15%. On the other hand, Figures 6.6c-d 

illustrate the comparison between the test results in terms of total shear load of the anchor 

group and the prediction proposal for the pryout capacity according Eq. (6.7). The mean test-

to-prediction ratio is 0.90 with a standard deviation of 0.10 and corresponding COV of 11%. 
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The limited available test data regarding pure torsion loading emphasize the need for more 

experimental investigations including other anchor types. 

 

6.2.3 Anchor group under eccentrical shear load (shear and bending) 

Anchor group loaded in eccentric shear which loads the anchor plate in shear and bending 

moment as well, is not a part of the current design provisions CEN/TS 1992-4. CEN/TS 

defines the distribution of the anchor forces of the group and the design is based on the 

evaluation of the most loaded anchor in the group. 

The shear-bending is discussed in the literature (Zhao, 1992; Eligehausen, Mallée and Silva, 

2006; Anderson and Meinheit, 2007) as combined shear and tension. The bending moment is 

transferred into pair of forces, compression in front of the anchor plate and tension in the rear 

studs. For practical usability, it was assumed that the lever arm of the forces was 

approximately equal to the stud spacing, which means that the compression and tension forces 

are transferred through the front and rear studs, respectively. Moreover, the influence of the 

stud spacing, that is to say increasing the tension resistance by compression field of the front 

studs, was taken into account to evaluate the ultimate moment of the group under pure 

bending moment. Zhao (1992) proposed an elliptical equation (exponent β=1.5), which 

accounts for the interaction between the provoked bending moment through the eccentricity 

and the eccentric shear load whereas Eligehausen, Mallée and Silva (2006) proposed a 

modification factor to the tensile capacity prediction equation, which accounts for the 

compression due to bending moment. 

The analysis of the available test data obtained in Zhao (1992) indicates that the decrease of 

the ultimate shear load due to eccentricity is approximately constant, i.e. independent of the 

stud spacing (Fig. 6.7a). Moreover, the concrete breakout formation of the test series carried 

out by Zhao are comparable with concrete pryout failure mode obtained in pure shear tests 

(Zhao, 1994). Thus, it is reasonable to consider the concrete breakout failure of eccentrically 

shear loaded anchorages as concrete pryout failure, which accounts for the eccentricity by a 

factor as follow: 

Vu,cp = V°u,cp Ap,cp/A
°
p,cp ec,cp    (6.11a) 

ec,cp = 1/(1+ev/hef)  (single anchor) (6.11b) 

ec,cp = 1/(1+1.75 ev/hef) (anchor group) (6.11c) 
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where Vu,cp is the pryout capacity of eccentrically loaded anchor group, ec,cp is eccentricity 

factor and ev is the eccentricity of the shear load due to corresponding bending moment 

Mv=Vu,cp ev. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 

 

e) 

 

f) 

 

Figure 6.7: Comparison between test results and prediction proposal for pryout capacity Eq. 6.11 
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increase of the internal moment lever arm due to the stud spacing in shear load direction. 

Figures 6.7c-f illustrate a good correlation of the test results with the proposed prediction 

equation multiplied with the eccentricity factor ec,cp. The mean test to prediction value is 

1.03 with a standard deviation of 0.12 and corresponding COV of 12%. 

 

6.2.4 Pryout capacity prediction of an anchorage close to edge 

Available test results of anchorages installed close to edge, a corner or parallel to an edge 

loaded in shear away from the edge are limited to tests reported by Eligehausen and CSTB’s 

laboratories (1995); Eligehausen, R., Popo-Ola S.O (1997); Grosser (2007) and Hofmann 

(2005). Single, double and quadruple anchorages were tested using undercut and bonded 

anchors. All relevant tests which failed in pryout or in case of side edge classified as mixed 

failure mode pryout and concrete edge were evaluated according to the pryout prediction 

proposal and CEN/TS provisions. The projected area was evaluated according to Figure 6.1 

and the peak load was predicted according to Eq. (6.4), accounting only for the anchorage 

geometry through the projected area ratio. 

Figures 6.8a-c show the test-to-prediction ratio of single and multiple anchorages loaded in 

shear in direction away from back edge or parallel to a side edge. For 58 tests (Table A4, A7, 

A8) single and multiple anchors loaded away from the back edge (Fig. 6.8a), the mean test-to-

prediction ratio is 1.16 with a standard variation of 0.29 and COV=25%. For 25 tests in the 

corner (Fig. 6.8b) the mean test-to-prediction ratio is 0.98 with standard variation 0.15 and 

COV=15%. Furthermore, for 31 tests with bonded anchors loaded parallel to a side edge the 

test to prediction ratio is 1.09 with standard deviation of 0.08 and corresponding coefficient of 

variation of COV=7%. The comparison of the predicted results according to the proposed 

approach shows a good correlation with the test results. In case of back and side edge 

influence the results are slightly conservative and for back edge influence with larger 

coefficient of variation. The large deviation is related to the different types of anchorages used 

in the available tests. Note that the prediction according to new proposal was done without 

taking into account the stress disturbance due to edge or corner influence. Thus, the results 

indicate the need for further experimental investigations regarding back and side edge 

influence as well as corner influence on the pryout capacity. 
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a) Back edge 

 

 

 

b) Corner 

 

 

 

c) Side edge 

 

 

 

Figure 6.8: Comparison between available test results and prediction proposal for pryout capacity 

Eq. 6.4 and CEN/TS 
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6.2.5 Verification of single anchors under combined shear and tension load 

According to the current CEN/TS 1992-4 and ACI-318 Appendix D provisions, the interaction 

equation for combined tensile and shear load is a tri-linear function (Eq. 6.12), which is a 

simplification of the elliptical relationship proposed by Zhao and Eligehausen (1992) 

(Eq. 13), dashed curves in Figure 6.9: 

N/Nu,c+V/Vcp ≤ 1.2     (6.12a) 

N/Nu,c ≤ 1      (6.12b) 

V/Vcp ≤ 1      (6.12c) 

(N/Nu,c)
1.5 + (V/Vcp)

1.5 ≤ 1    (6.13) 

where N and V are the tensile and shear loads, respectively, and Nu,c and Vcp are the average 

concrete cone breakout strength and average concrete pryout capacity of a single anchor, 

respectively. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 6.9: Comparison between test results and calculation according a) CEN/TS 1992-4 and b) 

Proposal for pryout capacity Eq. 6.5 

Figure 6.9 shows the available test results (mean values) for single headed studs compared 

with the prediction for pryout capacity according to CEN/TS and new proposal, respectively. 

The resistance evaluation of a single anchor, Eq. (6.5), is used for pryout resistance and for 

the tensile concrete cone resistance the following formula is used (Eligehausen and Mallée, 

2000): 

Nu,c = 15.5 fcc
0.5 hef

1.5     (6.14) 

The average ratio of the tested and predicted failure loads for the analyzed tests according to 

the proposed Eq. (6.5) is 1.16 with standard deviation of 0.13 and the corresponding 
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coefficient of variation equal to 11.5 %. The average of test-to-prediction capacity for the 

CEN/TS equation is equal to 1.11 with the standard deviation of 0.13 and a coefficient of 

variation equal to 11.8%. The statistics for the CEN/ACI tri-linear equation and proposed 

equation are approximately the same, which indirectly confirms the validity of the proposed 

Eq. (6.5).  
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7 Summary 

In the framework of the present dissertation the concrete pryout failure mode, which occurs 

for relatively short and stocky cast-in or post installed anchors with embedment to diameter 

ratio hef/d < 4.5, has been experimentally and numerically investigated. The experimental and 

numerical investigations aimed to achieve more understanding into the bearing behavior, 

failure mechanism and influencing parameters regarding the pryout failure mode. 

The experimental study aimed to investigate both the stud diameter and embedment depth 

influence on the pryout capacity away from an edge or corner effect. The stud diameter was 

varied from d=8 mm to 44 mm and the embedment depth from hef=30 mm to 90 mm. The 

tests were performed using welded studs at a steel plate cast-in normal weight concrete slabs. 

Moreover, to gain insight into the distribution of the compression in front of the stud shaft and 

under the front side of the anchor plate the so-called PRESCALE pressure measurement 

sheets were used. 

The finite element analysis is performed to better understand the pryout failure mechanism. 

Both single anchor and anchor group under various loading types and anchor geometry were 

analyzed. The stud diameter, embedment depth and plate overhang as well as the stud 

spacing, particularly with regard to the influence of the anchor spacing parallel and 

perpendicular to the loading direction, were varied systematically to clarify its influence on 

the pryout capacity, bearing behavior and failure mechanism. In addition, the loading type 

such as pure shear, eccentrical shear, combined shear and tension and finally torsion was also 

numerically investigated. Moreover, the influence of the back edge, side edge and corner on 

the pryout capacity of single anchor were also investigated. 

Based on above mentioned experimental and numerical investigations the following 

conclusions can be drawn out: 

1) The pryout mechanism for welded stud anchorages can be considered as an indirect-

tension breakout. The force pair, stud in tension and front side of the anchor plate in 

compression, induce the concrete breakout on the back side of the anchorage. The pryout 

failure mechanism of welded stud anchor group can be considered as an indirect-tension 

breakout as well. The force pair, studs in tension and plate in compression, induces the 

concrete breakout on the back side of the anchorage including the concrete enclosed 

between the studs. 
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2) The pryout capacity of the stud anchorages embedded in normal weight concrete is 

influenced by the stud diameter and is approximately proportional to its square root (d0.5). 

The finite element results for the pryout capacity of the stud anchorages embedded in 

normal weight concrete confirm the dependency on the stud diameter, which is also 

approximately proportional to its square root (d0.5). Increasing the stud diameter increases 

the activated concrete surface and decreases the compression in front of the stud shaft 

which increases the concrete resistance and consequently the anchor capacity. 

3) The embedment depth for shallowly embedded anchors has an essential influence on the 

pryout capacity. The size effect in case of embedded anchors in concrete is obvious 

although small range of embedment depth was investigated. The pryout capacity which is 

approx. proportional to the surface area of the concrete breakout half cone increases 

approximately proportional to hef
1.5. 

4) PRESCALE pressure measurement sheet was used to investigate the compression stress 

distribution in front of the stud shaft and under the front side of the anchor plate. The 

results show that a triangle compression stress distribution in front of the stud shaft can 

be adopted for the developed mechanical model to describe the pryout failure mechanism. 

Accordingly, the pryout failure mechanism for welded stud anchorages can be idealised 

through the concrete compression stress profile at the front of the stud shaft, which is 

approximately triangular over the anchor depth. However, behind the stud the failure 

mechanism is approximately equivalent to the half of the tensile concrete cone failure 

mode (indirect-tension). 

5) The experimental results reveal a concrete breakout crater which forms approximately a 

half-cone. The obtained measurements of the concrete breakout crater yield to a concrete 

surface angle of the concrete half-cone of approximately v=30° related to the concrete 

slab surface. In order to utilize the CC-method for pryout failure mode it is assumed that 

the projected area of the concrete breakout behind the single anchor is rectangular with 

the surface area of A°p,cp=2(hef/tan30)²=6 hef
2. The same assumption for the projected area 

was applied for an anchor group including stud spacing. Furthermore, the projection area 

for a single anchor or an anchor group near an edge is calculated as mentioned before 

taking into account the edge distance. 

 The evaluation result of both numerical analysis and experimental tests yield to an 

average ratio of the tensile force in the stud to ultimate shear force of approximately 
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Nb,v/Vcp=0.5. The results show that the tensile force in the stud is induced due to the 

internal overturning moment. The internal overturning moment depends on the applied 

shear load and the lever arm between stud tensile force and compression under the front 

side of the anchor plate.

7) Based on the obtained experimental results and the proposed mechanical model for the 

pryout failure mechanism, pryout capacity prediction equation for a single anchor is 

derived. The derivation has been done according to several methods: i) analytical 

integration of the tensile stresses on the concrete half cone surface, ii) anchor stiffness, 

iii) concrete compression in front of the stud shaft and iv) the concrete pyramid model. 

The derived equations are similar and yield to approximately the same mean value and 

variation of the ratio prediction to test result. Furthermore, a concrete capacity approach 

for pryout failure mode of both single anchor and anchor group is presented and verified 

against available experimental results. 

8) The numerical analysis shows that the pryout resistance principally increases with 

increasing the anchor plate overhang. Namely, with increase of the anchor plate overhang 

the ratio between tensile and shear force in the fastener decrease, which means that the 

resistance is reached at higher shear load. With increasing the anchor plate overhang 

(Opl→ ∞) the overturning moment turns into the so-called dowel-action for fasteners in 

composite concrete structures. The ratio between tensile and shear force at ultimate load 

reaches maximum value for the plate overhang that is approximately 2d, which is 

recommended for practical applications. The proposed formula is valid under the 

assumptions that both the anchor plate and anchor are relatively stiff and the anchor plate 

overhang is approximately 2d. Furthermore, the head to stud diameter ratio should be in 

the range close to present experimental investigations (dh/d=1.6), which is true for most 

of headed stud anchorages in engineering practice. It is recommended to verify the 

numerical findings through appropriate experimental investigations. 

9) The results of the study show that with increasing eccentricity of shear load parallel to 

anchor axis the failure mode is not changing. However, the resistance decreases 

approximately as a linear function of eccentricity. Thus a factor ec,cp for single anchor 

and for anchor group, which accounts for the reduction of the pryout capacity for single 

anchor and for anchor group, respectively, is proposed.  
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10) Both numerical and available experimental results of combined shear and tension load 

confirm the validity of the design formulas for the interaction between tensile and shear 

load using the proposed prediction equation for pryout capacity. 

11) The finite element results for the quadruple stud anchor group embedded in normal 

strength concrete confirm the strong influence of the anchor spacing on the failure mode 

and resistance. Compared to the stud spacing in direction of loading, the stud spacing 

perpendicular to load direction has only a moderate influence on the pryout capacity. It is 

shown that for anchor spacing in both directions less than 6d only a single pryout 

concrete cone forms, which decreases the pryout capacity of the anchor group. However, 

for larger spacing independent pryout cones are formed. This implies that maximum 

pryout capacity is reached for the anchor spacing larger than 6d and smaller than 13.5d, 

which approximately corresponds to S = 3hef. 

12) A projected area for the prediction of anchors loaded in torsion is proposed based on the 

numerical and experimental results. The prediction of anchors loaded in torsion according 

the developed CC-method for pryout failure evaluates the total shear resistence of the 

anchors in the group. It is possible to calculate the acting total shear load of the anchor 

group using the moment of inertia. 

13) The proposed concrete capacity design approch to predict the pryout capacity of single 

anchor and anchor group in normal weight concrete can be used to account for edge or 

corner influence. It is applied for the available test evaluation without taking into account 

the stress disturbance due to edge or corner influence. The results indicate the need for 

further experimental investigations regarding back and side edge influence as well as 

corner influence on the pryout capacity. 

14) The experimental and numerical investigations were performed using normal weight 

concrete of the strength class C20/25. It is well known that for concrete cone failure, 

typical for fasteners in normal weight concrete in the range from C20/25 to C50/60 MPa, 

the resistance is approximately proportional to fc
0.5 and the failure mode is of the concrete 

cone type. Consequently, the presented results are valid only for normal weight low 

strength concrete. However, for normal weight high strength concrete or for steel fiber 

reinforced concrete this is not valid and need to be investigated in future. 
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Appendix A 

 
Table A1: Test results for the 45 pryout tests 

d 

[mm] 

hef 

[mm] 

hef/d 

[-] 

fcc,150 

[MPa] 

Vu,test  

[kN] 

h
1 

[mm] 

h(0.5Vu,test) 

[mm]
v

2 

[mm] 

v 

[°] 

failure 

mode 
Reference 

8 30 3.75 25.8 17.78 5.68 2.46 1.20 26.0 cp Jebara 2013 
8 30 3.75 25.8 16.39 8.45 3.05 2.44 21.0 cp Jebara 2013 

8 30 3.75 25.8 16.38 8.94 2.31 1.19 40.0 cp Jebara 2013 

8 30 3.75 25.8 17.37 9.64 1.45 1.48 28.5 cp Jebara 2013 
8 30 3.75 25.8 14.62 4.97 1.14 1.04 26.0 cp Jebara 2013 

12 30 2.50 25.8 20.20 4.44 0.84 1.56 23.0 cp Jebara 2013 
12 30 2.50 25.8 20.59 4.26 1.43 1.61 20.0 cp Jebara 2013 

12 30 2.50 25.8 17.91 2.77 0.69 1.25 20.0 cp Jebara 2013 

12 30 2.50 25.8 18.50 3.66 1.06 1.10 22.0 cp Jebara 2013 
12 30 2.50 25.8 16.80 4.19 1.32 1.37 28.0 cp Jebara 2013 

16 30 1.88 25.8 18.53 1.61 0.52 0.97 41.0 cp Jebara 2013 
16 30 1.88 25.8 21.09 2.86 0.29 0.81 28.0 cp Jebara 2013 

16 30 1.88 25.8 19.84 1.69 0.52 0.83 20.0 cp Jebara 2013 
16 30 1.88 25.8 24.47 2.01 0.63 0.82 39.0 cp Jebara 2013 

16 30 1.88 25.8 20.28 1.84 0.58 0.87 20.0 cp Jebara 2013 

12 50 4.17 25.8 32.99 8.25 1.30 1.44 24.0 cp Jebara 2013 
12 50 4.17 25.8 33.51 8.60 1.61 3.02 35.0 cp Jebara 2013 

12 50 4.17 25.8 35.08 9.00 1.50 2.70 42.0 cp Jebara 2013 
12 50 4.17 25.8 32.40 11.56 1.92 2.99 37.0 cp Jebara 2013 

12 50 4.17 25.8 36.84 8.63 1.30 3.17 33.0 cp Jebara 2013 

16 50 3.13 25.8 43.42 4.11 0.71 1.44 47.0 cp Jebara 2013 
16 50 3.13 25.8 44.18 3.53 0.98 1.06 37.0 cp Jebara 2013 

16 50 3.13 25.8 40.21 3.72 0.66 1.40 22.0 cp Jebara 2013 
16 50 3.13 25.8 38.17 3.21 0.85 1.04 39.0 cp Jebara 2013 

16 50 3.13 25.8 39.11 3.54 0.44 0.63 23.0 cp Jebara 2013 
28 50 1.79 25.8 54.80 2.40 0.43 0.96 14.0 cp Jebara 2013 

28 50 1.79 25.8 59.74 3.17 0.64 1.56 38.0 cp Jebara 2013 

28 50 1.79 25.8 42.67 7.07 - 3.87 42.0 Mix3 Jebara 2013 
28 50 1.79 25.8 56.42 2.75 0.45 1.10 24.0 cp Jebara 2013 

28 50 1.79 25.8 53.16 2.10 0.46 1.04 26.0 cp Jebara 2013 
22 90 4.09 25.8 100.50 NA4 - NA5 34.0 cp Jebara 2013 

22 90 4.09 25.8 104.70 NA4 - NA5 20.0 cp Jebara 2013 

22 90 4.09 25.8 115.40 NA4 - NA5 27.0 cp Jebara 2013 
22 90 4.09 25.8 115.20 NA4 - NA5 40.0 cp Jebara 2013 

22 90 4.09 25.8 113.60 NA4 - NA5 33.0 cp Jebara 2013 
28 90 3.21 25.8 137.60 10.75 1.34 1.25 16.0 cp Jebara 2013 

28 90 3.21 25.8 144.00 14.58 2.02 1.41 19.0 cp Jebara 2013 
28 90 3.21 25.8 134.50 14.1 1.5 1.67 29.0 cp Jebara 2013 

28 90 3.21 25.8 138.80 14.11 1.54 1.46 30.0 cp Jebara 2013 

28 90 3.21 25.8 146.70 14.89 1.79 1.97 18.0 cp Jebara 2013 
44 90 2.05 25.8 160.80 3.01 0.58 1.19 33.0 cp Jebara 2013 

44 90 2.05 25.8 162.40 7.89 0.67 2.97 24.0 cp Jebara 2013 
44 90 2.05 25.8 154.10 3.55 0.66 1.17 17.0 cp Jebara 2013 

44 90 2.05 25.8 157.20 5.59 0.67 NA6 43.0 cp Jebara 2013 

44 90 2.05 25.8 162.30 4.62 0.79 1.70 26.0 cp Jebara 2013 
1) horizontal displacement corresponding to peak load on the front side of the anchor plate. 

2) vertical displacement corresponding to peak load on the middle of the anchor plate. 

3) mix of pryout and pullout failure. 

4) fixture rotates toward the top side of the anchor plate. 

5) not available items due to data loss. 

6) not available items due to measurement error. 
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Table A2:Evaluated main reaction components according to the proposed mechanical model  

Test 

number 

d 

[mm] 

hef 

[mm] 

fcc,150 

[MPa] 

Vu,test 

[kN] 

Nb,v=Dp,v 

[kN] 

Rp,v 

[kN] 

Db,v 

[kN] 
b,v 

[MPa] 

Nb,v/Vu,test 

[-] 
KB30-8.1 8 30 25.8 17.78 10.99 5.50 12.28 1.45 0,62 

KB30-8.2 8 30 25.8 16.39 10,36 5,18 11,21 0,85 0,63 

KB30-8.3 8 30 25.8 16.38 9,18 4,59 11,79 3,59 0,56 
KB30-8.4 8 30 25.8 17.37 9,79 4,89 12,48 1,60 0,56 

KB30-8.5 8 30 25.8 14.62 9,11 4,56 10,06 1,20 0,62 
KB30-12.1 12 30 25.8 20.20 10,60 5,30 14,90 1,06 0,52 

KB30-12.2 12 30 25.8 20.59 10,89 5,45 15,14 0,80 0,53 

KB30-12.3 12 30 25.8 17.91 9,54 4,77 13,14 0,70 0,53 
KB30-12.4 12 30 25.8 18.50 9,52 4,76 13,74 0,86 0,51 

KB30-12.5 12 30 25.8 16.80 8,73 4,36 12,44 1,37 0,52 
KB30-16.1 16 30 25.8 18.53 10,27 5,14 13,39 4,31 0,55 

KB30-16.2 16 30 25.8 21.09 9,07 4,54 16,55 1,43 0,43 

KB30-16.3 16 30 25.8 19.84 8,75 4,38 15,46 0,64 0,44 
KB30-16.4 16 30 25.8 24.47 10,72 5,36 19,11 3,90 0,44 

KB30-16.5 16 30 25.8 20.28 8,95 4,47 15,81 0,66 0,44 
KB50-12.1 12 50 25.8 32.99 19,15 9,58 23,41 0,76 0,58 

KB50-12.2 12 50 25.8 33.51 21,24 10,62 22,89 2,08 0,63 
KB50-12.3 12 50 25.8 35.08 21,65 10,82 24,26 3,51 0,62 

KB50-12.4 12 50 25.8 32.40 19,32 9,66 22,74 2,19 0,60 

KB50-12.5 12 50 25.8 36.84 23,54 11,77 25,07 1,99 0,64 
KB50-16.1 16 50 25.8 43.42 23,24 11,62 31,80 5,35 0,54 

KB50-16.2 16 50 25.8 44.18 23,38 11,69 32,49 2,66 0,53 
KB50-16.3 16 50 25.8 40.21 21,65 10,82 29,39 0,71 0,54 

KB50-16.4 16 50 25.8 38.17 20,30 10,15 28,02 2,66 0,53 

KB50-16.5 16 50 25.8 39.11 20,15 10,08 29,03 0,73 0,52 
KB50-28.1 28 50 25.8 54.80 23,74 11,87 42,93 0,30 0,43 

KB50-28.2 28 50 25.8 59.74 26,44 13,22 46,52 3,23 0,44 
KB50-28.3 28 50 25.8 42.67 NA NA NA NA NA 

KB50-28.4 28 50 25.8 56.42 24,51 12,26 44,16 0,97 0,43 
KB50-28.5 28 50 25.8 53.16 23,22 11,61 41,55 1,10 0,44 

KB90-22.1 22 90 25.8 100.50 NA NA NA NA NA 

KB90-22.2 22 90 25.8 104.70 NA NA NA NA NA 
KB90-22.3 22 90 25.8 115.40 NA NA NA NA NA 

KB90-22.4 22 90 25.8 115.20 NA NA NA NA NA 
KB90-22.5 22 90 25.8 113.60 NA NA NA NA NA 

KB90-28.1 28 90 25.8 137.60 70,79 35,40 102,18 0,36 0,51 

KB90-28.2 28 90 25.8 144.00 71,50 35,75 108,23 0,52 0,50 
KB90-28.3 28 90 25.8 134.50 67,80 33,90 100,63 1,29 0,50 

KB90-28.4 28 90 25.8 138.80 69,40 34,70 104,10 1,43 0,50 
KB90-28.5 28 90 25.8 146.70 74,14 37,07 109,65 0,48 0,51 

KB90-44.1 44 90 25.8 160.80 66,36 33,18 127,60 1,73 0,41 
KB90-44.2 44 90 25.8 162.40 68,37 34,18 128,21 0,84 0,42 

KB90-44.3 44 90 25.8 154.10 63,30 31,65 122,48 0,37 0,41 

KB90-44.4 44 90 25.8 157.20 NA NA NA NA NA 
KB90-44.5 44 90 25.8 162.30 67,27 33,64 128,67 0,99 0,41 
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Table A3: Available pryout tests with single anchor 

d 

[mm] 

hef 

[mm] 

fcc,200 

[MPa] 

Vu,test 

[kN] 
failure 

mode 

Test 

reference 

22 50 27 59.1 cp Zhao 

22 65 27 84.0 cp Zhao 

22 65 27 94.2 cp Zhao 
22 65 27 86.6 cp Zhao 

22 90 27 132.5 cp Zhao 

22 90 27 130.7 cp Zhao 

22 90 27 138.1 cp Zhao 

22 115 27 163.7 cp Zhao 
25.4 76.2 25.18 105.6 cp Hawkins 

25.4 76.2 23.75 98.2 cp Hawkins 

25.4 76.2 40.38 121.1 cp Hawkins 

19.1 76.2 24.94 102.7 cp Hawkins 

19.1 76.2 41.33 125.7 cp Hawkins 

10 40 26.5 23.8 cp Lehr 

10 40 26.5 20.6 cp Lehr 
10 40 26.5 19.5 cp Lehr 

10 40 26.5 19.5 cp Lehr 

10 40 26.5 23.0 cp Lehr 

16 60 25 

 

50.7 cp Grosser 

16 60 25 58.0 cp Grosser 
16 60 25 54.1 cp Grosser 

24 60 22 52.8 cp Grosser 

24 60 25 56.6 cp Grosser 

24 60 25 58.5 cp Grosser 

 

Table A4 : Single anchor near the edge loaded in shear towards concrete slab center 

hef 

[mm] 

dnom 

[mm] 

S1 

[mm] 

S2 

[mm] 

C1 

[mm] 

C2 

[mm] 

fcc.200 

[kN] 

Vu.test 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 
Reference 

60 14 0 0 60 400 36.10 54.11 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 60 400 36.10 51.38 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 60 1100 38.36 38.54 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 60 1100 38.36 40.38 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 60 1100 38.36 31.13 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 90 450 38.36 28.57 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 90 450 38.36 41.80 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 90 450 38.36 43.87 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 90 400 36.10 52.64 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 90 400 36.10 56.51 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 120 300 38.36 45.86 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 120 300 38.36 48.94 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 120 300 38.36 50.59 cp CSTB 1994 

 

Table A5 : Single anchor near the corner loaded in shear towards concrete slab center 

hef 

[mm] 

dnom 

[mm] 

S1 

[mm] 

S2 

[mm] 

C1 

[mm] 

C2 

[mm] 

fcc.200 

[kN] 

Vu.test 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 
Reference 

60 14 0 0 60 60 34.20 29.21 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 60 60 34.20 22.93 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 60 60 34.20 29.78 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 90 90 34.20 43.75 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 90 90 34.20 41.17 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 0 90 90 34.20 42.18 cp CSTB 1994 
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Table A6: Available pryout tests with single anchor - combined shear and tension 

hef 

[mm] 

dnom 

[mm] 

fcc.200 

[kN] 

Nu.test 

[kN] 

Vu.test 

[kN] 
R,test 

[kN] 

Ru,test 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 
Reference 

90.0 22.0 49.17 40.92 122.32 72 128.98 cp Bode 

90.0 22.0 49.17 40.92 128.99 72 135.33 cp Bode 

90.0 22.0 49.17 49.82 129.44 69 138.69 cp Bode 

90.0 22.0 49.17 84.96 95.19 48 127.59 cp Bode 

90.0 22.0 49.17 84.96 79.17 43 116.13 cp Bode 

90.0 22.0 15.68 28.91 73.84 69 79.30 cp Bode 

90.0 22.0 25.10 28.91 93.85 73 98.21 cp Bode 

90.0 22.0 25.10 28.91 79.17 70 84.29 cp Bode 

90.0 22.0 25.10 49.82 36.03 36 61.48 cp Bode 

90.0 22.0 25.10 49.82 56.93 49 75.65 cp Bode 

90.0 22.0 25.10 49.82 52.04 46 72.04 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 34.00 74.00 0.00 0 74.00 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 34.00 77.50 0.00 0 77.50 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 34.00 79.10 0.00 0 79.10 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 34.00 72.67 18.47 14 74.98 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 36.30 76.21 19.58 14 78.69 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 36.30 69.15 38.93 29 79.36 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 36.30 75.00 41.80 29 85.86 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 36.30 67.20 63.50 43 92.46 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 36.30 70.60 67.00 44 97.33 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 37.50 26.80 103.90 76 107.30 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 37.50 31.10 119.30 75 123.29 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 30.00 0.00 130.70 90 130.70 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 30.00 0.00 132.50 90 132.50 cp Zhao 

90.0 22.0 30.00 0.00 138.10 90 138.10 cp Zhao 

92.1 19.1 40.12 78.73 48.04 31 92.23 cp McMackin 

92.1 19.1 40.12 78.28 48.04 32 91.85 cp McMackin 

92.1 19.1 40.12 77.40 47.15 31 90.63 cp McMackin 

92.1 19.1 40.12 46.26 81.84 61 94.01 cp McMackin 

92.1 19.1 40.12 44.48 80.06 61 91.59 cp McMackin 

92.1 19.1 42.41 61.38 37.36 31 71.86 cp McMackin 

92.1 19.1 42.41 68.94 42.70 32 81.10 cp McMackin 

92.1 19.1 42.41 72.95 42.70 30 84.53 cp McMackin 

92.1 19.1 42.41 57.82 104.97 61 119.85 cp McMackin 

 

Table A7 : Double anchor near the edge loaded in shear towards concrete slab center 

hef 

[mm] 

dnom 

[mm] 

S1 

[mm] 

S2 

[mm] 

C1 

[mm] 

C2 

[mm] 

fcc.200 

[kN] 

Vu.test 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 
Reference 

60 14 0 60 60 450 38.36 72.19 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 60 60 450 38.36 63.53 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 60 60 450 38.36 69.16 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 60 400 38.00 75.61 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 60 400 38.00 96.04 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 60 400 38.00 96.93 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 60 90 400 38.36 91.08 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 60 90 400 38.36 65.30 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 60 90 400 38.36 72.15 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 60 90 900 34.20 80.92 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 60 90 900 34.20 81.34 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 90 400 38.00 105.19 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 90 400 38.00 106.62 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 60 120 500 38.00 75.20 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 60 120 500 38.00 96.24 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 60 120 500 38.00 71.75 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 60 120 400 36.10 103.54 cp CSTB 1994 
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60 14 0 60 120 400 36.10 102.05 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 40 160 23.59 28.07 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 40 160 23.59 20.99 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 40 160 23.59 27.49 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 60 160 23.59 45.85 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 60 160 23.59 51.64 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 60 160 23.59 47.15 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 80 160 23.59 46.77 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 80 160 23.59 50.92 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 80 160 23.59 39.79 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 40 80 160 23.59 39.23 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 40 80 160 23.59 46.73 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 40 80 160 23.59 49.70 cp CSTB 1994 

 

Table A8 : Quadruple anchor near the edge loaded in shear towards concrete slab center 

hef 

[mm] 

dnom 

[mm] 

S1 

[mm] 

S2 

[mm] 

C1 

[mm] 

C2 

[mm] 

fcc.200 

[kN] 

Vu.test 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 
Reference 

60 14 60 60 60 820 38.36 85.73 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 60 60 60 820 38.36 128.44 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 60 60 60 820 38.36 82.70 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 60 60 60 400 36.10 92.42 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 60 60 60 400 36.10 85.72 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 180 180 60 450 36.10 149.65 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 180 180 60 450 36.10 164.03 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 180 180 60 450 36.10 163.82 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 60 60 120 1050 38.00 161.05 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 60 60 120 1050 38.00 134.65 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 60 60 120 1050 38.00 127.55 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 180 180 120 450 36.10 176.31 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 40 40 160 160 23.59 70.81 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 40 40 160 160 23.59 70.21 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 40 40 160 160 23.59 64.22 cp CSTB 1994 

 

Table A9: Double anchor near the corner loaded in shear towards concrete slab center 

hef 

[mm] 

dnom 

[mm] 

S1 

[mm] 

S2 

[mm] 

C1 

[mm] 

C2 

[mm] 

fcc.200 

[kN] 

Vu.test 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 
Reference 

60 14 0 180 60 60 34.20 64.87 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 60 60 34.20 51.56 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 60 60 34.20 48.81 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 60 60 34.20 50.73 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 60 60 34.20 44.28 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 90 90 34.20 67.47 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 90 90 34.20 83.06 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 90 90 34.20 83.42 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 90 90 34.20 78.52 cp CSTB 1994 

60 14 0 180 90 90 34.20 86.44 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 40 40 23.59 27.60 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 40 40 23.59 29.38 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 40 40 23.59 28.04 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 60 60 23.59 35.36 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 60 60 23.59 29.76 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 60 60 23.59 35.14 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 80 80 23.59 36.02 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 80 80 23.59 37.31 cp CSTB 1994 

40 16 0 120 80 80 23.59 47.68 cp CSTB 1994 
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Table A10: Quadruple anchor parallel to the edge loaded in shear towards concrete slab center 

hef 

[mm] 

dnom 

[mm] 

S1 

[mm] 

S2 

[mm] 

C1 

[mm] 

C2 

[mm] 

fcc.200 

[kN] 

Vu.test 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 
Reference 

80 16 100 100 0 100 30.30 199.84 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

80 16 100 100 0 100 30.30 206.89 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

80 16 70 70 0 70 30.30 181.78 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

80 16 70 70 0 70 30.30 167.78 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

80 16 70 70 0 100 30.30 215.76 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

80 16 70 70 0 100 30.30 184.98 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

130 16 70 70 0 70 30.30 226.13 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

130 16 70 70 0 70 30.30 238.94 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

80 16 100 100 0 70 30.30 156.79 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

80 16 100 100 0 70 30.30 126.52 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

80 16 50 50 0 70 30.30 155.00 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

80 16 50 50 0 70 30.30 145.52 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

80 16 50 50 0 100 30.30 170.45 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

80 16 50 50 0 100 30.30 174.88 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

80 16 50 50 0 100 30.30 140.21 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

80 16 50 50 0 100 30.30 140.09 cp/CE Grosser 2007a 

130 16 70 70 0 70 24.80 167.50 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

130 16 70 70 0 70 24.80 177.10 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

130 16 70 70 0 70 24.80 177.20 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

130 16 70 70 0 100 28.50 213.40 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

130 16 70 70 0 100 28.50 194.20 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

130 16 70 70 0 100 28.50 191.70 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

130 16 70 70 0 100 28.50 195.40 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

80 16 70 70 0 140 24.40 149.53 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

80 16 70 70 0 140 24.40 152.61 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

80 16 70 70 0 140 24.40 156.17 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

80 16 70 70 0 140 24.40 165.69 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

130 16 70 70 0 70 24.80 210.74 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

130 16 70 70 0 70 24.80 210.50 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

130 16 70 70 0 70 24.80 195.50 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

130 16 70 70 0 70 24.80 201.70 cp/CE Hofmann 2005 

 

Table A11: Available pryout tests with multiple row anchor group 

 

n 

hef 

[mm] 

d 

[mm] 

fcc,200 

[N/mm²] 

Sx 

[mm] 

Sy 

[mm] 

Vu,test 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 
Reference 

4 50.00 22.00 29.00 100.00 100.00 170.60 cp Zhao 

4 50.00 22.00 29.00 100.00 100.00 164.74 cp Zhao 

4 50.00 22.00 29.00 100.00 100.00 171.78 cp Zhao 

4 65.00 22.00 29.00 100.10 100.00 217.94 cp Zhao 

4 65.00 22.00 29.00 100.10 100.10 227.47 cp Zhao 

4 65.00 22.00 29.00 100.10 100.10 230.13 cp Zhao 

4 90.00 22.00 29.00 99.90 99.90 271.32 cp Zhao 

4 90.00 22.00 29.00 99.90 99.90 295.59 cp Zhao 

4 90.00 22.00 29.00 99.90 99.90 257.26 cp Zhao 

4 46.00 12.70 48.50 76.36 76.36 145.00 cp Anderson 

4 46.00 12.70 48.10 115.00 76.36 184.60 cp Anderson 

4 46.00 12.70 48.00 115.00 76.36 202.40 cp Anderson 

4 46.00 12.70 51.00 152.26 76.36 252.60 mix Anderson 

4 67.00 19.00 41.60 301.50 100.50 521.30 cp Ollgaard 

4 67.00 19.00 41.60 301.50 100.50 578.20 cp Ollgaard 
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4 67.00 19.00 41.60 301.50 100.50 544.40 cp Ollgaard 

4 67.00 19.00 39.10 301.50 100.50 487.50 cp Ollgaard 

4 67.00 19.00 39.10 301.50 100.50 451.90 cp Ollgaard 

4 67.00 19.00 39.10 301.50 100.50 451.90 cp Ollgaard 

4 67.00 19.00 29.70 301.50 100.50 435.90 cp Ollgaard 

4 67.00 19.00 29.70 301.50 100.50 471.50 cp Ollgaard 

4 67.00 19.00 29.70 301.50 100.50 439.50 cp Ollgaard 

4 55.00 16.00 32.80 302.50 99.00 346.90 cp Ollgaard 

4 55.00 16.00 32.80 302.50 99.00 370.10 cp Ollgaard 

4 55.00 16.00 32.80 302.50 99.00 354.10 cp Ollgaard 

4 55.00 16.00 33.00 302.50 99.00 323.80 cp Ollgaard 

4 55.00 16.00 33.00 302.50 99.00 300.70 cp Ollgaard 

4 55.00 16.00 33.00 302.50 99.00 334.50 cp Ollgaard 

4 90.00 19.00 42.09 305.00 91.00 411.00 cp Hawkins 

8 68.00 16.00 35.86 305.00 76.00 676.10 cp Jayas 

6 46.00 12.70 51.00 152.26 76.36 267.30 cp Anderson 

6 46.00 12.70 51.00 152.26 76.36 281.60 cp Anderson 

2 44.45 9.50 45.20 38.10 0.00 54.27 mix Davies 

3 44.45 9.50 45.20 76.20 0.00 66.72 mix Davies 

4 44.45 9.50 45.20 114.30 0.00 88.96 mix Davies 

2 44.45 9.50 43.23 38.10 0.00 56.04 mix Davies 

4 44.45 9.50 43.23 38.20 38.10 96.08 mix Davies 

4 44.45 9.50 43.23 114.30 0.00 96.08 mix Davies 

2 44.45 9.50 34.72 96.50 0.00 52.04 mix Davies 

2 44.45 9.50 34.72 38.10 0.00 42.70 mix Davies 

2 44.45 9.50 34.72 20.30 0.00 36.47 mix Davies 

3 44.45 9.50 37.34 116.80 0.00 68.50 mix Davies 

3 44.45 9.50 37.34 76.20 0.00 58.71 mix Davies 

3 44.45 9.50 37.34 40.60 0.00 48.04 mix Davies 

4 44.45 9.50 30.79 20.30 38.10 67.61 mix Davies 

4 66.80 19.00 102.26 250.00 150.00 695.67 mix An 

4 66.80 19.00 96.50 250.00 150.00 675.65 mix An 

4 66.80 19.00 96.50 250.00 150.00 675.65 mix An 

4 66.80 19.00 108.35 250.00 150.00 715.68 mix An 

4 66.80 19.00 36.54 250.00 150.00 415.89 mix An 

4 66.80 19.00 36.54 250.00 150.00 415.89 mix An 

4 66.80 19.00 36.54 250.00 150.00 415.89 mix An 

4 66.80 19.00 37.75 250.00 150.00 422.56 mix An 

4 46.00 12.70 47.98 76.36 76.36 194.80 cp Anderson 

4 46.00 12.70 51.01 152.26 76.36 258.90 cp Anderson 
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Table A12: Available pryout tests with quadruple anchor group - eccentrical load 

hef 

[mm] 

dB 

[mm] 

fcc,200 

[N/mm²] 

Sx  

[mm] 

Sy 

[mm] 

ev 

[mm] 

Vu,test 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 
Reference 

160 22 35.40 100 100 820 45.20 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 35.40 100 100 820 51.90 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 35.40 100 100 820 46.80 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 35.40 140 100 820 53.70 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 35.40 140 100 820 54.90 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 35.40 140 100 820 53.30 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 35.40 210 100 820 66.54 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 35.40 210 100 820 68.17 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 35.40 210 100 820 64.60 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 35.40 280 100 820 87.00 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 35.40 280 100 820 84.50 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 35.40 280 100 820 85.10 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 28.90 140 100 620 78.66 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 28.90 140 100 620 79.25 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 28.90 140 100 420 107.38 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 28.90 140 100 420 100.20 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 28.90 140 100 220 157.60 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 28.90 140 100 220 169.50 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 28.90 140 100 170 247.50 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 28.90 140 100 170 241.70 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 28.90 140 100 120 277.80 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 28.90 140 100 120 257.40 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 28.90 140 100 70 327.40 cp Zhao 1994 

160 22 28.90 140 100 70 337.40 cp Zhao 1994 
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Appendix B 
 
Table B1: FE analysis of single anchor loaded in shear (test verification) 

hef 

[mm] 

d 

[mm] 

hef/dB 

[-] 

VuE,FE 

[kN] 

Nv 

[kN] 

Nv/Vu 

[-] 

failure 

mode 

30 8 3.75 13 8.84 0.68 cp 

30 12 2.50 18.04 11.94 0.66 cp 

30 16.5 1.82 21.26 12.72 0.60 cp 

50 12 4.17 34.66 19.58 0.56 cp 

50 16.5 3.03 43.72 26.20 0.60 cp 

50 28 1.79 54.92 31.30 0.57 cp 

90 16.5 5.45 95.87 53.98 0.56 cp 

90 22 4.09 114.11 60.86 0.53 cp 

90 28 3.21 128.28 68.82 0.54 cp 

90 44 2.05 154.37 81.30 0.53 cp 

90 66 1.36 205.16 97.50 0.48 cp 

 

Table B2: FE analysis of single anchor loaded in shear  

hef 

[mm] 

d 

[mm] 

hef/dB 

[-] 

VuE,FE 

[kN] 

Nv 

[kN] 

Nv/Vu 

[-] 

failure 

mode 

30 6 5.00 17.67 10.34 0.59 cp 

30 8 3.75 19.71 11.81 0.60 cp 

30 12 2.50 27.52 17.34 0.63 cp 

30 16.5 1.82 28.03 17.38 0.62 cp 

50 12 4.17 44.72 24.08 0.54 cp 

50 16.5 3.03 59.28 33.06 0.56 cp 

50 20 2.50 66.71 36.53 0.55 cp 

50 22 2.27 74.64 41.19 0.55 cp 

50 28 1.79 81.01 45.54 0.56 cp 

90 16.5 5.45 133.84 70.47 0.53 cp 

90 18 5.00 149.48 78.2 0.52 cp 

90 22 4.09 162.48 81.21 0.50 cp 

90 28 3.21 189.26 97.85 0.52 cp 

90 44 2.05 227.12 112.12 0.49 cp 

90 66 1.40 256.86 130.49 0.51 cp 

65 22 3.0 99.4 50.34 0.51 cp 

20 11 1.8 10.84 7.05 0.65 cp 

180 44 4.1 681.02 323.34 0.47 cp 

360 88 4.1 2119.6 1077.12 0.51 
cp 

540 132 4.1 4490.2 2293.8 0.51 cp 
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Table B3: FE analysis of single anchor ineccentrical loaded 

hef 

[mm] 

d 

[mm] 

ev 

[mm] 

ev/hef 

[-] 

VuE,FE 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 

20 11 5 0.25 10.80 cp 

20 11 10 0.50 8.95 cp 

20 11 20 1.00 6.57 cp 

20 11 40 2.00 3.83 cp 

30 16 5 0.17 26.46 cp 

30 16 10 0.33 23.34 cp 

30 16 20 0.67 18.26 cp 

30 16 40 1.33 12.74 cp 

40 22 5 0.13 51.08 cp 

40 22 10 0.25 45.40 cp 

40 22 20 0.50 38.90 cp 

40 22 40 1.00 28.46 cp 

50 22 5 0.10 70.52 cp 

50 22 10 0.20 66.01 cp 

50 22 20 0.40 53.83 cp 

50 22 40 0.80 39.98 cp 

65 22 5 0.08 101.77 cp 

65 22 10 0.15 92.66 cp 

65 22 20 0.31 84.36 cp 

65 22 40 0.62 67.42 cp 

90 22 5 0.06 167.38 cp 

90 22 10 0.11 143.96 cp 

90 22 20 0.22 136.74 cp 

90 22 40 0.44 107.53 cp 

 

Table B4: FE analysis of single anchor incombined load (shear and tension)  

hef=90 mm, d=22 mm 

VuE,FE 

[kN] 

NuE,FE 

[kN] 

V/Vcal 

[-] 

N/Ncal 

[-] 

R,test 

[kN] 

Ru,test 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 

122.38 0.00 1.02 0.00 90.00 122.38 cp 

106.14 10.59 0.88 0.16 84.30 106.67 cp 

100.85 21.19 0.84 0.32 78.14 103.05 cp 

69.90 32.20 0.58 0.49 65.27 76.96 cp 

63.07 41.40 0.52 0.63 56.72 75.44 cp 

39.10 55.20 0.33 0.83 35.31 67.64 cp 

7.11 62.58 0.06 0.95 6.48 62.99 cp 

0.00 71.02 0.00 1.07 0.00 71.02 cp 
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Table B5: FE analysis of single anchor near the back edge, side edge and corner 

hef 

[mm] 

d 

[mm] 

hef/d 

[-] 

C1 

[mm] 

C2 

[mm] 

Vu,FE 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 

90 22 4.09 90 - 97.06 cp 

90 22 4.09 135 - 137.78 cp 

90 22 4.09 180 - 150.87 cp 

90 22 4.09 270 - 157.52 cp 

90 22 4.09 - 60 58.77 cp 

90 22 4.09 - 90 75.86 cp 

90 22 4.09 - 135 94.41 cp 

90 22 4.09 - 180 118.24 cp 

90 22 4.09 - 270 168.94 cp 

90 22 4.09 90 90 63.60 cp 

90 22 4.09 135 135 85.30 cp 

90 22 4.09 180 180 103.02 cp 

90 22 4.09 270 270 161.54 cp 

90 22 0.00 90 60 50.17 cp 

90 22 4.09 90 135 71.62 cp 

90 22 4.09 90 180 80.11 cp 

90 22 4.09 90 270 96.04 cp 

90 22 4.09 180 90 72.87 cp 

90 22 4.09 180 270 140.00 cp 

90 22 4.09 270 90 77.81 cp 

90 22 4.09 270 180 115.24 cp 

 

Table B6: FE analysis of quadruple anchor loaded in shear  

hef 

[mm] 

S=Sx=Sy 

[mm] 

d 

[mm] 

Nv,rear 

[kN] 

Nv,front 

[kN] 

VuG,FE 

[kN] 

h 

[mm] 

v,rear 

[mm] 

v,front 

[mm] 

failure 

mode 

40 40 18 17.53 42.41 109.05 1.44 2.08 1.08 cp 

40 80 18 25.92 36.24 157.50 1.62 2.76 1.02 cp 

40 120 18 27.26 30.63 197.70 1.26 1.41 0.44 cp 

50 50 22 29.2 73.64 178.95 2.04 3.03 1.59 cp 

50 100 22 44.14 53.70 244.18 2.26 4.01 1.47 cp 

50 150 22 46.22 49.54 324.78 2.92 4.96 1.54 cp 

65 65 22 46.76 77.55 258.16 2.30 2.97 1.43 cp 

65 130 22 62.16 59.66 385.56 2.52 2.77 1.02 cp 

65 195 22 56.83 52.45 409.74 2.46 1.74 0.70 cp 

90 100 22 87.84 83.45 470.60 3.06 2.69 1.15 cp 

90 180 22 86.12 78.61 604.62 4.64 3.08 1.29 cp 

90 270 22 89.12 100.45 726.66 4.52 2.06 0.94 cp 
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Table B7: FE analysis of multiple row anchor group loaded in shear -  

hef 

[mm] 

d 

[mm] 

Sx 

 [mm] 

Sy 

[mm] 

Nv,front 

[kN] 

Nv,rear 

[kN] 

VuG,FE 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 

40.00 18 40.00 40.00 42.41 17.53 109.05 cp 

40.00 18 40.00 80.00 42.74 25.32 138.66 cp 

40.00 18 40.00 120.00 43.22 25.25 143.41 cp 

50.00 22 50.00 50.00 73.64 29.20 178.95 cp 

50.00 22 50.00 100.00 64.72 34.77 204.04 cp 

50.00 22 50.00 150.00 56.34 42.03 216.02 
cp 

65.00 22 65.00 65.00 77.55 46.76 258.16 cp 

65.00 22 65.00 130.00 79.27 67.40 339.02 cp 

65.00 22 65.00 195.00 74.38 63.66 327.36 
cp 

90.00 22 100.00 100.00 83.45 87.84 470.60 cp 

90.00 22 100.00 180.00 89.55 101.93 557.16 cp 

90.00 22 100.00 270.00 86.38 100.83 552.52 
cp 

40 18 120 40 33.29 22.20 158.79 cp 

40 18 120 80 28.07 26.45 174.79 cp 

40 18 120 120 30.63 27.26 197.70 cp 

50 22 150 50 40.46 37.04 245.76 cp 

50 22 150 100 47.65 46.12 301.48 cp 

50 22 150 150 49.54 46.22 324.78 cp 

65 22 195 65 55.75 47.95 354.10 cp 

65 22 195 130 57.21 47.96 378.76 cp 

65 22 195 195 52.45 56.83 409.74 cp 

90 22 270 100 82.34 76.41 579.04 cp 

90 22 270 180 94.30 77.10 648.82 cp 

90 22 270 270 100.45 89.12 726.66 cp 

 

Table B8: FE analysis of double anchor group loaded in shear 

hef 

[mm] 

d 

[mm] 

Sx 

[mm] 

Nv,front 

[kN] 

Nv,rear 

[kN] 

VuG,FE 

[kN] 

failure 

mode 

40.00 18.00 40.00 22.12 15.55 80.98 cp 

40.00 18.00 80.00 12.89 18.47 98.72 cp 

40.00 18.00 120.00 10.62 15.45 101.16 cp 

50.00 22.00 50.00 31.82 27.20 127.76 cp 

50.00 22.00 100.00 18.44 24.84 135.66 cp 

50.00 22.00 150.00 17.02 24.80 157.37 cp 

65.00 22.00 65.00 34.16 34.64 169.66 cp 

65.00 22.00 130.00 28.80 33.17 208.92 cp 

65.00 22.00 195.00 24.54 30.44 220.28 cp 

90.00 22.00 100.00 42.42 51.34 279.42 cp 

90.00 22.00 180.00 36.58 44.38 305.68 cp 

90.00 22.00 270.00 39.40 43.83 354.62 cp 
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Table B9: FE analysis of quadruple anchor group loaded in torsion 

hef 

[mm] 

Sx=Sy=S 

[mm] 

d 

[mm] 

Vx,FE 

[kN] 

Vxg,FE  

[kN] 

MT 

[kNm] 

VTE,FE  

[kN] 

VTG,FE  

[kN] 

failure 

mode 

40.00 40.00 18.00 31.23 62.46 3.75 33.12 132.50 cp 

40.00 80.00 18.00 49.06 98.12 7.85 34.69 138.76 cp 

40.00 120.00 18.00 61.98 123.96 12.40 36.52 146.09 cp 

50.00 50.00 22.00 46.08 92.16 6.91 48.88 195.50 cp 

50.00 100.00 22.00 75.57 151.14 15.11 53.44 213.74 cp 

50.00 150.00 22.00 91.93 183.86 22.98 54.17 216.68 cp 

65.00 65.00 22.00 62.78 125.56 10.36 56.34 225.38 cp 

65.00 130.00 22.00 104.69 209.38 24.08 65.49 261.94 cp 

65.00 195.00 22.00 131.68 263.36 38.85 70.43 281.72 cp 

90.00 100.00 22.00 105.79 211.58 21.16 74.80 299.22 cp 

90.00 180.00 22.00 157.81 315.62 44.19 86.79 347.16 cp 

90.00 270.00 22.00 195.19 390.38 72.22 94.57 378.28 cp 
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